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Forsyth Industries To Locate Plant Here
Metal Stamping
Operations Will
Employ 50 People

Poison Control
Center To Be
Established Here

Is

is

19

4.

;

The Murray Jaycees and the
Calloway County Drug Council
are co-sponsoring a Poison
Control Center for Murray and
the surrounding area, to be set
up in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
Willard Ails, who will direct
the center, said that he hopes
the service will be tn operation
by April 1.
The center will have a direct
phone line which local citizens
may call in the event their child
swallows some type of poison or
other material. Calls will not
have to go through the hospital
switchboard.
Ails said that the center will
be used mainly by parents
whose children have taken
some sort of poisonous
material, because 90 per cent of

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

•

all poison cases are children
between the ages of one and
five.
A card file will contain information on all products on the
market, with antidotes and
characteristics of each product,
Ails said. Qualified personnel
will be at the hospital at all
hour&
The original idea for the
poison control center came
from the Jaycees organization,
Ails said. Joe McKinney, a
member of the Jaycees,
suggested the idea to the local
drug council.
Since the council has no
means of raising funds, the
project was adopted by the
Jaycees, but Ails stressed that
the center is not just a drug
council project or 8 Jaycees
project, but a community
service with other groups and
clubs helping to make the
service work.
In reality, the service will
require very little expense from
anyone, Ails said. The only
regular expense will be the
telephone bill each month , he
(See Poison Control. Page lei

Local funeral homes go out of
the ambulance business July 1
which means only three more
months to make other plans for
the county
We still think the most
feasible plan is for a citycounty or just a county operated
facility
-- —
Pack of five dogs crossing
through the 1).4—Mu%
The average Ameekan works
two hours and hl minutes of
each eight-hour wortIng day
just to pay his tax bills—more
than the combined costs of food,
clothing and shelter
Mint Director Mary Brooks
has asked Congress for
legislation to feature the
Revolution on dollars and bandoliers to commemorate the
1976 bicentennial. The new coins
would be released for circulation beginning July 4, 1975.
Students from the Murray
Middle School call on us this
morning. This is "Spring Fever
Week" at the school and
students planned a project each
day. On Friday we'll run two
pictures they took, plus an
article. The students did all the
work including takingeti.he two
pictures.
the
Congratulations to
Calloway County School Board
on their progressive move.
Three new elementary schools
will be constructed in the
county, reducing the number of
schools from six to three.
Naturally there will be some
reaction in the communities
sadness at
involved and a
losing their schools of long
standing, but the primary
consideration has to be what is
the best for the children.
(See Seen & Heard, Page 18)

The Weather
Fair, with a gradual warming
trend through Friday. High
today 57 to 82, low tonight
to
42. High Friday in the low to
mid 80s. Continued mild Saturday, with a chance of showers.
Updated outlook for Kentucky, Saturday through Monday
Chance of showers Saturday
and Sunday. Clearing Monday.
Lows mostly in the 40s. Highs
•
in the 80s.

Calloway FBLA
Makes Donation
To Heart Fund
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America
presented a check for VS for the
Heart Fund. Miss Sabrina
Tucker, chapter president,
presented the check to Mrs.
Martha Mks, chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Heart
Fund.
With Miss Tucker when she
made the presentation were the
club's sponsors, Mrs. Joann
Woods and N. P. Paschall.
The FBLA is a service
organization designed to better
serve the shcool and community, Miss Tucker said. This
was one of the club's service
projects for the 1972-73 school
year.
During the school year the
club undertakes activities such
as candy sales and the
publishing of the Laker
basketball programs in order to
sponsor different service
projects, e club spokesman
said. The Calloway County
FBLA chapter has fifty-five
members.
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MURRAY FEBRUARY 1918—This postcard depicts Murray in 1908 and is owned by Mrs. Robert Holden, Route one Wingo,
Kentucky. The caption under the picture reads "Main Cross Street looking West, Murray, Ky." Apparently the building at the left is
the old Beale Hotel. Third street crosses Main at this point. Beak Hardware is located in the corner !Aiding at the right and across
Third street is the building which no houses Wallis Grocery.The Bank of Murray would be located at the end of the block at the left
made in Germany.
is ith the courthouse out of sight at the left This postcard was published by Dale & Stubblefield and

Rev. B. R. Winchester Retires
After Ministry Over 43 Years
Rev. B.R. Winchester announced his retirement from
the active pastorate of the Hazel
Baptist Church at the services
on Sunday morning. His
retirement will become effective on Sunday, April 29
The minister began his
eleventh year as pastor of the
Hazel Church on Sunday, March
4. He came to Hazel from Lone
Baptist Church, Paducah, after
serving that church as pastor
for eighteen years and two
months.
During the past ten years at
show
Vt
the Hazel Church,
that a total of 148 additions were
made to the church with 76 by
letter and 72 by baptism.
Records from the Blood River
Baptist Association and the
church show that the membership has lost 47 by death and
the net membership having a
net loss of 39 during the ten year
period. Total offering for the ten
years was $371,530.00 with the
total mission offerings being
864,684.00 of which $52,979.00
was given to the Cooperative
program of the Southern
Baptist Convention.
EIGHT CITED
Eight citations were issued by
the Murray City Police Wednesday, including six for
speeding, one for shoplifting,
and one for disregarding a stop
sign. No accidents were
reported Wednesday by the
police.

During Bro. Winchester's the children's building in 1963. A
pastorate at the Hazel Church total of $58,527 has been paid on
the church has purchased two church debts in the ten year
houses and lots adjoining the period. In 1969 a :sew
church property This debt has Educational building was
been paid along with lbe dotter erreeted and approximately
half of this debt has been
retired, according to church
records.
Bro Winchester started his
ministry in 1930 preaching his
first sermon at his home church
of Cherry Corner here in
Calloway County. He taught in
the schools of Calloway County
for a period of five years while
at the same time attending what
Is now Murray State University.
In 1931 Rev. Winchester
entered Union University,
Jackson, Term., and received
his degree from there in 1933.
He received his elementary
school training at the one room
schools of Stone,Cherry Corner,
Blakley, and Elm Grove, and
his high school frathing at
Rev. B.R. Winchester
Murray High School.
For a short time in 1931-32, he
Teentown To Be Open
was pastor of three fourth-time
churches in Tennessee before
At Church On Saturday
becoming pastor of the Parkreopen view Baptist Church, Jackson,
will
Teentown
Saturday, March 24, at the First Tenn. He served as pastor of the
United Methodist Church for First Missionary Baptist
in Benton before
grades seven through twelve, Church
Teentown
See Winchester, Page 16)
to
according
spokesman.
Admission will be one dollar
FREE DOG
and the doors will oper. at 7:30
Collie dog, less than one year
pm, and close at 11 30 pm. old, is free to someone for a pet
Musk' will be by 'Stump The owner said the dog would
Daddy."
make a good stock dog or good
pet. For information call 4892240 or 489-2490.
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West.

Miss Sabrina Tucker,president of the Calloway County High School Chapter of the Future Flusinese
Leaders of America, second from left, presented a cheek for $25 for the Heart Fund to Mrs Martha
Ails, left, Murray-Calloway County Heart Fund chairman. On the right are the club's sponsors, MIL
Joann Woods and N.P. Paschall.

Registration
Is Scheduled
Registration for students
entering the first grade at
and
Carter
Robertson
Elementary Schools in Murray
will be held on Monday and
Tuesday. March 28 and 17:
according to Dennis Taylor.
principal.
Persons who have a child
entering the first grade in the
fall, should register at
Robertson School on Monday
from one to four p.m. or at
Carter Sehmt on Tuesday from
one to four p.m.
said
Taylor
Principal
registration of the students will
be accepted at either school on
Monday or Tuesday. Assignment of the students to Carter
or Robertson will be by the
principal.

Alpha Department To
Hold Luncheon Meeting
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have its noon luncheon on
Saturday. March 24, at the club
house with Dr Gordon S
Plummer as speaker on
"African Art."
Hostesses for the luncheon
will be Mrs. Wayne Williams,
Mrs Robert Hornsby, Mrs. J.D.
fiabyurn, and Mrs. Max Hurt.

Bake Sale For Power
Rescue Tool Saturday

Forsyth Industries with base operations
in East Aurora, N. Y., has purchased five
acres of industrial property on North
Fourth Street in Murray from the Murray
•
Chamber of Commerce.
and
Richard Thrasher, Vice-President
General Manager of Forsyth Industries,
inat_plans are being made to construct a plant on the site in the near future.
He also stated that the plant will produce
metal stampings for the lighting fixture
industry as well as the fabrication of air conditioner tubing. The Murray Division
plant will supplement production of the
East Aurora plant.
Thrasher indicated that the ultimate
employment at the Murray site will be
approximately fifty people.
Forsyth Metal Goods Company was
formed in Buffalo, New York in 1900 and
moved to East Aurora in 1904. The name
was later changed to Forsyth Industries to
encompass their varied production.
The East Aurora plant employs 52 in
production.
Thrasher and Forsyth President Joseph
R. Takats will visit Murray in early April.
Robert Moyer, President of the Chamber
of Commerce, said today, "We are ex
tremely pleased to welcome Forsyth In
dustries as they join the growing family of
fine industries in this community. We feel
that they witt ,fit in weft with our fnclustrial
plans and economic development."
James L. Johnson, executive secretary of
the Murray Chamber, expressed ap
predation to everyone that had worked
with him in negotiations and research with
Forsyth. He s-ingled out James- Catlett, of
South Kentucky Development Association,
for research praise.
Johnson said that over 18 acres remain in
the site for other industry. In addition, the
Chamber owns 106 acres on U. S. 641 and
has options on nearly 700 acres of industrial
property.

Books, Magazines
Being Collected
Church Women United has
started a project to help in the
collection of old text books,
magazines, and other suitable
reading material to be used at
the library at the penitentiary
at Eddyville.
Boxes for residents of
Murray and-Calloway County to
leave their materials will be
placed at the Calloway County.
Public Library on Main Street
and at the Educational Building
of the First Christian Church,
North 5th Street
For further information
persons may call Mrs Alfred
Lindsey, Jr. 753-3824

First Aid
Course To
Be Offered

Plans have been completed
for the Standard Red Cross
Multi-Media First Aid course
which will be taught by Glen
Helm, Instructor-Trainer The
class will be held in the TV
studio on the 6th floor of the
Fine Arts Building at Murray
State University, from 630 to
8. 30 p.m. on March 27, April 3,
10, and 17.
Thirty-six students have
enrolled with representatives
from industry, construction,
university, and several local
business firms, as well as individuals.
l'he Multi-Media film will be
used along with demonstrations
with "Resussie Annie" in
lifesaving and mouth to mouth
rescusitation.
Instructors assisting Helm
will be Jim Johnson and Don
are
Newberry. Students
reminded to be on time and.
bring the fee for the workbooks
which will be $3.65, along with
the bandages and other
materials mentioned in the
letter they will receive. Persons
who do not plan to attend should
call the Red Cross Office at 753MURRAY OPTIMIST Club presented trophies to the winners of the annual oratorical contest ht'' 1421 and relinquish the place in
Tuesday evening. Contest Chairman, Ron Beshear. made the trophy presentations. Winners are, left class being held for them since
to right, Boys first place, Doug Spencer, Girls first place, Becky Sams, Girls second place, ('indy others would like to have it, a
spokesman said.
McPherson. These students will now enter the district tournament

A bake sale will be held by the
Sunnyside Homemakers ('Iub
on Saturday. March 24, starting
at 8:30 a.m. at Roses Department Store in the Cer_itral
Shopping Center.
MEET CHANGED
All types of baked goods will
The Social Concerns Com- be on sale.. Proceeds will be
mittee meeting, scheduled for donated to the fund for the
tonight, has been changed to Hurst Power tool being purThursday, March 29, at 7:30 chased for the use of the city
p.m. at the Douglass Center.
and county in rescue efforts.
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W P Williams. President (1941 194131
James C Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gone McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reioct any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, Cr, not for the best In
?west of our readers
National Representatives Wallace Witmer- Co , 1509 Madison Ave
Memphis, Tn Time &Life Bldg., New York, N Y , Stephenson Bldg
Detroit, Mich
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray $ 15 per week, St 52 Per
month, $15 20 per year By mail in Calloway and edio.nmc counties,
1.7 50 per year, other destinations within 150 miles 01 Murray. $1500
per year, more than 150 miles from Murray, $15.00 per year All Tail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Eniered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. tor trainsrmss,on
as Second Class Metter

Bertram S. Brown, M
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

Parkinson's Disease
Scientists at Yale University's
School of Medicine have reported isolation of an CRI}MC
WhICh is essential to the brain's
control of bodily movement,
[he work appears to have
significant implications for the
treatment of Parkinson's Disease, an illness characterized by
lack of control over movement

The Ositstendlng Civic Asset of. Community
is me integrity of its Newspaper

THURSDAY—MARCH Et, 1873

One Man's Meat
Every man has his vice. Some drink, some
gamble, some chase women. (That's a vice?) The
ve-time state news editor of the Nashville Tennean had a different one, so offbeat that it hardly
could be called a vice.
He chewed paper. Newsprint, the stuff your paper
is printed on,only he used the blank variety
Like Nicholas Vedder's pipe in Rip van Winkle.
you could gauge his mood by the way he tore up and
munched his paper; slowly and reflectively if
pleased, rapidly and angrily if not It always
disappeared.
One time he got sick and was out for several days.
The paper became worried and the best doctors at
Vanderbilt University were dispatched to cure him.
They gave him the works, including exhaustive
diagnostic research, which included his dietary
habits and..byizimisequence,,his whimsical ingestion
of paper.
Upon reporting their findings to the publisher. , it
became unbelievably apparent what had happened.
The paper had quit buying Newfoundland newsprint
and had switched to a southern U.S. outfit. That
Alabama pine was making him sick.—Roanoke
Va I Times

4-k1DE. ME ,'
Re-discover Kentucky

Morgan County 150th Anniversary

By Beim Price Stacy
for the past two months I,Og Al
ken of Lexington has been
It used to be that when a fellow described himself climbing a tall aldder in the
as "a banker," everyone automatically knew what court room at the Morgan
he meant Nowadays, he needs to be more specific County courthouse in West
into a .
Just what kind of bank is he associated with-blood Liberty, disappearing
small opening in the ceiling and
kind
bank, bone bank, eye bank, sperm bank, or the
staying out of sight for hours.
that deals in money"—Huntsville ( Ala I Times
He has been spending
Saturday afternoons working on
the clock on top the courthouse,
and on March 10 when the old
clock struck the hour of noon, he
LILD4.1CR • TIBIAS FILE
was still working in the tower.
Approximately 2)0 people in the
room below gave thunderous
Ralph Beauton Hatcher, age 51, of Kevil died last
applause as It struck.
night. His death was due to a heart attack.
the sinking of the clock
Waylon Rayburn and Max Hurt will be two of the
principal speakers at the Woodmen of the World signaled Morgan County's 150th
birthday The county organized
Convention at Paducah March 24-26,
its first government as a part of
Miss Jane Harrison. daughter of Mr and Mrs the Commonwealth of Kentucky
Jack Harrison of Farmington, has been named on March 10, 1823

On Bankers

Ten Years Ago Today

Kentucky's 1963 Dairy Princess The 1962 state
princess was Miss Mary Nell Myers of Lynn Grove.
Mike McCasey, freshman from Murray, is a
member of the cast of the play, —The Curious
Savage.' to be presented March 28-30 by the Sock
and Buskin Club at Murray State College.

20 Years Ago Today
LIIIIGIC1• TIMES VILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Rosie Turnbow of
Browns Grove and Mrs. Myrtle Walker, formerly of
Murray, now of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Several hundred Legionnaries from 34 counties of
Western Kentucky are attending the Area A Conference of the Kentucky Department of American
Legion at Kenlake Hotel today and tomorrow.
Joe Pat Hackett, son of Mr and Mrs Pat Hackett
of Murray, was initiated into Pi Tau Sigma
Fraternity at Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Ga.
Mrs. 0.1. Skaggs has sold her home at 1002 Olive
Street to Dr. and Mrs. Castle Parker, and will leave
next week to make her home in Wilder, Idaho, where
her daughter resides

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Then said Jesus unto Peter. Put up thy Sword into
the sheath; the cup which my Father hath given me.
shall I not drink it'—John 18:11.

Jesus was content to abide by God's will. Why
can't we too')

Isn't It The Truth!
I have been severely criticized by women's libbers
for defending the male posture. They write that my
comments nauseate them and they cry that I am a

male chauvinist pig And, as if those reactions were
not forceful enough, some emessers — long for Ms
— have telephoned me in the middle of the night to
scream thati hate women. Aha! It is they, not I, who
hate women. I love women. I am only trying to keep
them in their place as creatures who rule men with
smiles and kisses, not hisses.
"One good husband is worth two good
wives: for the scarcer things are the
more they're valued."
—Benjamin Franklin

SENSING
THE NEWS
Harrigan

peace loving people—but people necessary for placing the hands
who, true to their Scotch-Irish in proper positions.
ancestry, will rise to the ocPresident wrote that "the first
casion if need be."
Even though the clock struck settlers of..s Morgan County
the hour, eight hands—two for brought with them a spirit of
each of the clock's four dials-- enthusiasm, determination and
which
still were missing. Even as ccoperation—qualities
many oldtimers in the audience have not only helped to build a
reched for their handkerchiefs community with a rich
when they heard the familiar heritage, but also have consounds of the clock striking, the tributed to the growth and
restorer remained high above prceperity of the United States
them making adjustments as great nation."

IXIIICUT1VI VICE PlIttSlOtHT

Southern States Industrial Council
ARKANSAS REVISITED
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.—Arkansas' first state capitol building, a
superb example of Greek Revival architecture, exemplifies the
historic roots of this state in the culture of the South. The high-rise
bank buildings only a few blocks distant testify to the modern
dimensions and prosperity of the state in recent years.
Little Rock is truly the hub of Arkansas in every respect—
economically, politically and culturally. Other communities in
the state enjoy a high state of development, but it is in the capital
city that one best captures the flavor of the state and senses the
new directions of Arkansas life.

Arkansas businessmen are concerned about these tendencies in
their state. They note political initiatives to eliminate some
groups from even token state income ta.gation, which evgp,
citizen—irrespective of income—should be subject to as part of a
citizen's responsibility. In Arkansas, as in other states, business
has a hard time getting its views heard by legislators, in view of
the growing army of lobbyists deployed by unions, public employees, welfare groups, and others seeking larger handouts

blaring secretary April 5
FRANKFWil, KY
serving the public and specify
recentlyits
Following
Copies of the revised minimum free chlorine residual
established policy of holding regulation, S-ENG-1-2, may be in distribution systems,
public hearings before adopting obtained from the Office of the
major regulations. Kentucky's Commissioner, State DepartMoreover, as state bureaucracies grow in size, advocates uf
Crippling is robbing the
State Board of Health has set ment of Health, Frankfort, Ky.
prudence often find themselves without the staffs of those
fiscal
nation of a vast resource of
advocate higher public spending and greater public inwho
Approximately 500 persons Thursday, April 5, as the date 40601.
talents, says the Easter Seal
debtedness Indeed it seems clear that business groups nationwere on the grounds for the for considering public reactions
Society. Many such physical
says
Johnson
numerous
consortium
public
ust
wide mot
,
occasion as a letter from to revised standards for
changes have been made in the disabilities can be overcome by will give the real-time analyses
btu spending proposals at
Governor Wendell Ford com- and aanu-pubhc water supplies regulation. Major revisions
appropriate treatment.
This is the first complete
the state level. If business doesn't acquire this capability, the
memorating the founding of
revision of these standards
spender politicians—armed with taxpayer funds—will set the
—introduce a definition of
Morgan County was read.
The Kentucky Easter Seal
impose
lihood, be able
vreesearch
l
allcsi
nd,inmrt
t* inamne
ebate
dpa
1_)bam cei
Niece 11$7.according to Nick G
"All of you can look back with Johnson, director of the "semi-public water supply," Society for Crippled Children
the
words,
other
In
opinion
public
and
legislatures
on
views
their
—establish a minimum
pride at the role Morgan County Division
Sanitary sampling frequency for ac- and Adults has pioneered in spenders will be able to undermine the prosperity which free
of
has played in the growth that Engineering
ceptable bacteriological and providing services for children enterprise has created in recent years.
has made Kentucky the great
crippled by many causes
Those who wish to participate chemical surveillance.
Commonwealth it is today," the in the 9:30 a.m. I EST) hearing
letter read. "Morgan County in the State Department of
—require that public water
11111111111.11111011111.
11.111111111111111
Most handicapped adults
has been able to retain much of Health Auditorium, 275 E. Math supply system plans and
the original Kentucky with its St., Frankfort, should limit oral specifications be prepared by need vocational rehabilitation
rolling hills, fertile valleys and statements to reasonable registered professional in order to qualify for almost
i
TUE. Apr. 3
ajuthru
any kind of job. This often
forest"
lengths. Lengthy statements engineers, and
requires
the
combined
of
talents
—designate responsibility for
be mailed to the Board,
President Nixon also sent a should
doctors, social
workers,
care of the Commissioner of meeting provisions of the
in
the
-wrtWirunerrioratt
message
therapists, and others. Call your
regulation.
Health,
William,
P.
McElwain,
edttnte's fnanding data. The
—require mandatory disin- local Easter Seal Society for
M. D. , at least one week before
Letters from Senators Walter the hearing, or handed to the fection of all water supplies help.
-as
"Dee" Huddleston, Marlow
Cook, and Congressman Carl D
jl
Perkins were also read.
JON WIGHT
Lynn Nickel, chairman of the
BURT REYNOLDS
clock restoration committee,
s
read a history of Morgan
County. He pointed out that
Morgan gave land for Johnson
County in 1843, Rowan in 1856,
Magoffin and Wolfe in 1860, and
Menifee in 1889.
X,43:20 wARNER BROS Partsvnion•• Tee hfOK 0104 •
was
County
Morgan
described as "rich in history,
dedicated to her state and
nation, a county of friendly,

NOW

vAininhu nrscies the

other
Among
many
rehabilitation services, Easter
Seal societtes nationwide
provided diagnostic treatment
and services for speech,
hearing and related disorders
for some 60,000 persons last
year. This was made possible
largely through contributions to
the Easter Seal Campaign
which, in 1973, begins on March
1 and continues through April
V.
Most Easter Seal Societies
have an Information, Referral
and Follow-Up Program which
provides advice and guidance to
assist parents, employers and
other persons in understanding
and accepting the handicapped
and in finding needed treatment for them. Call your local
Society and give to the Easter
Seal Campaign, March 1 —
April 22

1st-Vincent Heise
1511 Johnson Blvd Murray

ERS
In The DUMBO
COLORING
CONTEST

lst-50 Childrens Passes

2nd -Lonna Furr

2nd -35 Children, Passes

Route 2 Murray

3rd -Debbie Manners
518 So. 6th St, Murray

3rd -25 Children: Passes
to the
CAPRI-CHERI THEATRE

The following were awarded HONORABLE MENTION
and will receive 2 Childrens Passes to the Capri-Cheri:
Cheryl Scott
Leann Brldwell
Brenda Towery
Mark limning

Mark McCuiston
Donald Carson
Sheri Walter
Ronda Windsor

RIRESIBEIRESETLELEI

Jennifer Ford
Jan Washer
Jalna Washer
Randy Dunlap

Your Indiv
Fro

By Anthony

Apart from increasing basic
understanding of how the brain
This is a state which deserves to be much better known. Among
works, clinical implications of
other advantages, it has a very successful balance of agriculture
the Yale team's findinp are
and industry. Rice, cotton, soybeans and other crops continue to
far-reaching. The search for
play a vital part in the state's economy, though production of
new drup to treat Parkinsonthese crops now is carried out on a a highly mechanized basis.
isin has been greatly hampered
industry. To drive
by lack of a suitable test *yr,
--The spectacular gains, however, are in
tern.
industrial zones of Little Rock after more than a
the
around
Isolation of the enzyme,
new indecade's absence is an eye-opening experience. In the
• dopamine receptor, now
producing
dustrial parks are an extraordinary range of factories
makes it possible to carry out
result of
a rich variety of goods. Many of the plants are the
rapid testing of large numbers
opeconomic
of
realization
the
state—
the
of compounds for dopaminewithin
initiative
owned
like activity It should accelerportunities by the home folks, so to speak. Other plants are
the North
ate the discovery of new comby manufacturers who have relocated in the state from
pounds for treatment of the
brought
that
labor
cheap
for
search
a
wasn't
It
Midwest.
the
and
disease.
wage scales are comparable to those set
for
here,
them
rethe
of
yield
secondary
A
elsewhere. But manufacturers report a great willingness to work
search may lie in the treatment
industry in
illness.
and less absenteeism—which is a major problem for
of mental
many areas.
Some drugs used to treat
mental disorders possess as a
It is Interesting to note how workers, only one generation off the
maior side effect in patients
farm, adapt to industrial occupations requiring a high degree of
the property of causing sympskill_ A youngster who grew up in a poor rural community today
iuma
wen .15
Parkinson's Disease.
may be operating a $145,000 numerical tape machine in a complex
Such unwanted side effects
manufacturing operation. Worldwide, the shift from farm to city
have limited the usefulness of
is one of the key population changes. On the success of this move
those drugs for physicians to
hangs the future of any formerly underdeveloped area, whether in
prescribe for mental patients
the trans-Mississippi states or Southern Italy
Medical scientists general!)
Arkansas began as a frontier state, part of the Arkansas
believe that the effect of these
Territory established in 1819. Today, it remains frontier an
tranquilizers results from their
economic frootier. Pioneering is being done in the electric power
interfering with the action of
field, for example. The Arkansas Power & Light Co is building
dopamine on the dopamine reArkansas Nuclear One, the Southwest's first nuclear-powered
ceptor The Yale work has
confirmed that they do so inelectric generating station, near Russellville Northwest of Little
terfere. Discovering thus that
Rock.
the chemical basis of a major
undesirable side effect of the
Tremendous changes have occurred in this state in the last 15
tranquilizers may facilitate the
years. The growth and development is the result of the enterprise
development of new tranquilizand commitment of private Investors who envisioned the state's
ing agents devoid of such side
potential. But, as in other states, the future depends on state
effects.
government exercising restraint and prudence in fiscal affairs.
The research at Yale was
State governments have the same tendency as the federal
supported by research grants
government to engage in excessive spending, to add debt on debt,
from the National Institute of
and to start grandiose programs for which adequate funding isn't
Mental Health. of HEW,
available. The mushrooming of the federal bureaucracy is
Health Services and Mental
Health Administration.
paralleled by the swollen state bureaucracies.
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Yotglidividual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY. MARCH 23, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Tact and the
utmost
discretion needed now. Your
approach to others will be most
important. In all situations,
display good sportsmanship,
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Watch your moods on Friday.
Do nothing to arouse opposition
or estrangement—either `kith
business associates or loved
ones.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Excellent influences continue. You can give an
exhilarating lift to a new project
or brighten routine to the point
where it actually becomes
stimulating
CANCER
( June 72 to July 2.3)
You may incline to take on
more than you can reasonably
handle now Don't! You will
only scatter energies and accomplish less in the long run
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) `124V•r`'.
Keep emotions under stern
control. Any tendency to "fly cif
the handle" could result in
Serious nU.StindeflkinclizIA.,
VIRGO.
Aug 24 to Sept. M) WP%
Some new trends in the
making. Study carefully and be
sure to check all propositions
before accepting Romance in
high favor.
LIBRA
-r1
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 41This day brings brand new
opportunities to use your
talents, to expand and benefit in
various ways. Do make the
most of it!
SCORPIO
Oct 24 to Nov MI
You can be a front-row-center
personality if you watch your
step, put forth your best efforts
and project hope and confidence.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Give of your know-how and
experience and express your

"tel---ft

opinions if asked but, in the
doing, avoid being critical or
patronizing. Emphasize the
positive!

viO

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may have to discipline
yourself sternly to keep on the
road to accomplishment now.
Be especially careful not to lose
your self-control if certain
persons annoy.

etri;lt

Pricos Good
Fri., Sat., Sun.,
March 23, 24, 25

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb 19)
You may have a tendency
toward lethargy now. Don't
yield to it, since the best intentions in the world will
produce nothing if not followed
up by constructive effort.

• sr

PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
Some projects in which you
are involved may not be
"jelling" quite as you'd like, but
be PATIENT! There may be
some new factors up for consideration, some area which
needs revision.

XCi,f

YOU BORN TODAY. Outstanding among your many fine
your
characteristics are
courage, the ability to hurdle
the greatest obstacles, your
perseverance, determination
and idealism:One tithe most
versatile of all Ariena—and that
Is saying a lot—you haves wide
range of careers from which to
choose, but you would probably
be happiest in the theater, in the
law, politics or any medium of
the art world All of these fields
would give you the opportunity
to profit by your dynamic gift of
showmanship, coupled with the
aforementioned ideallam. Your
ambitions are lofty and, even
from the humblest of beginrungs, you can reach the pinnacle of success. You have a
tremendous love of luxury and
will sacrifice much In time and
energies to acquire the things
you crave. Be careful here,
since they often prove disappointing once you have them.
Birthilate of J.0 Leyendecker,
artist, Joan Crawford, film
star.

11.11111m.

By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
opley News Service
WASHINGTON — A onearmed former Wehrmacht
major who has emerged as
West Germany's No. 1 diplomat is packing his begs for
the biggest challenge of his
career
After almost five years in
Washington, Ambassador
Rolf Paula has been picked to
open diplomatic relations between Bonn and Peking. His
choice emphasizes West Germany's interest in balance of
power politics vis-a-vis the
Soviet Union and an equal interest by export-minded German industries
German manufacturers and
financial experts have been
showing keen interest in the
Asia giant ever since Communist Party Chairman Mao
Tse-tung and Premier CI=
En-tai opened their dialogue
with the United States and began to flirt with the capitalist
world of loans, credits and
bank consortiums
Peking meanwhile appears
lust as keen to build diplomatic bridges to Western Europe
-- bridges that might some
day discourage a Soviet nuclear attack on China
The man Chancellor Willy
Brandt has picked for the Peking assignment has become
"launder" boy of the German
Foreign Service in recent
years. In 1965 he was given
the delicate, almost impassible, task of opening an embassy in Israel, a nation steeped
in hatred for anything German

Pauls Raus!" (Pouts
Out' the signs said when the
boyish-looking ambassador
arrived in Tel Aviv Three
years later when he was reassigned to Washington, the
signs at Jewish farewell dinners said: "Gut Gluck Rolf!"
In Washington it fell to
Pauls to cushion American
anxieties about Brandt's
"Ostpolitik" overtures toward the Soviet Union and
other Communist states in
Eastern Europe. He faced
skepticism not only in Congress and the State Depart-

In an interview in Washington, Paula was equally direct:
"I know many Americans
have misgivings about my
government's policy toward
the Soviet bloc," he said. "I
can only try to impress on
them that no war, not even the
cold war, can last forever.
Somewhere, sometime, someone has to make a beginning.
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100 . polyester double
knit dresses for spring wear'
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LADIES JAMAICA

SHORTS
100% nylon jamaicas in flat
knits, jacquards and rib knits.
Elastic waist. 17" long. Sizes
8 to 18 in s ing colors.
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innersole and
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Top Bonn envoy
to woo Peking

-—ment, but from President
Nixon and Dr Henry Kissinger as well
"It is a real tribute to Pouts
:that at no stage in the `Ostpolitik' negotiations did the
United States express public
misgivings," said a veteran
European diplomat ''He and
Brandt were very careful to
keep the Americans fully informed of every step"
The 57-year-old ambassador also has been ore of
Washington's most popular
diplomats. The American
slang he picked i in a prisoner of war camp at the end of
World War II has surprised
and delighted hostessses The
empty left sleeve in his dinner
jacket is a reminder of the
wounds he suffered on the
Russian front as a Wehrinacht major
Unlike many Germans, he
has not attempted to hide or
minimize his World War Il
record He entered the army
in 1934, a year after Adolf Hitler rose to power He makes
no apologies, says he wanted
to be a soldier
"I knew about concentration camps." he once told interviewers in Tel Aviv -Every German had heard the
names of 1)achau, Oramenburg, Sachsenhausen. I also
knew that Jews were imprisoned in these camps, and Germans, and others as well
But he said he did not become aware of the full extent
of Nazi brutality until he was
captured on the western front
by American soldiers.
His first words on Israeli
soil were.
"Germans and Jews don't
have only to face the terrible
past which we should not forget for one moment — I think
Germans and Jews are going
a futo have a future, too
ture for both of us"
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Hornet Starts California To
14-4 Exhibition Rout, Padres

Celtics, Cavaliers Win Record
Victories For Clubs Wednesday
By. THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Would you believe that record
National Basketball Association
victories were posted Wednesday night by the Boston Celtics... and the Cleveland Cavaliers?
The Celtics, whose NBA
mark for winning championships is unequaled, went the
Bill Russell teams one better
with a 106-105 triumph over the
Chicago Bulls for a club record
63rd victory. The old standard
of 62 was recorded during the
1964-5 season.
Meanwhile, the Cavaliers,
who matched the NBA record
for futility by losing 67 games
during their first season-a
record broken by the Philadelplua leers this year-won a
club record sixth game in a
row by edging the Philadelphia
9-and-71ers 112-109.
Elsewhere, it was Houston
118, Baltimore 110; Atlanta 98,
New York 93; Los Angeles 124,
Kansas City-Omaha 118; Milwaukee 119, Seattle 96; Detroit
122, Portland 109 and Phoenix
134, Buffalo 124 in overtime.
American Basketball Association scores Kentucky 131,

Memphis 109; Indiana 133, Dallas 131, two overtimes; Denver
116, New York 101.
Jo Jo White's jump shot with
4:14 left pot the Celtics ahead
Of the Bulls for good, Following
White's shot, the last 10 points
for both teams were scored by
just two men-John Havlicek
for Boston and Chet Walker for
Chicago.
Boston's Atlantic Division
champions were led by Havlicek with 27 points. Walker led
the Bulls with 20.
The Cavaliers, led by Austin
Carr's 24 points, not only won
their sixth straight game but
also stretched Philly's latest
losing skein to 11 in a row.
Houston, helped by ex-Bullet
Jack Mann's 21 .points, defeated Baltimore and delayed
the Bullets' clinching of the
Central Division championship.
The Bullets hold a 462-game
lead over Atlanta and need one
more victory to wrap up the
title.
Atlanta,
Injury-riddled
spurred by Lou Hudson and
Pete Maravich, overcame a 20point second-quarter deficit to
beat New York. The Hawks had

only eight players suited up because of injuries but finally
forged ahead 89-87 on a jumper
by Maravich with less than
three minutes remaining.
Loa Angeles' Jerry West
scored 28 points in leading the
Lakers over KC-Ornaha although the Kings' Nate Archibald set a league record for assists in one season. Archibald,
also the NBA's leading scorer,
had six assists for a total of
910, breaking Guy Rodgers'
mark of 908. Archibald scored
only eight points before leaving
the game at halftime with a severely bruised left elbow.
Milwaukee broke open a close
game midway in the third period to defeat Seattle. The Sontea' downfall came after Coach
Bucky Buckwalter was hit with
two technical fouls and ordered
from the game.
Bob Lanier set a Detroit club
record of 1,146 rebounds-he
also scored 33 points-and the
Pistons posted a club record
25th home victory in whipping
Portland. Phoenix trailed Buffalo by 17 points in the third
quarter before rallying to beat
the Braves in overtime.

Women get more tennis $$
By TM CARTER
Copley News Service
SAN FRANCISCO - While
the men s professional tennis
tours started in peace at Miami and North Wales in the
third week in January, the
1973 women's pro tour began
here in a cold war
Gladys Heldman, the pert,
outspoken prime mover of
women's tennis on the globe,
was cheering on her stable of
prosfrom a fourth-row seat at
the beginning of another mystery year - this tune on the
women's side
Mrs Hektmen, a terms
magazine editor and wife of a
Slwil Oil executive, is the nonsalaried director of the tar,
sponsored by Virginia Slims,
a Philip Morns, Inc. subsidiary She and 16 defiant women players began a $210,000
tour here in 1971, claiming organized tennis offered paltry
purses to women
Fortunes erre have soared
because of tennis popularity,
including Mrs Heldman's
Now Um total prize money is
$900,000 which will break
down into hefty earnings for
several top stars, Billie Jean
King, Margaret Court and
Rosie Casals leading them
Before Mrs Heldman organized the tour, there was
hardly $80,000 for women
worldwide Little wonder her
traveling pros call her "The
Great Liberator."
The tour's worms has led
the U S Lawn Tennis Association, the amateur ruling
body. to begin its own 8600,000
circuit in competition Further, it and its international

affiliate have banned the
Heldman group from its big
sanctioned tournaments such
as Wimbledon and Forest
Hills.
Last year the associations
banned Lamar Hunt's 32 contract men professionals from
Wimbledon before an international
agreement
was
reached.
Recently, Mrs Heldman
filed suit against the USLTA
alleging unfair competition
and antitrust violations.
She said in an interview she
was hopeful the courts will act
on the matter before the Wimbiedon tournament in June.
But the absence of the women's tour won't hurt the Wimbledon gate, Mrs. Heldman
said The tournament draws
capacity crowds despite bans.
But it would affect Forest
Hills, she said Last year the
women pros vowed they
would return only If they re(-eived equal prize money with
men
Notably absent from the
Slims tour is Australian
Fvonne Goolagong and Florida teen-ager Chris Evert, the
two young sensations in women's tennis They've thrown
their bonnets in with organized tennis.
•It'sa very understandable
situation," Mrs. Heldman
said "If I were Chris Evert
and was told I'd never be able
to play Wimbledon again, I
might do the same She felt
she couldn't afford to take the
risk."
It also means the 18-yearold daughter of a tennis pro
can play an international circuit for the first time The
Slims tour doesn't travel to

Europe where most of its top
women have played many
times before anyway
"But I think the chances are
99 to one that she'll join us in
1974," Mrs. Heldman said.
As for Miss Goolagong, the
part aboriginal 21-year-old
daughter of a sheep shearer,
the situation is different The
1971 Wimbledon winner was
brought up and coached by
Aussie Vic Edwards He
charges the tournaments who
seek the star appearance
money.
"She owes her manager everything, - Mrs Heldman
said "If he 4 Edwards)
hadn't adopted her she would
never have been Wimbledon
champ I disagree with him
violently but all of us respect
her for showing loyalty.

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Who are die risoA-likely-towin professional golfers on
the $7 million-plus American
tour today'
To answer a question with
another, who could write
down a list of the most formidable contenders with more
authority than the man who
most meet their challenge
some 25 times this year as the
1973 golden' tour shifts into
high gear'
The National Golf Writers
Association selected Jack
Nicklaus as 1972 Golfer of the
Year, then compiled a list of
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How to score
with-the fansBy BILL CONLIN
Copley News Service
High scoring is generally
equated with thrilling action,
which may be a false theory,
but there is no doubt that for
20 years baseball has suffered
in an unfavorable comparison
with its rival sports.
Football scoring has skyrocketed from an era when
there were frequently scoreless tie games Basketball
scoring has geysered, its _
takeoff transpiring when 8foot men were assigned to
stuffing 10-foot hoops.
On the scoring scale, baseball has retrogressed
After the lively ball era
which existed roughly from
the '20s through the '40s, the
pitchers regained command
of the game And this was the
worst thing that could have
happened.
Because in a 1-0 game,
there is only one key play for
your barber to talk about the
next morning ... ttree In a 2-1
game.. not many more when
the score is 3-2_
Close, they are But these
"pitchers' battles" lack the
excitement of the 8-6 free
swingers, and if the average
fan watches enough of them
he'll be turned away from the
ol' ball park, particularly
when they now require an interminable ttree hours to unwind
The Super Bowl, in football,
was in itself a flat game - a
14-to-0 standoff - when the
necktie salesman by a play of
utmost ineptitude managed to
reinstate an element of suspense and drama
Keep the name of Garo
Yeprerruan in mind. He is not
an unmixed blight He added
excitement to football's bontonner
Baseball should keep him in
nand

The point about Yepremian,
or baseball's hitting specialists, is that when you take
them out of the lineup, are you
actually achieving the ultimate aim: to provide additional spectator thrills?
Yepremian did it by
dereliction. He made the Super Bowl somewhat titillating, at least somewhat spectacular in the late stages, by a
monumental goof-up.
For him, football should
strike off a commemorative
necktie. Otherwise, SB No. 7
had to be a dull show.
And now, we raise the impertinent question, is baseball
heading into the same
nuasina?
Suppose you take away our
stumble-footed fielders and
put them on the bench as
designated pinch hitters? Will
the goal of attaining more
run.s be attained'
It could be just the opposite
What happens to Zeke
&Aura, a first baseman of
abret futility, who would now
be exalted to hitting No 4 with
no opportunity to demonstrate
his feet of clay?
The fact is, that on a good
day Zeke Bonura could bat in
hve runs. On the same occasion his fielding derelictions
ould let in four
Baseball writers in Chicago
used to measure Bonita and
,lve him a score. Sometimes
was plus-1.
But frequently it went
We submit, however, he
was an exciting player, bring-rig a chancy element and a
gamble into anything he did.
They called hun "Bananas."
Because he accomplished
things in bunches - hits and
errors.

Are we to be deprived of our
Zeke Bonuras? Our Joe
Brooms' Our Steve &lime

Nicklaus names top rivals
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what it called the greatest
golfers of all time Nicklaus
led the, list, partly on the
strength of his record-treaking performances of last year
Few will argue with the golf
writers' selection of the Columbus, Ohio, Bomber as No
1_
But some of the other
choices already are' being
challenged.
The 150 golf scribes picked
Bantam Ben Hogan second to
Nicklaus on the all-time list,
the immortal Bobby Jones
I the only amateur), third;
Arnold Palmer, fourth; Walter Hagen, fifth, and then Lee
Trevino, Sam Snead, Byron
Nelson and Gary Player in
that order.
A lot of golf experts already
are arguing that Byron Nelson should have been much
higher on the list, for in an
earlier golfing era Lord Byron
one year won 11 of 19 scheduled Professional Golfers' Association tournaments, a record no one is likely to surpass
Some think Snead should
have been ranked higher because of his endurance - still
a contender at 60 - and the
fact that he has won more
than 130 tournaments during
his career, including most of
the major golf events.
Of course any list of the
best" will draw criticism
Consequently Nicklaus,
during a recent talk session
with golf writers, declined to
be drawn into the controversy
by naming his own list of alltime greats. Instead he
ranked present-day pro
golfers. His list not only is interesting but must be about as
authentic as any such roster
can be. Jack has played head.to-head many times with the
men he names and will do so
again this year
Asked to name whom he
considers the five chief contenders on the tour, Nicklaus
said he would name only
three, but would group several others in the "always dangerous" category.
The man who carted home
more than $320,000 in prize
money last year picked the
merry Mexican, Trevino. aS •
the toughest contender,
Player next and then Palmer
Few were surprised at his
choices of Trevino and Player, but Palmer had a poor 1972
by his earlier standards, win.

rang no tournaments.
Jack then named two
_youngsters on the tour
Grier Jones and Jerry Heard
- as real ttreats in any tournament, along with Tom
Weiskopf and George Archer,
two tour veterans
Nicklaus seemed puzzled
that Weiskopf, with his great
distance off the tee, hasn't
won more tunes in the last few
years
All four of these men are
potential en:viers all the time,
but they haven't won enough
yet to put them on a list with
those others," Nicklaus explained.
As for his own philosophy
about winning, the former
Ohio State golf star explains it
this way:
"I feel I have as good a
chance of winning as anybody
else in each tournament I enter - but no better chance I
feel I should be in there at
least close up at the end, but
remember, there are about
506 good pro golfers today,
and many of them have
beaten me and could do it
again "
Like any competitive sport,
golf is a game where breaks
have a lot to do with winning
or losing, Nicklaus believes
"Even with supertalent, nobody wins all the time without
the breaks going in their favor," he insists. "A lot of the
talented kids on the tour today
need only a few breaks to win
and to give them the confidence to go on winning "

84 Events To Be
Held In Swimming
LEXINGTON, Ky.1API
A
total of $4 events will be held
this weekend in the State Amateur Athletic Union Swimming
Championships at the Greater
Lexington Aquatic Club, 21 in
each of four age divisions.
Team championships will be
awarded in both junior and senior competition. In past years,
an overall team champion was
crowned.
For most, thei weekend's
meet ends the indoor swimming
mason in Kentucky, though
about a dcrzen Kentuckians look
to the prestigious AAU Nationals April 4-7 at Cincinnati.

By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
For an old gaffer who didn't
want to run hard, Frank Robinson knew the right way to pace'
himself.
simpte What the 37year-old slugger did was hit the
ball over the fence and then
drag his wounded toe gingerly
around the bases
"It hurts when I have to go
when I have to
real quick
get up on my toes and run,"
said Robinson, whose 400-foot
home run Wednesday came on
his first time at bat as a member of the California Angels
and started them to a 14-4 exhibition baseball rout of the San
Diego Padres.
"This felt especially good
Coming on my first at-bat with
a aaw team," continued the
veteran outfielder, who Croke a
toe in a freak accident while
climbing into a broadcasting
booth earlier in spring training.
"If I don't have any more setbacks I should be 100 per cent
by the start of the season. But I
have to play. I don't think I can
miss many more days."
Elsewhere on the medical
front, there was some good
news and some bad news for a
couple of National League
.
pitchers_
Gary Nolan, ace of the Cincinnati Reds' mound staff, was

ruled out of action indefinitely
with a sore arm and probably
will not accompany the team
north to open the season.
,On the other hand, San Francisco's Sam McDowell said. he
felt "much more optimistic
about my future" after a doctor
examined his sore back and
told him it would improve with
medication and therapy. On
Tuesday, McDowell had considered going home.
On the home run front, alltime National League sluggers
Hank Aaron and Willie Mays
were back at their specialty...namely, hitting the ball
over fences.
Aaron hit his first home run
of the exhibition omen off Al
Downing as the Atlanta Braves
defeated the Lit-Angeles Dodgers 5-2. Willie Crawford hornered for the Dodgers.
A he-breaking two-run homer
by 'Thurman Munson in the
sixth inning off relief ace Tug
McGraw climaxed a 6-2 victory
for the New York Yankees over
the New York Mets despite
Mays' second spring homer.
The longballing of Aaron,
Mays and Robinson overshadowed the heroics of Larry
Hisle and Gary Peters, both
trying to make it back to the
majors.
Hisle hit three homers-two
off Tommy John and one off

Sailing, sailing
it's really great
By JACK WEBB
Capiey News Service
What could it mean?
The little piece of paper had
come slipping under the door
of our stateroom one day out
of Los Angeles on the IS
Hamburg, cruising toward
Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. -GOOD MORNING, it se*
and then went on .
TEMPERATURES
AND
WEATHER FROM ACROSS
THE NATION AND AROUND
THE WORLD,NEW YORK 44, PARTIALLY CLOUDY;
WASHINGTON
51,
CLEAR; CHICAGO - 411,
CLEAR;
OSLO
UNQUOTE.
(ado unquote' What did
THAT mean?
It couldn't be some peculiarly Germanic description
of the weather over Oslo. Or
could it? And if so, why were
both Los Angeles and Oslo unquote'
I resolved to ask Claus, the
cabin steward
Now a cabin steward is a
peculiar sort of animal.
He is skilled in the ways GI
the ship to the point of cunning, and he is always obliging Ask that a bucket of ice be
placed in your room every
day at noon and at six p.m.
and it will magically appear
there. Ask that a bottle of fine
wine accompany the ice and it
will also appear. Ask for
ANYTHING and It will appear, from somewhere down
in the bowels of the ship frog legs, snails, caviar, lobster. Claus is quick, Claus is
cunning, and Claus, of course,
knows that you will tip him
handsomely at the end of the
voyage.
Clause must have known I
wanted him,for he was standing outside my cabin door.
"Claus, what does 'Oslo unquote' mean" I asked.
"Unquote?" Claus said,
giving the word his charming
German pronunciation which
made it sound something like
'oonquod.'
"Yes, oonquod," I said.
"It's on that sheet of paper
with the weather on it that
was slipped under my door."
"Ah," said Claus, who has
spent seven years on the high
seas. His face brightened
"You not git papur"
"Yes, I got the papur,
Claus," I said "But it didn't
explain
what
oonquod
meant."
"I get you papur," Claus
said brightly.
As I said, Claus is very good
at getting things. The only
problem is communicating
with him
As Frank Riley, the novelist, said later in the day, "A
cruise is what you make of
it Claus, for example, is delightful within his limitations.
When you first come on ship,
the mobility to communicate
to Claus more than the simple
desire to eat, drink or sleep is
bothersome to the average

Amencan who would like to
chat about the weather, perhaps, or the sorry state of his
stocks.
But once this limitation is
accepted, it actually becomes
an advantage - after all,
there are few things more enjoyable than eating, drinking
- and sleeping and indulging
Ole other simple desires. And
-these simple things - especially what I have delicately
referred to as "the other sunpie desires" - is about all you
can do aboard ship.
The average American will
also be irritated, probably, bythe relaxed atmosphere of a
ship. There is none of the bustle of American cities. There
is time to talk and converse and in the average American
city, of course, there is never
any time to talk, only to make
quick, businesslike statements
On board ship one finds
himself talking incessantly,
with utter enjoyment, to a
host of interesting companions who are also talking their
heads off. Talking begins at 10
in the morning over a bloody
mary, and continues to five
the next morning, after a
night spent partying on the
fantail of the ship or in one of
the nightclubs, wtlen one collapses in his bed.
At the end of a voyage everyone should be in lousy
physical shape, considering
all the drinking that goes on
and the lack of sleep.
But everyone is refreshed,
bass marvelous tan, and arelazed and even besutific expression and vows, as he
walks out of the ship, that he
will make another sea voyage
as soon as possible
And everyone does

Kelley Named
NEW HAVEN,Conn. f AP Dave Kelley, assistant football
coach at Allegheny College for
two years, has been named assistant to Carm Coma at Yale
this fall.
Kelley, 29, played fullback at
the University of Massachusetts
where he was named AllYankee Conference three years
He will replace Joe Galat at
Yale who resigned in January
to join the University of Kentucky football staff.

Jim Brewer-and knocked in
five runs to pace the Minnesota
Twins to a 10-7 victory over the
Dodgers' B' team. Danny
Thompson and Harmon Killebrew also connected for the
Twine.
Hal McRat's two-run homer
wiped out a 2-0 Houston lead on
Bob Watson's two-run shot arid
the Kansas City Royals went on
to beat the Astros 5-3.
Peters, a veteran nonroster
lefty, worked four innings for
the Royals, allowing three hits,
two unearned runs and fanning
six.
In other games Oakland
shelled Milwaukee 7-1, Baltimore whipped Cincinnati 7-1,
Pittsburgh beat Detroit 5-2, the
Chicago Cubs defeated Cleveland 7-5, St. Louis trounced
Philadelphia 14, Montreal
topped the Texas Rangers 7-5
and the Chicago White Sux
edged Boston 3-2.

UK Spring Game
To Be April 14
LEXINGTON, Ky.t API-The
University of Kentucky will end
its spring football practice with
its college intersquad game
April 14.
Spring training began Wednesday under cold gray skies
and Coach Fran Curci said it
was a good first day, "as good
as any in my experience."
After watching the squad
work on blocking and tackling.
Curci said, "We have a long
way to go, but we didn't expect
a bed of roses.
"If they continue like toda
that will be helpful," the former University of Miami Coach
added
Advertisement
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Memorial
BOSTON (API - The executive offices of the Boston
Bruins and the box office at
Boston Garden will be closed
from 1 p.m to 4 p.m. today in
order to allow employes to attend a memorial service for
Weston W. Adams Sr., former
Bruins' president, who died
Monday.
The service will be held at
Emmanuel Church in Boston at
2 p.m.
A spokesman for the Bruins
said the National Hockey
League club will meet the Minnesota North Stars at 7:30 p.m.
in the Garden as scheduled.
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"Is he hurt bad':

Larry Lyles
SEARS Col•log Soles Illoposoutat;

Coll ii. for a
detailed estimatil
dial Dial 753-2310
SEARS CATALOG
SALES OFFICE
Soothade Shopping Center,
Murray, Ky
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The Murray State Uruversity
football team will begin spring
practice Monday, Coach Bill
Furgerson has announced.
The team will practice at 3
p.m. each Monday, Tuesday,
liVidnesday, Friday, and
Saturday until the 20 days of
practice permitted in the spring
are completed. The spring
game is scheduled April 20.
Coach Furwsrson must find
replacements for 11 starters
lost from last year's team.
Hardest hit positions by
graduation are running back
and defensive back. Strongest
position in experience will be
quarterback where three
players return. Top cLrididates
for running back are Don
Clayton, Tim Bonfonta, and Jim
Engel Paul Coltharp is the only
-

starter to return to the defensive backfield but Billy Young
and Mark Hickman, who gained
some experience there last
season, win be back.
Back for another season in the
offensive line will be tackle
charlie Carpenter, guards
Rodney Pickering and Mark
Norried, and tightend Bill
Farrell. The returning quarterbacks are Tom Pandolfi,
Mike Hobble, and Doug Baker.
Pandolfi and Hobble shared
starting duties last year.
On defense, three ends, all of
whom started at some time
during last season, will be back.
They are Joe Echert, Jim
McPeake, and Matt Schappert.
Three starting linebackers,
Bruce Farris, Tom Johnson,
and Adrian Wolfe, will be back

and two others who saw quite a
bit of action, Don Hettish and
Jim Surrancy, will also return.
One of the biggest pair of
shoes to fill will be those of
punter Chuck Cantrell. Doug
Baker is the top candidate
"We plan to move a lot of
people around to find where
they play best," Furgerson
said. "We have some good,
young players who have
matured a lot since last fall and
we think we can get them ready
to play this spring. We need to
develop several skilled players
for line positions to get through
schedule."
rugged
our
Furgerson and his assistant
coaches Carl Oakley, Bill lima,
Jere Stripling, and Gary Crum
will work with a squa44
players in spring drills.
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Pinch-hitter rule
confusion dispelled
By RON WELLS
Copley News Service
The American League has
swept away some of the confusion surroundiiii_ its new
-signaled pinch hitteTh&
de
and Oakland Athletics skipper Ihck Williams can't wait
to try it out.
"I like it and I'm all in favor
of it," he said in a telephone
interview from his Florida
home. "We'll have the designated pinch hitter in the second or third spot in our lineup
every day."
Basically the new rule allows each club to designate a
batter to step up to the place
in place of the pitcher
throughout the game. This
designated pinch hitter
DPH r would not have to take
the field
According to the American
League office, the DM:
May be inserted in the
lineup only prior to a game
and onlv for a pitcher. He remains in the game regardless
of pitching changes.
- Must always bat in the
position assigned him on the
lineup card presorted to the
umpire-m-chief prior to the
game.
- May play in the field once
the game is under way, continuing to bat in the same spot
in the lineup In this case the
pitcher must bat in place of
the substituted defensive
player and no more designated players may be used
-- May be lifted in favor of a
pinch hitter, who then becomes the designated hitter
until the game ends or he is
lifted for another pinch hitter.
- Need not be used every
game.
- May not reenter the
game once removed and may
not be replaced by another
t while on
hater if taken
base
There are still \nany situations which need defining
and American League President Joe Cronin, who favors
the rule, recognizes this and
admits he will have problems
administrating it at first.
"But everything will be
straueitened out before the
season starts," he predicts.
Williams, the master strategist who piloted the A's to
their first world championship since the days of Connie
Mack in Philadelphia, believes the rule will strengthen
his team

"Is he hurt bad?"
Mortality insurance is
available for household pets
and show horses and dogs,just
as it is for farm livestock.
Protect your investment with
insurance from the Murray
Insurance Agency.

IheW
INSURANCE AGENCY
Bit AIR CENTER 753 4751

We're the team to beat in
baseball and this rule will
make us tougher," he said
(Air bench will see a lot more
action •
Williams has a talentee
bench with some potent bak
which include infielders Angel
%langur! and Rich McKinney,
outfielders Gonzalo Marquez
and Mike Hegan and pitcher
Catfish Hunter, who hit nearly
300 last season
•You can add Billy Cowbar to the list if we can get
hurt." Williams said. "Any of
these guys could see action, it
all depends on who's pitching
against us "
Last year Williams became
famous for changing pitchers
frequently but this year it
may be different
He plans to trim his mound
staff from 10 to nine, going
with four starters Hunter,
Vida Blue, Ken Holtzman and
John Blue Moon Odom, and
five relief pitchers Rollie
Fingers, Darold Knowles,
Horacea Pens. Paul Linblad
and one to be named Later.
"I'll be changing pitchers
as often as necessary," said
Williams, "but in close games
when my starter is pitching
well I'll be able to leave him in
in the late innings instead of
hitting for him
"If were In a tight spot this
rule enables me to, say, bring

Sports
In Brief

in Fingers to get one man out
and then keep him in the
game because the DPH will
be hitting for him," he said
Williams added that this
year the A's will probably
carry only two catchers instead of the three they carried
in 1972 so another "offensive"
player can be added to the
roster
The new rule may also prolong the career of players who
can still swing a big bat but
can no longer handle defen•
sive chores.
Most prominent among
these is veteran slugger Orlando Cepeda, 35, who has
been hobbled by bad knees
and was released by Oakland
following the World Series He
recently signed a one-year
pad with the Boston Red Sox
following the American
League's adoption of the DPH
rule
Whether the new rule will
increase the run production is
questionable but it may increase the attendance at
American League parks
where poor crowds have been
the Mile rather than the eiteep:
tion. This is a situation not yet
faced by the majority of National League clubs which are
skeptical about the experiment's merits.

Davis calls fear
_a success factor
By JACK MURPHY
Copley News Service
When the Los Angeles
Rams decided that TornMy
Prothro had failed as a professional football coach, managenwnt was perhaps influenced by some of the athletes
who omplained IN had neglected to midi% ate Ihenr
Prothro had assumed he
was dealing with mature
adults, people who do nut respond to the lash He abolished curfew and bed checks
in the Rains' training camp
and he chose not to bore his
people with locker room orator)
He reasoned that pep talks
are for minors The professional, in theory, should be a
self-starter. The rewards of
salary and success require no
embellishment.
Now Prothro is unemployed
and disillusioned.
He is one of the brightest
men ever to walk a sideline in
the National Football League,
yet Carroll Rosenbloom has
duirrussed him for losing too
often. His replacement,
Chuck Knox, has vowed to
bring enthusiasm to the
Rams. He will be a motivator.
Knox might be well advised
to seek the counsel of Don
Shute, who has a knack of persuading the Miami Dolphins
to play better than they know
how. If Shuts is uncommunicative, Knox should pay attention to Al Davis, one of pro
football's most successful operauves of the last decade
Ever since Davis established
a base in Oakland, he's had a
winning team
-Most of the successful
coaches motivate through
fear:' says Davis, candidly.
"First of all, you have to establish that you really like
your players, that you care
about them But a football
coach roust have totalitarian
rule He must be tough arid
demanding He setsj-be stand.
dares, he lets the athletee
know what he expert, of
them"
Davis is the managing general partner of the Raiders

which is to say he is the partner %all administrative command He is the rare owner
iCin( innati's Paul Brown is
another, with an expert's
knowledge of football.
For reasons of temperament arid preference, Davis
has refused to involve himself
dirt-Ills in coaching since
ser‘ing a brief term as commissioner of the American
Football League He has been
tempted by propositions that
would turn another man's
tojellyr-but he deesn't
have the fever.
"They even . got Paul
Devil. "Sooner
Brown."
or later every COIN% must
fall."
years sure Davis
In the
arrived.4n Oakland, the
Raiders have had three
coaches - Davis hunself,
John Rauch and John Madden All have been winners
Madden is a large, amiable
titan with the disposition of a
well-fed St Bernard He
doesn't seem to fit Davis'
definition of a tough, demandcoach
Yet he pleases the boss and
if he didn't, thunder and
lightning would be crackling
around his brow
Until Davis invented
Madden, the young Oakland
lliach was just a member of
the chunks He had served two
years as Don Coryell's defensive coordinator at California
State University, San Diego,
and two years coaching the
tkikland linebackers Madden
was 33 when he became a
twad coach
"I thought he would grow in
the job, and he has," says
Davis. "You think you see
certain qualities in a man and
sou take a chance We haven't
i!one to the Super Bowl but, on
balance, I'd say John has
dune a fine job "
P In four seasons with Madden in the lights and Davis
backing him from the orchestra pit, thitRaiders have been
1244, S-42. 8-4-2 anti 1134-1.
They are the dominant team
in a division which includes
Kansas City, Denver and San
Diego

NASHVILLE, Term. (AP) IRS Taylor of Murray has been
named player of the year in the
Otuu Valley Conference for the
second straight year.
Taylor averaged 22.4 points a
game this past season-third
best in the OVC-and was ninth
in field goal accuracy, hitting
50.5 per cent.
Other inembers of the AllOVC team are Eddie Childress,
Howard Jackson and James
"Fly" Williams of Austin Peay,
Mike Coleman of Murray,
Leonard Coulter and Eugene
Lyons of Morehead, Charles
Mitchell of Eastern Kentucky,
Wayne Pack of Tennessee Tech
and Jimmy Powell of Middle
Tennessee.
Taylor, of Carbondale, Ill.,
was picked to the team for the
third straight year while Jackson, Mitchell and Coulter were

toys

Miller Barber
Wins Orleans

Tams Lose 14th
Straight Wednesday

Padres Likely To Repeat As
Cellar-Dwellers This Season

YUMA, Artz. 1AP, - There's of the Texas League, where he
a Los Angeles Dodgers' flavor played first Wee and hit 24
about the San Diego Padres- homers. He attended a mind
riot surprising, since the club control institute after the seaBy The Associated Press
Golf
president, Burtie Reveal, and son and emerged with belief in
VALDOSTA, Ga. - Craig both his managers, Preston Go- his psychic powers and a whMetz of New Smyrna Beach, mez and Don 7amrner, have lingness to catch.
Fla., fired a 73 to edge Joe come from the Dodgers. '
Now Bavasi should feel better
Campbell of Nashville, Tenn.,
The Padres, like the Dodgers, about the $75,000 the Padr,s
by one stroke in a playoff for are long on pitching, youth and paid !vie to sign in 1970
first place in Professional Golf speed, short on power and exBut most of the springtime
winter perience Only in San Diego's ballyhoo is going to another
eighth
Inc.'s
tournament.
case, the pitching isn't quite as rookie, third baseman Dave
BAY ST. LOUIS, Miss. - good, the youngsters not quite Hilton. He hit .315 at AlexanDwight Nevil fired a two-under- as dazzling, and the fast run- dria and is reported to be a
par 70 to take the first round ners seldom on base
dazzling fielder.
lead in the $10,000 DiamondThat's the reason the Padres
But even if Hilton fields like
hea'Golf Tournament, a satel- finished last in the National Brooks Robinson and hits like
lite of the Greater New Orleans League West in 1972, for the Harmon Killebrew, the Padres
Ow tourney.
fourth straight season. And de- have
serious infield problems.
Tennis
spite optimistic predictions by
Enzo Hernandez, fee
Shortstop
ATLANTA - Stan Smith of Bayard and Zimmer, it's where
-stealer,
Pasadena, Calif., easily swept they're likely to finish this tenUally a leading base
Yugoslavia
of
Pilic
past Nikki
year,
6-4, 6-2 to advance to the quarThe San Diego attack starts
ter-finals of the Peachtree with Nate Colbert and Leron
Tennis Classic.
Lee, and pretty much ends
AKRON,Ohio - Manta Re- there. The rest of the team
dondo and Ano Kiyomura, both managed just 52 home runs last
of California, advanced to the season, and as a team the
championship round of the $25,- Padres batted .227, next to last
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Pete
in the league.
000 Akron Tennis Open.
WASHINGTON - Top-seeded
Last year, while the Padres Rose and 14-year-old Mike ZeigJimmy Connors of Los Angeles were winning just 58 of 153 ler have something in common.
advanced in the Equity Fund- games, a pitching staff that Both believe in running out eving indoor tennis tournament Looked great on paper posted erything they hit.
But that's where similarities
by crushing Pancho Castillo of an earned-run average of 3.78,
end. Mike is legless.
Columbia 6-0, 6-3.
second worst in the league.
Bowling
The Butler, Ind., youth was
Clay Kirby and Steve Arlin,
MIAMI - Bill Tucker of De- two right-handers with still un- in the Cincinnati Reds training
troit rolled a 12-game 2,649 pin tapped potential, both had sore camp hoping to get autographs
series to take the lead after two arms much of last season while of the players he idolizes.
He got more than he barrounds in the $80,000 STP Bowl- posting 12-14 and 10-21 records
gained for.
respectively
ing Classic.
Football
Rose came up with a shiny
Left-handers Fred Norman, 9NEW ORLEANS - The New 11, and Mike Caldwell, 7-11, are new National League baseball
beaming
gave the
Orleans Saints dealt tight end the third and fourth starters. and
Dave Parks, reserve quarter- The fifth could be Mike Cor- youngster a tour of the dugout
back Edd Hargett, and line- kins, 6-9, Bill Grief, 5-16, or
Mike, legless since birth, got
backer Tom Stincic to the veteran Vicente Romo, 3-0 with the new ball when he showed
Houston Oilers for defensive the White Sox, Gary Ross and up with a scuffed ball and an
tackle Ron Billingsley and re- probably Romo will head the apology.
bullpen.
"It's an American League
serve quarterback Kent Nix.
Horse Racing
The Padres are hoping rookie ball," he said. hesitantly
Shecky Greene, Mike Ivie can solve their catchBut it was a special one. he
MIAMI
$4.20, held off Twice A Prince ing problem, Dee, 20, walked added. He retrieved it after
and My Gallant to win the $37,- out of camp last spring after Bobby Tolan of the Reds hit it
500 Fountain of Youth Stakes at being ordered to catch, and for a home run in Winter
Gulfstream.
showed up at Alexandria, La., Haven, Fla., a few days before.

selected for the second conThe OVC said Morehead, with
42e: points, leads in the allsecutive tune.
Williams, who finished with a sports championship standings.
28.5 scoring average to lead the Murray and Western Kentucky
conference, was runnerup to have 41 each.
The conference coaches gave
Taylor for the player of the
honorable mention to Kentucky
year voting.
Austin Peay Coach Lake Kel- players Dan Argabrtght and
ly was the unanimous choice of Wade Upchurch of Eastern;
his fellow coaches as OVC Granville Bunton, Tony Stroud
coach of the year. Kelly's team and Chuck Witt of Western, and
finished last in the 1971-72 sea- Howard Wallen of Morehead.
Taylor, the league's Sophson, then was first this past
campaign with an 11-3 confer- omore of the Year in 1971, is
ence record and 22-7 overall the third Murray player to be
named All-Conference for three
mark.
Western Kentucky Coach Jim years. The others were Garrett
-shear 1951, 1952, 1953) and
Richards was second in the vot- lit
Jun Jennings 11962, 1963, 1964 i
ing
Meanwhile, the OVC headquarters said in Nashville that
Murray set a conference record
by hitting 51.2 per cent of as
field goal attempts this past
season
NEW ORLEANS I AP)- Miller Barber goes into the Greater New Orleans Open golf
tournament with extra pocket
money after winning the proem event of the $125,000
tourney.
Barber, who won CND() in a
death playoff in 1970,
sudden
Chicago 105; Atlanta 98, New
fired a four-under-par 68 WedYork 93; Cleveland 112, Philato lead all professional
delphia 109; Houston 118, Balti- nesday
the pro-am event.
in
golfers
more 110; Loa Angeles 124.
In at 69 in the pro-am were
Kansas City-Omaha 118; De•
Dave Eicheltierger, Charles
troit 122, Portland 109; Phoenix
Lanny WacUuns, Dan
Goody,
134, Buffalo 124 in overtime,
Sikes and Mike .fill.
and Milwaukee 119, Seattle 96.
Jack Nicklaus was tied with
Memphis' loss was its Ilth in
others at 70. Two other
six
a row on the road-five short of
crowd favorites, Billy Casper
the league record established
Arnold Palmer, were well
by the Floridians last season- and
with a 72 and 73, respecback
and its llth in 11 games against
tively.
Kentucky this season.
Lee Elder was the pro leadDespite the victory, the Colothe team with the best
ing
veteneLs also suffered a lossscore. Teams led by
ran guard Lou Dampier. He overall
and Labron Harris
cracked the bone leading to the Bert Yancey
and foursomes
tied
second
for
The
little toe in his left foot.
Rudolph, Bob
foot was placed in a cast, and led by Mason
tied for
it was uncertain when Dampier Sikes and Jim Colbert
third
again
would be able to play
Among the eight teams tied
Dan Issel led the Colonels
was a group led by
with 28 points, while Walt Si- for fourth
Moody and inOrville
pro
asrune
and
points
22
mon had
sists Memphis' Johnny Neu- cluding George Hall, an Air
an 81 in
mann hit 18 of 23 field goals Force colonel who shot
since
golf
of
round
fifth
his
only
He
pcents
41
with
and finished
North
a
from
being
released
Inalso had seven assists.
where
diana's George McGinnis Vietnamese prison camp
scored 36 points, including a he was held for seven years.
three-pointer with time running
out in the first overtly, in the Tohill
FORT WORTH,1 ex ,( AP
high-scoring game against Dallas. Billy Keller added 31 points Texas Christian head football
for Indiana, while Joe Hamilton Coach Billy Tohill remained in
hopped the Chew with a sea- the intensive care unit of John
Peter Smith hospital today, reson-high 35.
Ralph Simpson pumped in 26 covering from the amputation
points and rookie Claude Terry, of his right foot above the
who had been averaging only ankle
Surgeons removed the foot
4.5 points, added 23 in leading
Denver's triumph over New Wednesda!, because it was so
York-the Nets' fourth con- mangled in a traffic accident a
secutive loss. Jim Chones was week ago that blood vessels
could not properly function
high for the Nets with 21.

hit 195 last year and has a
weak arm. Derrel Thomas, who
plays second or short, didn't
get much chance to use his
speed with a .230 average.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The American Baiketball Association is nearing an end for
tbs. Mamplus Tams...but the
end may not come soon enough
For the Indiana Pacers, the
end might be just right.
The Tams, in last-place in the
East Division and out of playoff
contention, lost their 14th
straight game Wednesday
night, bowing to the Kentucky
Colonels 131-109
The setback left the Tams
three short of the league record
for consecutive losses-with
three games remaining
Should they lose their last
three games-Saturday night at
Carolina, Sunday at home
against ('tah, and nex; Wednesday in Memphis against Dallas-they would tie the ABA
record of 17 losses in a row, set
by the Oakland Oaks during the
1967-88 season.
Meanwhile, the Pacers won
their 11th straight, outlasting
the Dallas Chaparrals 133-131 in
double overtime. The league
record for consecutive victories
is 16, also by Oakland, in the
1968-69 season
The Pacers could tie the
mark by winning their last five
games-Fridaz at Denver, Saturday home against Denver,
Sunday at New York, Tuesday
at San Diego and Wednesday at
Utah
In the other ABA game Wednesday night, Denver beat New
York 116-101
In the National Basketball
Association, it was Boston 106,

Get Acquainted

Dave Roberts, Last year's
starting third baseman off the
University of Oregon campus,
is too big.for a second baseman
at 6-foot-3 and 215 pounds but
will be tried there if Hilton can
hit. Another possibility is veteran Dave Campbell, recovering
from his second Achilles tendon
Operation.
Lee, formerly a defensive liability, has improved as a left
fielder, but the other two outfield spots are up for grabs.
Clarence Gaston, .269, should
play somewhere, probably right
field.

THE SAVINGS

ARE ON US DURINGouR

JPETIMINERii:
New Shipment!!

ALL FAMOUS BRANDS
Polyester

Irregular Knit

Rose Gives Legless Sport Coats
Boy Tour of Dugout

'1

"Did you go over the fence .'
Rose asked the vacationing
Zeigler.
"No, under it," grinned Zeigler.
Despite artificial legs, Zeigler
plays Little league baseball
back home.
Asked by Rose about his average, Mike described it as
"just fair."
"I got a lot of good outfield
hits, but they made me run everything myself. I just can't
run fast and they'd get me out
at first sometimes," he said.
"Well," asked Rose, "you
wouldn't wany anyone to run
for you, would you"
"Oh no, I wanted to run for
myself," said Mike, who also
plays football and basketball.
This summer he plans to
make his first trip to Riverfront Stadium.
Just so it doesn't conflict with
his Little League schedule

Reg00
130

Baggies
118 00 Value

'24"

Lee Trevino

Jeans

Knit Slacks
Baggies

Reg, 111.99
THIS
WEEK $999
ONLY!!

Off White, Salmon
Cranberry

Flair

'399

* At The *

MEN'S STORE
OUTLET
901 Coldwater Rd.

Beside Five Points Bar-B-Que

Murray, Ky.
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Tiedowns Protect
Mobile Homes From
Strong Wind Damage
Lexington, Ky.--The-- windstorms and tornadoes which are
common in the spring and
summer can spell trouble for
the thousands of Kentuckians
who live in mobile homes.
Tornadoes and windstorms
are most common in Kentucky
during March, April, and May,
according to Jerry Hill, the
National Weather Service's
agricultural meteorologist on
the University of Kentucky
campus. Hill points out that
high winds can easily toss
mobile homes around, roll them
over,and smash them into other
property, including other
homes.
mobile

Detailed specificiations and
information on tieing down
mobile homes is contained in a
publication entitled "Protecting
Mobile Homes from High
Winds." The publication can be
obtained from your local civil
defense office or by writing U.
S. Army AG Publications
Center, Civil Defense Branch,
noo Eastern Blvd. Middle
Baltimore, Maryland
River
21220.

However, mobile homes can
be made safer and more secure
from windstorms through the
use of tiedowns, notes Hill.
Tiedown systems are easy to
install on existing units, and the
cost of a tiedown system is
usually not more than ,.$150.
Most new units have built-in
tiedown straps, and these
should be specified when ordering a new mobile hem!,
Hill says two types of
tieclovms are needed. One goes
over the top to keep the unit
from overturning, and the other
is attached to the frame to
prevent the unit from being
blown off its supports. Wire
rope or steel straps can be used
for ties.
The ties should be attached to
an anchor placed at least four
feet into the ground. Several
types of anchors can be used,
including screw augers, expanding anchors, and concrete
deadnam.
One insurance company in
Kentucky is now offering a ten
percent discount for mobile
homes which have the frame
tied down. The same company
offers a 15 percent discount if
there are also tieclowns over the
top of the mobile home.
Hill says it is also important
for mobile homes to rest solidly
I on piers and footings. Piers
should be constructed of
standard concerte blocks
placed over a footing. The cells
of the concrete blocks should
run in a vertical direction.
Concrete footings pbeed in the
ground below the frost line
should be used to support the
piers.
Placing a mobile home so that
one end, rather than a side,
l• faces the prevailing winds
reduces the danger of wind
damage. A mobile home is most
likely to be rolled over when the
wind strikes directly against its
side. Also, natural barriers such
as trees provide excellent
windbreaks. A good windbreak
can slow a 75-rn1le-per-hour
wind down to 25 miles per hour,
according to Hill. Trees at least
30 feet high are most effective.
Hill says that even though a
mobile home is well-anchored,
the occupants should quickly
seek shelter in a permanent
building when warned of an
approaching tornado. Neither
mobile homes nor permanent
homes can be built to withstand
the full force of a tornado.
However, mobile homes which
are securely tied down can
survive the force of a windstorm or the strong gust of a
severe thunderstorm.

Bible
Institute
at

Scotts Grove
Baptist Church
HEAR

Thursday Night
and
Saturday Night
BILLY G. TURNER
Friday Night
BILLY G. HURT
Sunday Night
D. W. Billington
Attend Homecoming and
Dedication Services
Sunday Morning 10:45. All
at
Evening Services
7o'clock.
All members, former
members and friends are
invited to attend all of these
services.

JCIVAMeS

new sedan
ready
By JON THOMPSON
Copley News Service
If there was one thing
Jaguar's XJ sedan was obviously designed for right from
the beginning it was that company's V-12 engine.
When the car was Introduced a few years back the
risnors were hot — with little
or no comment from the company — that the V-12 was just
around the corner.
And since then motoring enthusiasts have been waiting.
Well, the only waiting anyone will have to do now is in
tine down at their local Jaguar dealership because British Leyland, which owns Jaguar, has finally kicked off
U.S. sales on Jaguar's X.1 12
The sedan is really pretty
much what it always has
been, beautiful of exterior,
traditionally English of interior and roughly the size of
your vanilla-flavored Chevy
Nova four-door sedan
Except that now there is a
modern, 5.3-liter V-12 lurking
under the bonnet where an antiquated double overhead cam
six once lived.
The new engine, some
slightly stronger front springs
and some new trim details are
the only changes made to the
car. Its just as well, not all
that many were needed
The car carries a price tag
of between $10,000 and $11,000
and for that reason British
Leyland smugly says it figures the car's buyers will
have a median annual income
of around $50,000.
What will these wealthies
get for their money? Just
about everything, such as
rack and pinion steering, automatic transmission, air
conditioning, leather seats,
cut pile carpets — all standard.
The car LS built with Jaguar's now almost traditional
rnonocoque body construeton, has all independent suspension and disk brakes at all,
four corners
The brakes work as well as
they should and their stopping
power is applied to the pavement by a quartet of fat radial
tires.
That's all fine and good, but
the •engine is really the car's
Pugh point. It's the same one
that has been powering the E
series sports car on a limited
basis this year and last and it
is a beauty.
It's all aluminum and was
originally intended for a Jaguar assault on LeMans. That
project was canned, so after
sitting for a bit, development
work on the unit continued,
ending with the engine's application to the company's
passenger cars.
How does it run? Smooth,
quiet and very strong. How
does it sound' Just like a
complex V-12 engine installed
in an expensive towing sedan
ought to muted, but not to the
point where you can't tell
what you're listening to.
The XJ in its six-cylinder
form has already been acclaimed by Road & Track
magazine as one of the 10 best
-ars in the world.
Depending on your prejutees you might agree or disagree but even after the most
cursory inspection of the
product you'd have to admit
that Road & Track's editors
do have grounds for making
their claim.
Q. Where can I find parts
for my 1940 one and a half-ton
Ford truck?
Clarence Jordan,
Princeton,Ind.
A. Try dropping a line to
Valley Obsolete Ford Parts,
11604 Vanowen St., North Hollywood, Calif. 91605.

Discrimination
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — As the Nicaraguan earthquake has faded
from newspaper headlines,
the devastation and misery it
left in its wake have become a
deeper concern of religious
organizations.
In almost every disaster of
modern times, regardless of
where they have occurred, the
churches have been among
the first to stand up and be
counted among those who
have rushed to help their fellowmen.
Whether it has been famine
in India, slaughter in Bangladesh or floods in Pennsylvania, regardless of the need,
the churches have dug deep
into their pockets to provide
money for relief supplies.
have contributed
They
blankets and clothing and other material help as well as
medical aid and spiritual sustenance to victims of disaster.
And, often of more importance, they have sent experts
to help alleviate misery and
volunteers to do whatever labor is required
The Managua earthquake of
last Der 23 was no CApti
The ground was still trembling with aftershocks when
church groups, long well organized for emergencies, began to offer help in a variety
of ways.
The Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board sent a
three-man survey team to
Managua to help plan the rebuilding of six churches damaged or destroyed by the
quake The men were also assigned to detemune what materials were needed and to
work out details for a crew of
30 Texas Baptist volunteers to
pitch tents amid the ruins and
help with the work
The Southern Baptists did
this despite the fact that they
have no mission work in Nicadestroyed
ragua
The
churches belonged to the
American Baptist Churches
a "rival" denomination_
In addition to this help, the
Southern Baptist Foreign
Mission Board provided more
than $11,000 for food and
medicine and other needed
materials
Among others who responded imrriedialely with
fund-raising efforts was the
Baptist World Alliance
The American Baptists expressed their deep gratitude
for direct assistance to their
work, particularly to the construction volunteers who offered to pay. their own transportation and living costs during their service in Managua.
Immediate action was
taken to raise money for the
destroyed and damaged
American Baptist churches
and hospital. Robert C.
Campbell of Valley Forge,
Pa , general secretary of the
denomination, sent a bulletin
to the executive ministers in
the regions, states and cities
urging that special offerings
be taken.
Church World Service, an
interdenominational agency
of the National Council of
Churches, drew upon its long
experience with international
disasters to launch an emergency program directed by
erald A Aaker, a veteran
relief and rehabilitation
worker for Lutheran World
Relief. He served in Peru after the earthquake there in
1970.
Church World Service sent
two other relief workers to
Nicaragua and launched an
effort to raise ;500,000 for material assistance. It also
joined with other agencies in
consultation and planning for
emergency services and reha bi Ration.
I,uthern World Relief lost no
time in preparing a shipment
of 5,000 blankets, 20 tons of
lothing that had been gathered for Just such an emeri!en( N. and 2 million water
purification tablets.

By KENNETH J. RARREN
, Copley News Service
Federal government "affirmative action- college programs are insuring educational mediocrity rather than
equality of educational opportunity and are hurting people
they are supposed to help.
This is one of the disturbing
conclusions in a preliminary
report on the effect of these
programs on the nation's private, nonprofit higher education institutions recently released by George C. Roche
1.11, president of Michigan's
Hillsdale College.
"Affirmative action" pro
grams are required under
U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare guidelines based on the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 as amended by the
Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972 and presi-I
dential executive orders.
Apparently, there are not
enough qualified minority
group representatives available to meet government requirements. So the enforcers'
guidelines say, -Neither rni-.
nority nor female employes
should be required to possess
higher qualifications than
those of the lowest qualified
incumbent."
Roche asks, "Has merit
come to mean only equality on
the lowest level of performance'
-Not only does this do an Injustice to the institution and
the students caning in contact with faculty members
unqualified to hold their posi-

Federal State

reverse harmful

two, ' Roche explains, "but
also it excludes from consideration large numbers of an
enure i.,, eneration of young
scholars, quite well-qualified
to hold a position, yet often
rendered ineligible by virtue
of their norunembership in an
minority
HEW -approved
group
''Unfkur discrimination and
the lowering of standards go
far beyond reverse discrimination Today, many wellqualified blacks are passed
0%er for consideration precisely because they are not
from the ghetto. The search is
out merely for blacks but for
'authentic ghetto types.'
• Black professors and
black students alike have
been downgraded. 'The firstrank performers have suffered this downgrading beCiil/Se whatever accomplishment they attain is often assumed to be because of some
special privilege
unqualified
-Meanwhile,
professors and students from
various ethnic groups have
been cheated into assuming
that they were taking their
place in a true educational
framework, when, in fact, all
the standards which gave the
framework any meaning had
been undercut."
Roche said a Cornell professor told him, "I give than all
As- and
and -10-helrifIth
them."
Sympathize though we
might with these private colleges and universities, the in-

stitution of higher education is
primarily responsible for this
state of affairs.
The universities of California and ! Michigan, Cornell,
Columbia, Harvard and
Princeton and their sisters,
years ago acquired, fostered,
nurtured and advocated the
intellectual climate and provided ammunition to politicians that led to the passage
of those sections of the civil
rights and equal employment
acts and the plethora of related regulations that now are
used against them. It is a
classic example of the failure
to consider adequately and
rationally the long-range
philosophic implications of
one's actions.
Many of these institutions
are "private" in name only
and would go out of business if
Uncle Sam shut his purse.

Market Report

that federal funding of higher
education should be increased
during the next six years to a
billion dollars a year. A new
range of on- and off-campus
programs is being developed
requiring more dollars.
Only surgery will save those
institutions that truly want to
be saved. Most higher education institutions, public or private, and their younger
brothers, the elementary and
secondary schools, still want
a blank check with no strings
attached from federal, state
and local governments.
Writing in the Congressional Record, John P. Saylor, a
Republican congressman
from Johnstown, Pa., said,
"Mr. Roche clearly milt
cates the warnings that federal 'aid' is a euphemism for
federal 'control' of the educational process.
Such control has become arbitrary, capricious,
without legal foundation and
naturally, contrary to the
spirit of the laws enacted by
the Congress.

Roche touched on this in his
report. "Federal funding remains the key. Those schools
most heavily involved in federal funding are naturally
most exposed to bureaucratic
assaults. Independence retains a high priority — independence which can be purchased only through total divorce from political funding."

"... We must radically curb
the discretionary power we
have granted to the executive
branch of the government."

Meanwhile, education lobIt ists at all levels are preparing for their annual descent on
Congress to denuted still
wore federal dollars and,
lemur-like, the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education recently recommended

BUCKLE UP
Almost 90 per MIA of the _
cars on American roads are
equipped with seatbelts, but it
is estimated that less than 40
per cent are used

Federal State Market News
Service March 21, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act, 553 Est. 800
Barrows & Gilts steady instances 25 cents higher Sows 25
cents to 50 cents higher.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.,
US 1-3 200-250 lbs.,
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.,
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.,
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Ibis.,
US 1-3 350-650 lbs.,
US 2-3 450-650 lbs.,
Boars 27.00-31.00

34.00-35,00
33.00-34.00
32.00-33.00
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REALISTIC AM • FM
STEREO PHONO SYSTEM
NOW PRICED UNDER $100

SALE ENDS
4/8173

Regular Price
13995
• Specially Designed Stereo Circuitry
Means Ouality Sound
• Turntable 'Changer With Dual Sapphire Anil
Diamond Needles Give You Precision Speeds
And Great Stereo Separation

CONTINUOUS-PLAY 8-TRACK PLAYER
Now you ran play au of you,car tapes at borne through
your new Clarinette III This great Realistic tape deck
offers you nu-Jan-Mon prOgriff
,(44"5e 4ehted 0
"
)
gram indicators rod output level control 14 1918
y.
.„

• Tape Input And Output And Stereo
Headphone Jack Afford You Fantast,c
Add On Capabilities
• Black Out Dial And Walnut Wood Cabinetry
Add Good Looks To Any Room Decor

This feature packed CLARINETTE III is all the stereo system you need for any room o.
your home. office, camper, apartment, you name it FM drift control and unique tun
IN capacitor let you have FM stereo reception at its best High sensitivity. ceramic
magnet speakers assure you of hearing music the way it should be heard The special
power on off control gives you -instant- sound without resetting the volume control
You CAN'T go wrong with this SPECTACULAR SOUND BARGAIN 13 1180
REALISTIC DELUXE
STEREO HEADPHONES

REALISTIC
STEREO HEADPHONES
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SOUND EFFECTS
DEMO' ECORDS

RECORD SPRAY
Ct FANS • PROTECTS

SAVE ON FAMOUS REALISTIC QUALITY IN RADIO SHACK STORES COAST TO COAST
Almost 40 per cent of service calls on household appliances are said to be unnecessary simply because instructions were not followed.
Checking to be sure the appliance is plugged in or that
the house circuit fuse is not
blown should be a "must" before you make a service call.

38.50-39.00
37,75-38.50
37.00-37.75
36.25-37.00

Progr

AUTHORIZED SALES CENTER
SIGHT 8 SOUND SALES 8 SERVICE

80 Main Street
Benton, Ky.
527-9900

Radio thaek
Tilt

ha TiONWIN

SlielfOifff/fIl Of SOUND

Store Open Daily 10 to 6 P.M.
Except Friday 10 to 9 P.M.
closed Sundays

2, 1973
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-34.00
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Program Aids Minority Businesses

Art Exhibit-Portrays
State Artists' Diversity

The first is business coun- figure Taylor admitted is only
seling and technical assistance 55 percent complete.
provided by the field con"This is just a start," said
Brace yourself.
Tuska said. "It shows that the
sultants. This could include
Taylor. "This is the first time
A colorful experience is state itself is a reflection of its
record keeping, marketing,
Kentucky has tried anything coming your way. Such things people, who have diverse ininventory control, and any other
like this. We should eventually as "Wow Box," "Boy I Sure terests.'
aspect of management.
be able to get about 90 percent. Needed That Fix," "Optic
Included in the exhibit are a
Secondly, according to the
To date, the OMBE has dealt Dive," and "Vapor Lit Morn" formal oil portrait of "Lee
Department of Commerce,
"The state's OMBE works to with 60 clients, 84 percent of will be making whirlwind tours Sutton: Poet," by Jim Cantrell
improve opportunities for whom are black. The rest are of Kentucky cities during the of Bardatown; an abstract
next two years. Even "Mad drawing in pencil called
minority business and coor- "disadvantaged" whites.
'En % ironmental," by Bob Head
Bobo', plans to come along.
dinates OMBE activities in the
The federal guidelines define
of Murray; and an abstract oil
state with other agencies and minority business as "a
There's nothing to fear-Mad in bold strokes of blue, orange,
organizations."
business that is owned or
Taylor said one of the office's controlled by one or more Bobo and the Wow Box are part green and yellow, by Rama Rao
of Bowling Green. "Bare
main thrusts this year is to socially or economically of an art exhibit.
"Face of Kentucky III: Trees," by Jerry Watson of
"make the minority community disadvantaged persons. Such
aware of procurement op- disadvantages may arise from Variations," a group of 43 Paciucah, is a refreshing
and watercolor reminiscent of trees
paintings
portunities in federal, state, and cultural, racial, or chronic original
by by a lake on a winter day.
collected
was
drawings,
local governments."
economic circumstances, or
In his oil painting of "Tobacco
To do this, they intend to start from background or other Professor John Tuska of the
University of Kentucky Art Land," William Granstaff of
teaching minority business similar cause.''
Department. The exhibit is the Princeton paints a familiar
people how to deal effectively
Since the office has been in third of a continuing biennial Kentucky scene-tobacco being
with governments in order to
get on bid lists for government existence, it has helped to solicit series of art exhibits being dried in a barn. A smaller barn
contracts and to increase sales loans totaling 980,000 from displayed by the Kentucky Arts in the background is brightly
private sources and has loans Commission.
painted with "See 7 Sta
to governments.
-The first two exhibits dRatt Rock City."
Because many minority totaling $500,000 in process. The
"You really can't say what
businesses are small, they are state also awarded $300,000 in with landscapes," Tusks exto
minority plained. "I thought that was each particular painting is
not able to handle general contracts
contracts, so the OMBE en- businesses during that period. getting a little restrictive. I intended to mean unless you ask
wanted to expand the exhibit to the individual artist," Tusks
courages prime contractors to
One of the OMBE's most
notify them of any goods and difficult problems has been get away from the more explained.
He sees his own tempera
services they plan to sub- getting "seed" money. Taylor traditional paintings."
The current exhibit includes painting, "American Landcontract. Taylor would like to says,
minority
"Many
see thkse contracts go to businesses have the expertise, collages, self-portraits, scape," as a social comwatercolors, oil paintings, silk mentary. In the red, white and
minority
but not the money, to get
and pencil drawings. blue painting, a dove is shown
screens
prepared
offi
The
a started." For this reason, he
Kentucky Direry of Minority continues, -We encourage the Showings in the near future will against a backdrop resembling
Businesses which Taylor hopes private sector, financial in- be at Carrollton, March 16 to 31; the American flag.
The next biennial art exhibit
will "create interest" in the stitutions, companies, and Lexington, April 1 to 30;
office. It lists 900 minority religious groups to provide Georgetown, May 1 to 31; may focus on Kentucky realists,
15u41neattarliritir—11111t1c-11"Investment money for these Versailles, Jun* 1 to 30; and. according-AO-4*aParis, July 1 to 15. The exhibit visual arts associate of the
people.
will be on tour until March 31, Kentucky Arts Commission.
•OOOOO60•111114,111011•M•1114111111.11
!ItSO OOOOOOO 1114111110111•
The commission asks a chiTaylor, 1975.
to
According
classified ads lets you sell for cash the
"The exhibit portrays what fereit art expert to select works
minorities make up 15 percent
• Ledger LS Times
• items you possess but no longer need and use. And it offers •
• of the nation's population but Kentucky artists are doing," for each exhibit.
•
• are responsible for only five
salues for sale each day
•
•
percent of the Nation's gross
•
Just
low
is
cost
the
and
• Placing your Classified is easy
national product.
•
• dial 753-1916. A friendly voice will help you put your •
•
He said that because of this
message in print.
•
• fact, "Minorities need help to
•
• compete successfully."
• "We aren't at the starting
•
• line, we're in back of it," said
•
• Taylor.
•
•
Taylor is optimistic about the
•
CALL NOW
• effects of his program

FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
minority business man, a long
neglected sector of the business
community is benefiting from a
federal-state partnership in the
State Department of Commerce's Office of Minority
Business Enterprise.
According to the office's
director, Floyd Taylor, the
purpose of this partnership is to
"bring the socially disadvantaged into the mainstream
of the Kentucky economy."
A Department of Commerce
publication describes the
OMBE as "strictly a businessoriented program" with the
objective of "improving the
performance of the state's
minority business enterprises
and of assisting new engo into
trepreneurs to
business."
Kentucky's ()MBE, the first
such office south of the Ohio
River, is financed jointly by the
federal OMBE and the State
Department of Commerce.
The office has received
$300,000 from the federal
government and $100,000 from
the state to fund its operation
for a period of two years. The
program began last July with
the appointment of Taylor to the
post of director.
The office has entered into a
subcontract with the University
of Kentucky which provides
field consultants to work with
clients on a one to one balk.
The program consists of two
major components.

THE TRAVELER

Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

Ship trip brings
a free flight

•
Things moved slowly at first,
•
• but a lot more is happening now.
• We find some of our
clients and
•
• some of them find us."

4 Days
Only(

Central Shopping Center
4 Days Only!

March 22, 23, 24, 25

By HAROLD MeCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service
How about crossing the Atlantic in either direction
aboard the Queen Elizabeth
and flying in the other
bon free/ That's what th
Cunard lane is offering passengers now, starting with the
April 6 eastbound sailing from
New York. Travelers aren't
required to return by air.
They can apply the value of
the economy one-way airline
ticket to travel on the ship
within 14 days. Cost ranges
from $895 to $1,330 a person,
double occupancy. "This program will launch a new era in
first-class transatlantic

School Named
After Pilot
'HIATT DVTT
STIIIL BASIC

ware
Porcelain'
pieces
includes 7
Reg.
59.99

$%87
v.

COMPLETE

* Choice of Bittersweet or Jade Green
•
•
•
•

* alob

AplikswE
LINNING PAPER

One quart Sauer Poe
Cover 1 qt. Sauer Psis
Two Quart Sauer Pim
Cover 2 qt. Sauer Pas

• Four quart Couserolr
• NInr inrh Fry Pan
• Cover for Casserole
(air (Ito fry pas)

Thu 7 piece cookware Net le 'Gourmet' Porcelain mohair the book
Amor orvoird by ANY fully. Tbo hoW color arida i dash of lively
(,.l ,t.
accent to tar Ititeltora. ell popular is today's Ilviroa Lighteeenbt hot strew
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Hurry While Supply Lasts!

SHOP THESE GREAT BARGAINS PLUS MANY MORE
UNADVERTISED BARGAINS THROUGHOUT THE STORE.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

SAN DIEGO, Calif I AP As they played, schoolchildren
could see the Navy jet before it
began plunging toward them
The pilot, Ens. Albert Joe
Hickman, waved to the youngsters to flee as the disabled
plane neared,60 feet in the air.
There was time for Hkkrnan,
a 21-year-old bachelor, to bail
out and risk a schoolyari crash
during the noon recess of Dec.
4,1960.
Instead, he guided the jet into
a nearby canyon in northern
San Diego where he died as the
plane crashed in flames, 200
yards from Hawthorne Elementary School.
The school flag was lowered
to half staff. As the shock wore
off, the boys and girls conducted a memorial for Hickman and wrote letters to his father, Joe Hickman, in Sioux
City, Iowa.
The Navy and Marine Corps
medal for heroism was given
Hickman for his son.
The children asked that some
day a school be named for
Hickman, and more than 13
years Later pupils of a new
school voted in January that
theirs be named the “Sibert
Elementary
Joe
Hickman
School," The naming ceremony
is Wednesday.
A sundial erected in the
schoolyard bears-a plaque paYing tribute to the young flier.
"I count the sunny hours." it
says.
FREE PUPPIES
Puppies, part Border Collie,
three black, one mixed,
females, are free to tyersons for
pets. For information call 4892105.

•air'

TOS'ES
In Murray
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

ONE DAY SALE
FRIDAY - MARCH 23 - 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
LADIES

CORDUROY
JEANS
LADIES

Pastel colors and Black.

BODY SUITS

100% Cotton

100% Nylon
Sizes S-M-L
Reg. 53.99

Sizes 8-16

The Berlin Tourist Office
has just published a 40-page
booklet aimed at the single
male visiting the city It's
called "Gentleman Pass" arid
contains a directory of nightclubs, restaurants, tours,
shopping hints and tips on
male-oriented entertainment.
For the single lady visitor, the
tourist office has published
"Lady Pass" for some years.
It has information about
fashion houses, cosmetic
salons, boutiques .

Philadelphia has created a
tour called "George Washington's Trail." It's an outline of
interesting sites, institutions
and memorabilia pertaining
to the first president. ...
Visitors to Alaska can take
a crash course in native culture April 9-13 at Anchorage.
Various tribal members will
tell of their cultures and sing
their songs during Native
Emphasis Week at Alaska
Methodist University. ...
A record crowd of visitors is
expected at this year's National Cherry Blossom Festival April 7-14 in Washington,
D.C. Fifty of the nation's high
school bands will lead a parade down Constitution Ave-nue trethe White House.

,
41)
3 Styles
Short Sleeve, similar
to picture
Reg. '3.93

$200

344
-

MAR

Mapeow.

REv..'

RAKES
Spring Is Clean Up Time

ALCOHOL

s/.97

10011

16-oz. Size

Cotton
Buy Several at
This Low Price!
Reg. 89'

CORDUROY
MATERIAL

Plastic Bottle
Reg. 21'

Wide 8, Pinwale
45" to 60" Wide

14

for
$
it -

PRESTONE

HOUSE
BROOM

WINDSHIELD
WASHER
SOLVENT_

Just In Time
for Spnng Cleaning!

MEN'S SHIRTS

Quart Can

Reg.37'

80% Polyester
2 Patterns

Keg. '1.47

•

4Pie

WEAR-EVER

PLASTIC

MATTRESS
or
PILLOW
COVERS
Protects Mattresses
and Pillows
A Real Buy!

You've heard of that old
song about a dream walking
- well, how about a tree talking' Portland, Ore., has one
and it's 70 feet tall. It uses the
latest techniques of animation
and action to explain and
demonstrate how a tree
grows. It even answers questions with the aid of backstage
-experts." It is one of nine
unique exhibits at the Western
Forestry Center. ...

JUMP
SUIT

Reg. '6.99

$ 76

Richard B Patton says

British Airways will increase their three-a-week
flights to daily service between North America and the
Scottish cities Aberdeen and
EMinburgh starting April
30

Ladles

Terry
Knit

Brushed Corduroy

tra% el," Cunard President

If you'd like to travel to
Yucatan by ship from Miami,
it won't be long before you'll
have the chance.
A docking facility is being
completed at Puerto Morelos,
Yucatan, for ocean-going
ships. It will be completed this
summer. And the 12,500-ton
Bolero, a luxury car liner, will
dart making weekly roundtrip cruises from Miami in
October. The Commodore
lines's Bolero will accommodate. 230 cars and has 250
double staterooms. .

Open
Til
10

w

2

25 Sq. Ft
12" Wide

PLAID

BEDSPREAD

8-1/3 Yd. Long

Twin or Full
Decorator Colors
Reg. '3.99

Limit 4

Reg. 33'

$ 7

for

Dig

for

HUDSON
PAPER
TOWELS

MARCAL

TISSUE
200-2-Ply Tissues
Reg. 3/78'

5

ALUMINUM
FOIL

forl

120 Sq. Ft

STYRO CUPS

Yellow & White

507- or 9-oz Cups

Reg. 37'

Reg. 52'

27

for

-
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Adams-Davis Vows Read In Church Ceremony

Mr. & Mrs. Doron
To Observe list
Wedding Day

c
ca
l
limague
Z
tv

Social Concerns Committee
will meet at the Douglas Center
at 7 3() p.m.
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames James
Rudy Allbritten, Felix Dunn,
rud, W.C. Elkins,
K opeA.H
C.M. Hulse, and Miss Vivian
Hale, as hostesses.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a business meeting at the
County Court House at seven
p.m.

A bake sale will be held at
Roses Department Store
;tartar* at 8:30 a.m. by the
Sunnyside Homemakers Club
with the proceeds to go toward
the fund for the Hurst Power
rescue tool, "Jaws of Life."

The Almo Parent-Teacher
Club held its regular meeting at
the school on Monday, March
12, at two o'clock in the afternoon with the president, Mrs.
Howard Bucy, presiding.
Woodall,
Larry
Mrs.
secretary, read the minutes
with Mrs. Kenneth Starks
Mrs. Steven Scott Davis
giving the financial reports. The
devotion was by Mrs. Starks
MASS Karen Joyce Adams, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Goodgion of
with prayer by Billy Dale daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Murray.
Outland, school principal.
Adams
of
Charles
R.
The Intramural basketball Albuquerque, New Mexico, I. Harry Vanderpool pergames will be held on March 30, formerly of Murray, became formed the cermony.
April 6, and April 20.
the bride of Steven Scott Davis,
The bride, given in marriage
Letters of appreciation were
son of Mr. and Mrs. William by her father, chose a white
read from each teacher
Russell Davis, Jr., also of organza A-line silhouette gown
thanking the FTC for the enAlbuquerque, on Saturday, styled with square neckline.
cyclopedias and other items
March 17, at eleven o'clock in The bodice and tops of the
given to the classrooms.
the morning at the Central sleeves were made of window
Mrs. Frances Pinkley's third
United Methodist Chruch at panes of val lace with long full
grade room won the room
Albuquerque.
double sleeves cuffed with the
count.
The bride is the grand- same lace detail. The full
The next meeting will be a
floating skirt had two back bows
potluck supper with Calloway daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
County Court Clerk, Marvin Clarence Horton and Mrs. dotted with lace and pearl and a
Harris, to be present to re- Mildred Adams, all of Murray, detachable train edged with val
register persons in the new and the peat granddaughter of lace.
voter registration for the Mrs. Noma Stubblefield, also of
Her silk illusion veil was hold
general election in November. Murray. Her Godparents are by a Juliet headpiece of lace

This is the jack
that built the den
that improved the house
where you live.

A Ham and Bean supper will
be held at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church with
serving to start at five p.m. The
supper, sponsored by Methodist
Men of church, will be $1.50 for
adults and 75 cents for children,
twelve and under.

and pearl. She carried a cienrwe
Suadey, March 26
Victorian cascade bouquet wth
Photography Exhibit by Bill
miniature pink sweetheart Strode, assistant director of
roses laced with baby's breat photography for the Louisville
and ivy
Courier-Journal and Times, will
be at Murray State University
Miss Janet Kaye Adams,
through April 14.
sister of the bride, was the mai(
of honor. Mrs. Robert Baker 01
Monday, March 24
Murray and Mrs. Allan Fleming
Luther Robertson Parentof Lexington, Ky., were
matrons of honor. Bridesmaids Teacher Association will have a
were Miss Kathy Davis, sister potluck supper at six p.m. at the
of the groom. Albuquerque, and school with the meat, bread,
Miss Margaret Jones, cousin and beverages to be furnished
of the beicle, Fontana, and others to bring vegetables,
California. Junior bridesmaid salads or desserts.
was Miss Carma Lisa Lovett,
The Creative Arts Departcousin of the bride of Murray.
of the Murray Woman's
ment
Brett Davis, twin brother of
Club is scheduled to meet at
the groom, was best man.
9:30 am at the club house with
Ushers were Steve Kennedy of
Mesdames Wallace Baggett,
Gallup. N. M., Al &rubella,
Larry Loycle, H.L. Oakley,
Randy Burks, Steve Hill, and
Hiram Tucker, and Tess
Kelly Adams, brother of the
Hopson as hostesses.
bride, all from Albuquerque, N

The maid of honor, matrons of
honor, bridesmaids, and flower
girl all wore dresses of a floral
design of pink butterflies with
white and yellow flowers with
mint green background They
wore matching mint green hats
baskets of
and carried
miniature pink carnations laced
with baby's breath and ivy. The
dresses were identically
designed like the bride's gown
by her grandmother, Mrs.
Mildred Adams

An Extraordinary
Home Improvement Loan
Maybe a cozy den with a fire- , a lot of questions. But we do
make sure the loan is arranged
place . . . a bedroom for that
new member of the family . . . on terms most convenient for
you. And you might be curmaybe a two-car garage . .
Whatever addition to. or re- - prised at how much we know
about money-saving home-immodeling of your house you've
provement methods. Our jack
been toying with, it's going to
is quite a handy man
cost money. We've got the
"jack" to help you do it.
It's extraordinary what we can
We make low-cost home.im
do for you, if you let us.
provement loans We don't avk

PEOPLES

The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have its noon luncheon at the
club house with Mrs. Wayne
Williams, Mrs. Robert Hornsby,
Mrs. J.D.Rayburn, and Mrs.
Max Hurt as hostesses.

The flower girl was Michelle
Meece and the ringbearer was
Michael Meece, both from El
Paso, Texas.

.
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MEMBERS OF the Murray High Speech Club shown here participated in the Regional Speei h
Tournament held Saturday at Murray State University. Murray High won the overall sweepstake,
and winners will now enter the state tournament at Lexington April 6 and 7. Names of the student,
eligible for state competition appeared in the story in Monday's issue of the Ledger & Times.

Saturday, March 24
A Country MUSA('Show will be
held at the New Concord
Elementary, School at seven
p.ni

Alm° School PTC
Has Regular Meet;
Games Are Planned

,

Today's
Alive, A

Thursday, March 22
The Murray Middle School
Parent-Teacher Association
will meet at seven p.m. in the
school auditorium.

• Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Enoch
Doron of near Browns Grove
will observe their 71st wedding
anniversary on Friday, March
23. No special celebration is
planned.
A special feature on Mr. and
Mrs. Doron appeared in the
Ledger & Times on March 19,
1971, prior to their 69th wedding
anniversary.
The Dorons were married
March 23, 1902, by Squire Henry
Waldrop at his home near
Coldwater. Mr. Doron is the son
of the late Ambrose and
Rebecca Doran. Mrs. Doron,
the former Nancy Arnettie
Darnell, is the daughter of the
late Henry G. and Serena Armstrong Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs Doron are able
to do most of their work and
have already started a garden
—this year Their daughter, Mrs.
Trudie May Adams, resides
with her praents. They have
one living son, Henry Doron,
who resides with his family
near his parents. Another son,
J. Hansford Doron, died March
30, 1970.
The couple has eight grandchildren, twelve great grandchildren, and three great great
grandchildren.

BANK

01
KY.
MURRAY

After the wedding the couple
left on a wedding trip to
Colorado Springs, Colorado,
and will be at home in
Albuquerque where Mrs. Davis
is a senior dental hygiene
student at the University of New
Mexico and where Mr Davis Is
a pre-law student and also
employed by the 11 t) of
Albuquerque.
Out of town guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Jones, Mr and
Mrs. Eugene Jones, Mrs.
Pauline Hunt, Miss Margaret
Jones, Fantana, California;
Mrs. Effie Kemp and Mrs. Jean
Ann Fleming, Lexington, Ky.;
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Horton,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baker,
Steve and Kimber, Mrs Jo
Lovett and daughter, Lisa. and
Tony Horton, all of Murray;
Mrs. Mildred Adams of Sikeston
Mo.; Mrs. Grace Fowler,
Concordia, Kansas.

Main Branch
500 Main Street

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

I;Stratir1lituuT14zitik.

South Branch
12th & Story Streets
In

Pew SA•Rer CoolnK1 M, I•C

WRAP TURBANS
The jersey wrap turban will
be turning many a head this
season. For evening in he
same fabric as the gown or
palazzo pants,sometimes with a
floaty attached scarf. For day.
matched to the outfit or color
accents for pale, pretty colors
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COOKING "Betty Sledd Missions Group" Organized
IS FUN By Women At Mrs. Billington's Home
An organizational meeting of
a group of Baptist women of
Memorial Baptist Church met
Iv C 1( 1 DOOMONSIONi
at the home of Mrs. Mason
•P
Billington on Tuesday evening,
FAMILY SUPPER
March 20.
Lemon Baked Fish
Mrs. Billington introduced
Parsley Potatoes
Miller
visitors, Mrs. Claud
Tomato Salad and Mrs. Voris Sanderson, who
Broccoli
Beverage
Bread Pudding
shared their past experiences in
LEMON BAKED 11SH
. Cleanup is easy when you women's missionary groups as
bake fish in cooking film or well as the duties and responsibilities of the officers of such a
wrap
Whole white fish or similar va- group.
A short business session was
riety. about 2 1/4 pounds
Salt and pepper to taste
conducted and the following
1 small lemon, thinly sliced
officers were elected: Mrs.
1 small onion, thinly sliced
Mason Billing ton, president;
3 bay leaves, broken in half
Mrs. Don Rogers, secretary1 tablespoon butter
treasurer; Mrs. Bobby Johnson,
1/2 cup dry white wine
mission study chairman; Mrs.
Have fish cleaned with head,
tail and center bone removed. J.D. Outland, mission support
Sprinkle inside of fish with salt chairman; and Mrs. C'harles
mission
action
and pepper Alternate slices of Chilcutt,
lemon and onion and the bay chairman.
leaves in cavity of fish Place
The group also selected
fish in cooking film bag or "Betty Sledd Missions Group"
wrap, closing one end if using as its official name. Betty Sledd
wrap Place in baking pan Dot and her husband, M.D. Sledd,
fish with butter, add wine Fas- are members of
Memorial
ten and vent bag or wrap as
Baptist Church who are
directed on package Bake in a
serving
as
preheated 350-degree oven until currently
fish flakes easily when tested missionaries in Ogbomosho,
with a fork — 20 to 25 minutes Nigeria.
The business session was
1Juices around fish may be
used in a chowder Makes 4 concluded and a delicious
servings
dessert course was served to

those in attendance: Mrs.
Bobby Johnson, Mrs. J.D
Outland, Mrs. Don Rogers, Mrs.
Bob Horning, Mrs. L.D. Cathey,
Mrs. Charles Chilcutt, Mrs.
James Johnston, Mrs_ Voris
Sanderson, Mrs. Claud Miller,
and the hostess, Mrs. Mason

ATTENDS CELEBRATION
Mrs. Jack Sykes attended the
twelfth annual St. Patrick's Day
celebration held at Erin, Tenn.,
on Saturday, March 17. This
annual event was started twelve
years ago by the late Tennessee
Governor, Frank Clements
Mrs. Sykes is a native of Erin

The

GOODIE PLACEE
Aurora

hy

!

• Gifts
• Decoratives
We Can Hardly Wait To
See Your Smiling Face

Admiral
cTrAlt)16-m

IWTbita Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Castle
Parker, Ben Trevathan, Frnk
Kodman, and Gordon Plummer
as hostesses.

Admiral

Mitzi Maggard Is
Honored At Party
A party was given in honor of
Mitzi Mag,gard's fourth birthday on Tuesday, March 13, at
the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Maggard.
The tables, covered with
white cloths, were decorated
with red and pink streamers.
Refreshments were served on
individual place mats.
Those attending were Marty
Hays, Stephanie Hays, Vonnie
Hays, Chris Jenkins, Cathy
Jenkins, Kim Vance, Pam
Prescott. Quinton Prescott, and
the honoree.

Mrs. Francis Leech
Entertains Group
At Home Saturday
Mrs. Francis Leech entertained a group of her friends
in her home with a St. Patrick's
day luncheon on Saturday,
March 17.
The table was beautifully
covered with an Irish green
cloth. The food was served
buffet style. Each guest was
given a favor in green and a
shamrock for her dress.
Those present were Mrs.
Grover James, Mrs. Lee
Taylor, Mrs. George W. Dunn,
Mrs. Gingles Barnes, Mrs.
Clifton Harrell, Mrs. Jimmie
LaFever, Mrs. Hill Gardner,
Mrs. Gaynelle Williams, and
Gaye
Gardner.
Miss

25 (diag. meas.) Solarcolor TV
Beautiful Mediterranean cabinet
with hidden casters. Solarcolor
picture tube for superb color.
"Color Master" one-touch control.

Admires'

Tito WILLIAMSBURG

Model 515455
25" (ding. rneas.)
Super-Solarcolor Console
Admiral's brightest color picture. $
90% solid state chassis. "Color
Master" one-touch control

00

TI.. GRANADA
141o41•1 SL56.411

$59900
II I
ge
II i

rrp.

18" Solar Color
Television
18- Measured Diagonally with Brightest

OPTIONAL

Model 18T130C

EXTRA

Sharpest Color Picture in the Industry

NOW $0)010195
L
ONLY
T

BASE

DUNN'S T.V.,

Furniture & Appliance
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Phone 753-3037
Dunn's TV, Furniture & Appliance has a complete Service Department for
our customers' convenience.

ALSO --A Full Line of Furniture 8 Appliances
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Today's Fashion Shopper Is Alert,
Alive, Aggressive, And Thrifty
istW
YORK
Today's clothes buyer is an Afour gal—alert, aware, alive
and aggressive.
"She's looking for her dollar's
worth, her fashion's worth, for
things that will fit her way of
life in this age of speedy
transportation," says Vincent
Monte-Sano, president of the
New York Couture Business
Council and former clothing
manufacturer.
"She's not taken in by flimflam. She's looking for straight
talk about price, febric and the
rest."
Monte-Sano's description of
the modern customer came

during an interview as the
council began its series of
spring fashion shows for
visiting reporters. The series
mark the 60th semi-annual
"Press Week", the 30th year
the council (formerly known as
The Dress Institute) has put on
such showings of new collections.
Imports Gain
The council also marks the
anniversary with 58 manufacturer-designer members — "the
top ones with few exception,"
said Monte-Sano, who ran his
own firm until five years ago.
Monte-Sano said dress pro-

Independent YoLing4stult Class Meets
Kt-Pirates Cove For jantzation
The Young Adult Class of
Independence United Methodist
Church met Sunday, March 18,
at seven o'clock in the evening
in the large office building of
Pirates Cove for the purpose of
organizing a club.
Rev. Schorey, church pastor,
and his wife were the hosts.
Paulette Fennel led a game.
Officers elected were Carl
president; Tommy Tuck,
vice-president; Glenn Cunningham and David Dunn,
assistant
vice-presidents;
Morita Burkeen, secretary;
Lovelle Oglesby, treasurer;
Jane Dunn and Annette
Schroader, publicity; Paulette
Fennel and Naomi Schorey,

planning committee.
Plans are being made for the
troup to meet once a month
with the purpose being to enjoy
fellowship with one another.
Activities are being planned for
the spring and summer months.
Bro. Schorey dismissed with a
prayer and refreshments were
served.
Members present were Bro.
and Mrs. Schorey, Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Cunningham, Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Tuck, Mr. and
Mrs. David Dunn, Mr. and Mrs.
Fret* Fennel, Lovelle Oglesby,
Annette Schroeder, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Fennel, Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Burkeen, David
Housden, and Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Cunningham.

She Adds Warmth
To City Buildings
By EVE SHARBUTT
AP Newsleatares Writer
NEW YORK
AP) —
Pamela Waters creates
what she calls welcome
mats
They're not made of rubber
or straw to put outside the front
door She designs welcome
mats for office buildings by
creating an atmosphere of
warmth and comfort in the lobby and outside plaza area
An industrial designer, Miss
Walters is involved in giving
back something to the neighborhoods in which new office buildings are erected
"Most builders rip down all
the neighborhood functions and
put up a sterile, cold file cabinet I think you should give the
building a sense of belonging.
make it a place where people
feel welcome, like a hearth,"
said the blonde 31-year-old
Pamela is currently putting
finishing touches on a brickpaved, tree and flower decorated area surrounding a new.
38-floor office structure on
Third Avenue. The building will
even have a wood front porch
fitted with seats
The sidewalks are bricked in
three colors. A curving red path
gives people the option to walk
in something other than a
straight line, and it is outlined
in lighter colored bricks Thus
the path emphasizes entrances
to the new building.
"I always hated not being
able to find the door in some
buildings," the designer said.
Another shade of brick is
used to pave the remaining
plaza area and to climb the tiny
hills that surround and support
different sizes and styles of
seating There are benches under colorfully patterned vinyl
canopies which will be lighted
and heated There are both stationary and revolving seats
atop tiny hills and in flat areas
To mark entrances to loading
docks in the building. Pamela

Sherry Parker
Judy Adams
Joyce Maynard
attended the Spring
Forum in Lexington.
They attended classes of
the famous hair stylist Sal
Vatile. Newest Cuts for
spring and summer. Wedge
cut, cuff and angled
demonstrational styles are
precisloned In concept with
the small head look and
close at the nap.

JUDY'S
Beauty Salon
Bel Air Shopping Center
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duction alone in 1972 stood at
296 million units. He said the
International Ladies Garment
Workers Union (ILGWU) estimates production in '73 at
about the same volume.
Prices are expected to
change little except as new
contracts are negotiates with
the various unions.
One thing, however, keeps
pulling at the seams; the gain
in imports, from three million
units 10 years ago to 30 million
today.
Fashion Changes
These were among fashion
changes Mon te-Sano foresaw:
—Adjustment to the eyes so
that we expect the unexpected.
"I could go to a cocktail party
dressed as Dracula or Superman and nobody would blink,"
he said. "Five years ago
something like that, and I
would have been sent to the
PORK CHOPS AND CANNED APRICOTS are teamed with
booby hatch."
dish may be served with rice and curry condiments.
—Continued technological advances in fabrics and their
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
here.
Associated Press Food Editor
CURRIED PORK CHOPS
qualities, such as the now
In a cookbook whose contriAND APRICOTS
accepted permanent press, antistatics, knits that go right Into butions were submitted by 6 center-cut pork chops, 3/4"ladies of all ages and walks of
inch thick
the washing machine.
—Climate control, meaning life" we found a delectable 2 tablespoons salad oil
main-course recipe, Curried 1 tablespoons butter
no more season for clothes.
—No more "uniforms" for Pork Chops and Apricots, and 1/2 cup finely chopped onion
events (say cocktail drew' for our adaptation of it follows. 1/4 cup flour
cocktail party) but complete The cookbook, called "Carolina 1 teaspoon salt
Cuisine, is a collection of reci- 1/4 teaspoon pepper
freedom of choice.
—Fashion to swing faster pes compiled and edited by The 1 1/2 teaspoons curry powder
Anderson,
cup fat-free ohirkPn heath
because we live in an age of Junior Assembly of
and Was pub-Carolina
South
speed. More fads will be
1 cup milk
lished in 1969 by Hallos, Inc
1 can (I pound, 14 ounces) unproduced, some to stay, some
In going through "Carolina
peeled apricot halves,
to be discarded_
we were delighted
Cuisine
drained
Monte-Sano said he liked to with its inclusion of a wide variTrim almost all fat from
compare the apparel industry ety of recipes. both old and
to the three ages of man, with new Whether one is bent on around chops. In a large skillet
his own variation—"Youth, making Old Kentucky Jam heat the oil; add chops and
Middle Age, and Gee, you look Cake or a modern Daiquiri Pie, brown well on both sides Remove chops and set aside. Pour
simply great."
there s mighty good eating off fat in skillet.

had tire tracks of brick laid in
the driveways In the tall walls
bordering the next building.,
bricks of varying colors form
graphic illustrations of a truck
with a boy driving, on one
street, and on the next street, a
horse-drawn flower cart Each
will get a vinyl canopy that
sticks out from the wall and a
box for displays that will
change with the season - flowers for spring, fruit for summer
and perhaps produce occasionally
"I've already planned some
parties to introduce this area to
the neighborhood," Parade re+oported
"I've had lots of positive
comment from passers-by
Women have seemed especially
interested. I'd never seen women as sidewalk superintendents
before Some people want to
know bow our trees live, so I
stop and explain the system we
feed them Water and
use
vitamins "
The William Kaufman Organization, owner and builder of
the Third Avenue struclere,
agrees that builders have a
commitment to people who live
in a city for making it a better,
nicer place to live and work.
One other building in which
Pamela has worked also belongs to them It is in Lower
Manhattan. and features a rooftop mural of a giant cat chasing
a bird near its nest, filled with
three giant eggs
In the new building the inside workings — air conditioning and heating vents, electric wiring and even the elevator starting panel — will be
exposed so that people can see
how they work The air conditioning ducts will be wrapped in
soft material, like sculpture
The elevator walls will be padded and covered in soft vinyl.
lighted from the bottom,so that
the effect is soft," she said.
"At first some of the workmen may have thought I was
strange You always have to
prove yourself. They are working to put everything in immaculate order now. for they
know the work will show. be
exposed Even the electrician is
putting in the wire panels of the
Olevator in beautiful symmetry.
for he knows people will see it
When we finish, we'll put
the names of some of these
workmen on a plaque in the
lobby_ so people can find out
who did the work,- Pamela
said
A graduate of the Pratt Institute. Pamela worked in design offices with packaging and
graphics for several years. She
always wanted something
more.
"I like working with buildings. It feels right to me. and I
think we are proving that these
kinds of designs can work in the
city," she added.
For a delicious salad marinate cooked snap beans in
French dressing and add thin
strips or rings of red onion.

Carolina Cuisine Offers Fine Recipes

Sister needs help
with 'Funny Uncle'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY. I live 350 miles [rem my young sister
who is 13 She wrote and told me she is being bothered by
a "funny uncle " This same uncle tried the same thing
with me and my two older sisters when we lived at home
My parents knew about it at the time, but they never
seemed to care or think It was very serious Anyway, this
uncle is still allowed in our house
I wrote to my sister and told her to tell a school
counselor, a minister or a policeman about what's going on,
but she says she feels so ashamed and guilty I wish
could make her understand that it's not HER fault, and
that there is no reason for her to feel guilty
I feel so helpless and frustrated Is there anthing I
can do from here'
BIG SISTER
DEAR SISTER: Persuade your young sister to report
this "funny uncle" to the juvenile authorities immediatels
And just to cover all the bases, she should tell her school
counselor about him I can't Imagine your permits being so
calm and unconcerned
DEAR ABBY My little brother is in the 5th grade
and he can't read a 1st grade primer He can't do his
homework because he can't read the instructions.
My mother and I help him with his homework every
night, but we end up doing it for him. We can't afford a
private tutor, so don't suggest that.
We feel so helpless. Is there anything we can do? The
teacher knows he can't read, but she doesn't know what to
do either.
HELPLESS IN TEXAS
DEAR HELPLESS: Write to the Association for Children with Reading Disabilities, MO Brownsville Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15201. Perhaps they can iruide you. (.onst hack.
DEAR ABBY. "Plain Talker" was all for leaving
youngsters out of adult affairs, such as weddings. Then
someone wrote in to submit-that children should be included as it is that kind of togetherness that holds the family
together.
I have directed many church weddings and I'm with
"Plain Talker." In the first place, most children do not want
to get dressed up to go They would rather stay home and
play
When they finally do get to the church, they seldom
watch what is going on at the ceremony They are too hu.sy
sliding up and down the pews, or changing from one seat
to another, or writing in the hymnals.
Then when they get to the reception, they really let
loose. They run around and play tag, bumping into people
who are carrying their coffee or punch. Or they run around
in other parts of the church or hall or wherever the reception may be And do they ever eat up the peanuts and
candy on the buffet table? They sure do.
Sign me . .
ANOTHER PLAIN TALKER
CONFIDENTIAL TO PETE IN WESTPORT: You DM'
be the best entertainment In town. but Westport is a small
town.
Problems? You'll feel better If you get it off year rhest
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box N. Wee
A
Calif. MM. Enclose stamped, aelf-addresord en ve
please.

"or Abby's booklet. "How to Have a lovely
send Si to Abby. Box 1197511. lee Angeles. ('al. 11015

Dr. Jack Nance Speaks On "American
Indian Relics" At Hazel Club Meeting
Harold
Mrs.
Dr. Jack Nance, assistant Gallimore,
professor of sociology and Wilkinson, and Mrs. Ed Russell.
Mrs. Gerald Ray, president,
anthropology at Murray State
Mrs.
Harold
University, was the guest appointed
speaker at the meeting of the Wilkinson, Mrs. Hughes BenHazel Woman's Club held on nett, and Mrs. Garton Hutson to
Thursday, March 15, at seven serve on the nominating
o'clock in the evening in the committee
Community room of the Dees
Refreshments were served by
Bank of Hazel.
Mrs. Kent Simpson and Mrs.
"American lnduin Relics" Jackie Butterworth to the ten
was the theme of his discussion. members and three guests, Dr
He explained how old relics are and Mrs. Nance and daughter,
found and how age is dieter- Judy.
mined on them. Dr. Nance
showed many slides of personal
experiences and pictures off
CUFF BRACELETS
articles found In different partit The wide cuff bracelet - the
of the United States.
wider the better
helps a
curry sauce. This delicious
Mrs. Kent Simpson gave the woman arm herself for the
devotion and read a poem en- season's sportswear look Most
wanted the natural metals
titled "A Day Worthwhile. '
In same skillet melt butter
During the business session a gold, silver, copper, pewter
Add onion; with a wooden spoon thank you note was read from more contoured than or
stir over low beat to get up any Mrs. Margaret Trevethan of the namented Colored enamals
brown particles; cook over Calloway
Public look pretty
County
moderately low beat, stirring Library for the Valentine
•
often, until golden Stir in flour,
favors for Story Hour
Nero
Cikrt long taisling R•liol .
salt, pepper and curry powder
Gradually stir in chicken broth
Committees named for the
and milk. Cook, stirring con- upcoming Senior Citizens Day
stantly, until thickened and
In May are as follows:
mixture boils I minute
Place chops in a single layer
Food—Mrs. Jackie But- Suites ers of agInal It
in on Manna 1-quart glass bak- terworth, Mrs. Jerry Thomp- 1.4.•
11,11 •
',port a creme Mt niUlalion
ing dish (13 In by 8 3/4 by son, and Mrs. Houston Ray
ItICOZENE cheek, Itching :Agony fa,i
1 3/4 inches) or similar shalThis widely used medication fights
Decorations—Mrs. Tommy In Hating bacteria. relines stinging
low utensil. Add apricots and
and burning %tine It gently soothes
Story,
Mrs.
Hughes Bennett, tender. Inflamed tissue, Quiets nee.% e
sauce
ends so as torretchlrit stops hatutat
Bake in a preheated 350-de- and Mrs. Steve Knott.
healing starts,Don't sulky need lessi
free oven until chops are tender
Get 131COZ VAIEtodavalyourdruggist.
Invitations—Mrs. Kent
— about 1 hour If passible
spoon off any tat that has col- Simpson, Mrs. Garlan Huston,
and Mrs. Tommy Paschall.
lected around sides of dish
Central Shopping Center
Hospitality—Mrs. Gerald
Makes 6 servings

For THAT Awful
ITCHING

If you are building or remodeling you
will have to be interested in this Sale!

THURSDAY—MARCH 22, 1973

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER &'

.AGE TEN

Governor Says Overall
Coal Production Is Up

RELAXATION....TROOPER ISLAND STYLE-Dog
paddling, swan diving or just lazing in the sun, these
in
modern day Huckleberry Finns enjoy themselves
Reservoir.
the clear, emerald waters of Dale Hollow

'Trooper Island' Seen
As Future Investment

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Higgins Autumn
Lynn Higgins), lit 5, Benton,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Hilda LaGail Ealey and
Baby Boy, Box 109, Hazel, Mrs,
Carol Ann Franklin, Rt, 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Nelda Elizabeth
Cook, New Concord, John
Pittman, Box 99, Hazel, MISS
Kelley Elizabeth Robinson, 1501
Belmont Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Carol Sue Balentine, Rt, 3,
Murray, Elbert Parstiing
outland, Rt. 3, Murray, William
Prather Peal, Rt, 1, Box n,
Sedalia, Burnett Grover
Waterfield, 100 N. 12th St.,
Murray, Henry Atlee Fortner,
222 S Ilth St., Murray, Galan
Willis, 200 Mulberry St.,
Murray, Richard Talmadge
McCuistion , Rt. 2, Murray,
Henry Bruce Adams, Rt, 1,
Murray: --

EVERY SUIT AS NEW IN STYLES AND
PATTERNS AS TOMORROW!

* 13/32 TREAD DEPTH

* 2 PLY RAYON CORD
* 2 PLY RAYON BELTS

* Dependable Since 1912 *
120 So. 6th St — Mayfield, Ky.

Price

E78-14

$18.95
$20.95
$21.95
$22.95

F78-14
G78-14
H78-14

H78-15
178-15
L78-15

By HELEN F
Copley News

Price

$21.95
$22.95
$23.95
$24.95

Tire
Repair

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay

Gillette
TIRES

With Approved Credit

All Tire Prices Plus F.E.T. 12.31-3.71

ROGER WARD

CRAGAR

"INDY CHAMP"
•Raised White
Letters
•Wide, Eight
Rib Tread
•Full 4-Ply Nylon
Cord

Sizes
14x6
or
1516

STEEL BELTED RADIALS
BY.Goodrich

Up to 101
/
4"
$3895

Wide

B.F.
GOODRICH

[)R70-I3
ER70-14
FR70-14
thierica's Premier 1:1170-14
Radial Tire Alaker H1170-14
11470-1S
1:1170-15
111170-15
J}170-15
1.1170-15.

STEEL
RADIAL

STEEL

$39.34*
$42.50
$44.63
$49.N
$54.11
$4443*
$51.117
$56.87
$59.59
$63.16
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• NEW CAR - SINGLE
WHITE SIDE WALL

'You Can Do Better
At Our Store On

JOE LOOKOFSKY
MENS WEAR

* 4 PLY TREAD

As Low As

Yes! Some may have a very slight imperfection! The
Lables are out, for obvious reasons, but you'll
recognize these well-made, expertly tailored suits
from one of America's Nationally Known and Ad‘ertised clothing makers.

•SHOES
•SHIRTS
•SLACKS
•TIES

flFGooctrichi

Ambassador by Gillette

Polyester

/
1 2 Price

LONGEST WAR PRISON TERM IS ENDED—Army SFC Lonnie Johnson, right, of Flint, Mich.,
places a green beret oa head of Major Floyd Thompson on board a C-141 transport plane enroutr
from Hanoi to Clark Air Force Base, March 16. Thompson was released by Viet Con; at Hanoi. The
39-year-old Hudson, Mass., Special Forces member was captured on March 26, 1964, and was held
longest in captivity in Vietnam of all US.POWs,

4.00D;et I AA'

Just Received
From Nationally Known
Manufacturer
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Gov, Wendell H. Ford said 410 less underground mines
recently that in Kentucky, the operating in Kentucky, deep
year 1972 saw an increase in production showed a gain of
overall coal production over 3,834,075 tons.
1971, but there was a marked
"These facts prove the
mine inaccuracy of those who say,
decrease in strip
operations as well as tonnage and have written, that strip
from surface mining.
mining is increasing in KenFord said final figures from tucky," Ford said. "They also
the Department of Mines and indicate a very healthy coal
Minerals illustrate "a down- economy for our state:"
ward trend" in surface
Mines and Minerals Comoperations, and "an upward missioner H.N. Kirkpatrick
trend" in tonnage from un- reported that the 1972 average
derground mining.
mining employment increased
Kentucky produced from the 1971 figure of 31,356 to
120,271,247 tons of coal during 32,245. Of the 889 increase, all
1972, compared to 119,167,582 but 14 represented underground
tons the previous yelp..
employment.
The 1971 employment figure
Last year there were 729
surface mining operations, 113 for underground mining was
fewer than in 1971. Surface 21,242 while surface mining
tonnage was also down- employment was 10,114. The
63,739,385 tons in 1972, and 1972 underground employment
total WM 22,117 while surface
66,469,795 tons in 1971.
In contrast, while there were mining was 10,128.

To his aunt's surprise, he had
Mike
, FRANKFORT, Ky
even begun helping care for her
was a "hard case."
He resented his teachers, the younger children.
social worker who tried to help
His teachers were literally
him, and the police who had bowled over by his sudden
begun keeping an eye on him. enthusiasm for school. He
Even his aunt, with whom he explained it by saying he had to
lived found him difficult at make good grades if he was
times.
going to be a trooper.
Then a state trooper heard
This summer, 56 boys like
about Mike and invited him to Mike will invade "Trooper
spend a week at "Trooper Island" each week during the
-Island," the s(entorky State 11-week esesping season.
Police summer camp for boys
Lt. Ernest Bivens, Island
at Dale Hollow Reservoir.
treasurer, said this year will
When he first arrived at the see the near-completion of a
island, Mike was sullen and construction program -Trooper
disagreeable. Then, something Island" has been working
happened. A trooper showed toward since 1965. Among the
him how to shoot a bow and facilities being added are a new
arrow, taught him to swim and swimming pool and recreation
helped him learn to cook over hall
an open fire.
"But we still have urgent
Perhaps for the first time in need for public support," he
his life, an adult really listened said
. when Mike talked.
The camp is supported enWhen it was time to leave, tirely by individual and
contributions.
. Mike didn't want to go. His organizational
• voice wavered when he said With the 1973 camping season
"goodbye to the troopers who had just around the corner, State
become his friends.
Police again are seeking
The next summer, •'Trooper donations to insure its success.
Island" got a call from Mike's
"Trooper Island is a big insocial worker.
vestment, but how much is a
She knew that most of the boy worth?," said Bivens.
buys chosen from her county "Isn't the cost on one week on
had already spent their week at the Island abetter and cheaper
camp, but if Mike could come, investment than years of
she would drive him there prolismed rebabihtation in ona
hetself
of our state prisons later?"
"When Mike came back from
Want to invest? Contributions
camp last year," she said, -he can be mailed to
Kentucky
was a different boy'
State Police, Trooper Island
Evidently, she said, Mike had Boy's Camp, Inc., Frankfort,
finally realized everybody Kentucky, 40601. Donations are
wasn't out to get Pam
tax deductible. •
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New police look
quiets campus
By FRANK MACOhtBER
Copley News Service
Americans have been living
with violence-tinged campus
unrest or the threat of it for
nearly a decade now. While
the threat is still there, some
colleges and universities have
taken the position that nothing
short of a communicaticn
bridge between students and
law enforcement officers will
keep campuses cool.
One of these is the University of Alabama, where Dr.
David Mathews, its president, nearly three years ago
began to work on a plan to
build that span.
It has worked so well that
other universities and colleges are considering keepcampus-cool programs patterned after the Mathews
bluepruit.
Dr. Mathews decided that
members of the University
police department needed to
take a closer look at campus
problems from the students'
viewpoint, become more conscious of student feelings and
attitudes which so often had
erupted into violence across
the nation
It was evident to Dr
Mathews, too, that the students should know more about
what made the campus police
tick
So Dr Mathews appointed
a special assistant on iunununity relations, Col Floyd H
Mann, a former Alabama police officer
"Before a police officer can
serve and protect a college
community, he must be capable of understanding and
communicating with students," says Col. Mann "He
must be able to build bridges,
or positive relationships, between himself and the students."
That was the paint of Col
Mann's game It was time to
give campus police other
roles in addition to their
checking windows, rattling
doorknobs and making sure
the burners were turned off in
the chemistry laboratory.

First, the campus cops discarded their traditional military-style uniforms for tailored, fashionable suits —
blue blazers and gray slacks,
white shirt and crimson tie
The students loved it and
Mann believes the new attire
went a long way toward
breaking down campus barriers.
Then police bought battery
jumper cables to help students start their stalled cars;
hauled students in need of
first aid or emergency medical treatment to the school
medical center or to hospitals
and set up an 8 a.m. to 5 p.171.
pest where students could
stop and "rap" with the officers about anything on their
minds
Mann met informally with
student groups to discuss
their problems Ex-college
student officers were assigned to go back to school for
some courses, to get some
firsthand knowledge of modern pressures students encounter
Instead of ordering a student to get his disabled bicycle off the campus paths, officers now stop and help the
rider to repair it
finwever, Mann points out.
Seven in the best of relationships, conflicts sometunes du
arise' So the police department each year selects 25 student marshals from a crosssection of campus leaders to
help in controlling students if
trouble should break out
The system worked. When a
British rock group came to
the campus last July 28, police
anticipated there might be
some student "flak " It had
occurred at other campus
performances of the group.
But with the student marshals
on duty with police, nothing
happened
"The University of Alabama Police Department believes that, even though there
still LS much room for improvement, solid first steps
have definitely been taken to
achieve peace on the campus
through better studentvofice
relations,- Mann said

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Hospital Report

Harvard gang is
big in capital

March 18, 1973
ADULTS-91
Ni IRSERY-6
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Wanda Fay Morgan and
Baby Boy, Rt. 6, Murray, Miss
Laurie Leigh Wilson, Box 66,
Murray, Earnest N. Littlejohn,
Rt, 3, Cadiz, Miss Peggy Jo
Edwards, 713 Nash Dr.,
Murray, Sam Miller, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Rudene
Sykes, Box 344, Murray, Miss
Janey Burlene Hodges, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Ynema Frances
Wright, Rt. 1, Box 99, Murray,
Mrs. Ester Jane, Rt 3,
Buchanan, Tenn., W.P Hurt,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Steely Bells
West, Rt. 3, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Nellie Hester Hopson, Rt,
6, Murray, Lee Curd Garner,
Hazel, Mrs. Effie Mae Bean, Rt.
6, Murray. Jessie Eunice Dale
I expired 1, Box 296, Puryear,
Tenn

•
ismilDszier4
nor Wayeioka, OW.,
Ali. THAT'S LEFT IS A MB—Chimney Rock, natural saw
which served as a landmark for travelers and stood for thousands of years ideesside the Cimarron
River in northwestern Oklahoma,finallv fell victim t• wid and weather It collapsed sad shattered
Into the eroded landscape, leaving only a stub.
(AP Wirephoto

16 Areas Apply Under Flood Insurance Program
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Only 16
Kentucky communities have
applied to make their citizens
eligible for the National Flood
Insurance program, according
to George Bernstein, federal
insurance administrator for
Housing and Urban Development.
Applications have been
received from Benton, Cumberland, Harlan, Harlan
County, Hazard, Loyall, Middlesboro, Oldham County
kunincorporated areas, Lake
Louis and Crestwood, Ky.),
Perry County except Hazard),
and six areas which comprised
Jefferson County.
The private business owner,
home owner, corporation, or
church cannot receive this insurance unless the request form
is filed by the appropriate
branch of government
Jack Coins, flood insurance
coordinator for Kentucky,
points out that Congress has an
amendment presently under
consideration which could
change the original insurance
bill to eliminate any financial
aid to persons sustaining
damage as a result of flooding
in an area, even though it may

be subsequently declared a
disaster area.
According to Gains, who is
also chief examiner of the
Property and Casualty Division
of the State Department of
Insurance, a local government
has to submit a request to make
its residents eligible for insurance. This request states
that the community will rectify
the cause of its flooding by some
measure such as dredging a
creek bed, or building a dam or
floodwall. Dredging a ditch
would have to be funded by the
local government, but larger
projects will usually be eligible
for federal funds.
When Bernstein receives a
request, he notifies Gouts of the
eligibility of a city or county.
Next, two surveys are made,
one by the Louisville Carps of
Engineers and one by the
Natural
Department for
Resources and Environmental
Protection. These are used to
help plan corrective flood
prevention measures and
supervise project completion.

With a TV set in practically
every living room in the country, movies aren't considered
much of an imovation anymore,-But along about 1912
they were regarded with more
awe than a spaceship commands today They weren't
called movies then, but picture shows.
Most theaters were small,
with bad lighting and worse
ventilation, but it mattered
not. Magic dwelt within and
by paying the admission price
of one nickel, anybody could
escape from the world and its
cares for as long as he wanted
to.
Movies were silent in those
days. There was no sound
track, but who needed it?
When the villain twisted the
ends of his long black moustache ( the exclusive trademark of every villain) and
leered triumphantly at the
trembling heroine, his actions
said as plainly as any words,
"And, me beauty! I have you
now!"
Nobody needed to be told
what the beautiful heorme
was saying as she fell on her
knees and raised her clasped
hands imploringly before her
implacable captor. And when

hair out of place or a wrinkle
in thew clothes
Most of the theaters had an
old tinny-sounding piano
which furnished spasmodic
outbursts of what for lack of a
better name was called
music The selections played
were gone likely to be chosen
not because they were particularly appropriate to the action on the screen, but because they were the only
pieces the pianist happened to
know
So a desperate battle might
be fought to the tune of "Waltz
Me Around Again, Willie"
while a tender love scene
might be accompanied by
"Down in Hogan's Alley."
Later on, when pipe organs
were installed in the better
theaters and orchestras were
introduced, the quality of the
music improved, but it is a
question whether the audience really enjoyed it any
more.
As time went on, the movies
themselves improved (at
least, that's the way the producers put it) and became
more "realistic." But early
audiences weren't looking for
realism when they went to a
picture show What they
wanted was entertainment,
and the more improbable it
was, the better they liked it

Gums said time tables for
project completion are lenient.
Insurance may be secured
during the surveys and planning
periods.
Once a fiscal court or city
government has received flood
insurance eligibility, the individual then may contact the
-fiern that is coordinating the
flood insurance -pool". In
Kentucky this Is Continental
National Insurance Company.
If a local office does not exist,
the property owner can go to his
personal insurance agent to
make his premium payments.
The local insurance firm then
sends the fees to Continental
National
Should the p-operty be
damaged by flooding, Continental National will cover only
the actual cost of restoring the
property to its condition prior to
flooding. In addition, personal
property such as clothing and
furniture would be covered for
value at the time of the flooding.
"We are not getting the

EYE.lAgNESJ8

The Federal Housing Administration started requiring
flood insurance coverage on
their property loans on January
1.
Additional information, as
well as flood insurance request
forms, may be obtained from
Jack Gotha, Department of
Plaza
Insurance, Capital
Tower, Frankfort, Ky. 40601 He
may be called at 502-6644630.

+

+

_
When Ralph Nader grate
hold of a subject he IS not
quick to let it go. In 1971,
Nader startled and rankled
many public officials in California with a critical report on
land control in the Golden
State. The report, however,
essentially never got past the
desks of reporters, political
science students and the principals Nader teed off on.
Nader has just put the book
out under a hard cover at a
615-per-copy charge. No irdormance was available on early
sales
+
The Department of Commerce tersely reported that a
decision by the Catholic
Church to relax its Friday abstinence from meat rule six
years ago has had no effect on
the nation's consumption of
fish
In fact, Commerce says
Americans are eating more
fish than before the Friday
rule was lifted. Latest figures
indicate Americans consume
an average of 11 pounds per
person annually of the ocean
delicacies.

+

All Washington politicians
who have decided to switch
parties in recent years have
found the change to be no
election day liability. An exception could be proved next
year in the case of Michigan's
Donald Riegle, who made the
Republican - to - Democrat
transformation recently.
publicized
most
The
switches were made by Rep.
Ogden Reid of New York (Re-
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Bob lobertini has the
weather at his fingertips.In WLAC-TV's Radar
Weather Central.Get it br
while it's hot!Tonight
at6and 10 on

response from flood-prone
community governments that
this program deserves,- said
Going," "Local governments
must fear that because flood
Insurance is federally related,
they will be the ones to eventually foot the bill. This is not so.
Flood insurance is an act of
Congress and it will take just
that to get rid alit. The flooding
season is almost upon us. If
these local fiscal courts or city
governments do not properly
request insurance from George
Bernstein, their local citizenry
will not be able to insure their
properties"

WASHINGTON — It is a
popular belief of many years'
standing that Harvard University is the largest assembly line for bureaucratic eggheads in Washington.
No official tallies have been
kept but Harvard ranks far
and above any other American university in the number
of graduates sent to help adrimester the federal government.
It appears apparent that
party lines have nothing to do
with the selection.
President Nixon now has
four Cabinet members who
remember the Harvard Yard.
They are Caspar Weinberger,
James Lynn, Elliott Richardson, and Richard Kleindienst.
Dean of the Harvard gang,
however, is Henry Kissinger
The Harvard Club in Washington claims 1,300 members,
making it the third largest in
the nation behind New York
and Boston.
A club spokesman said an
inventory is being taken on
the number of House and Senate members who attended
Harvard rie—list will be
"lengthy," he said, and include such names as Sen. Sam
Ervin of North Carolina and
Rep. Wilbur Mills of Arkansas

703 STORE BUYING POWER SAVES YOU MONEY!

A nickel boy_ght magic
the handsome hero rushed in
and clasped the fainting Intl
with one arm while he
knocked the snarling villain
flat with the other, everyone
knew that he was shouting,
-••OK Dastard! Take that'"
The villain took it, of course,
but late stiME-Orhts modem
day successors, he never
seemed to learn anything
from it and was back next
week for more
It was a rare evening that
the film didn't break at least
once. Then the lights„auch as
they were, would cane'on and
the audience would laugh and
chatteLand eat popcorn while
the man in the projection
room somehow stuck the film
together again
As soon as it was mended
there would be a whirring
noise from the projector, the
lights would go out and the
picture flashed back on the
screen.
The story went on right
where it had left off, with the
actors jerking crazily through
their parts in a series of stops
and starts which would have
caused the average person to
drop dead from exhaustion.
But in those days heroes and
heroines of the celluloid world
were made of sterner stuff
than ordinary mortals and
could go through flood, fire
and famine without getting a

publican to Democrat) and
Sen. Harry Byrd of Virginia
Democrat to Independent ).
In their first election tests
after changing, both Reid and
Byrd won in walks. However,
Reid, the scion of a wellknown New York publishing
family, is a household word in
his home district.
The same can be said for
Byrd, whose family has ruled
Virginia politics for generations.
Many observers consider
Riegle to be in a much less advantageous position and in for
a rough fight in 1974.

By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

REMINISCE

By HELEN PAGEL
Copley News Service
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Sanna
firm keeps
identity

resents a major problem tor
the world.

East Asia faces 2 kinds of war

By CARL 44. RITTER
Copley News Service
Ont.of the sad stones that
finds its way repeatedly into
the corporate scene is the demise of the entrepreneur after
his company is taken over by
a much larger company
Often the entrepreneur —
the driving force behind a
small company's success —
comes out of a merger transaction with a lot of stock
worth a lot of money in a parent firm, but also with the
deepest sense of personal loss
Tragedy can be the result.
F. Leon Sanna, the son of an
immigrant from Italy, left
himself open to trouble and
sorrow when the Wisconsin
company he and three younger brothers had nurtured to
prosperity from the late depression days of 1915, was acquired in 1967 by giant
Beatrice Fo•xls Co.. Chicago.
While it was true that
Beatrice Foods had prorrused
the Sarma company complete
autonomy in continuing product development, the Sanna
brothers were apprehensive
when the deal was consummated
The older brother recalled
in an interview that a good
friend of his had been in the
same position when his company was acquired by another And the new pressures, the
destruction of freedom and
the erosion of identity had led
his friend eventually to Mande

By JOHN J. O'MALLEY
Copley News Service
The Vietnam cease-fire is
the prelude to a long period of
nonpeace in East Asia
For all the agony that has
been suffered there, Vietnam
was but a single slurnush in a
single battle in the great war
to deternune how man shall
live in the future
Instead of real peace being
anywhere in sight, the future
offers the prospect of not one
but two wars, convergent in
both cause and aim.
First, there is the familiar
ideological war, with the
Maoist conunurusni of Red
China on one side and the
Asian people who treasure
freedom on the other.
Red China's dedication to
the support of national "hberation- wars "wherever we
find them" is undiminished,
and will remain so as long as
Mao Tse-tung and his current
leadership group are in
power
Subversion and revolutionary violence will continue
throughout Indochina as well
as in Burma and the ['tulippines
The other war now looming
in East Asia is economic
The Red Chinese see dearly
that they must become economically competitive or they
will never find a real place in
the modern world They need
cash to support their costly
nuclear program and to pursue the industrialization that
will truly make them a world
power The only way to get
cash is through trade.
Last year their total foreign
trade amounted to only $6.1
tallion — less than Mexico's
The Red Chinese are having
grave agricultural problems.
They admit that their 1971
rice production was 4 per cent
less than in 1970 In 1972 it was
somewhere between 4 and 12
per cent less than in 1971.
Meanwhile, their population
is growing at the rate of 2 per
cent a year, or 15 million
Last year they bought 10
million tons of grain from
Canada, using precious cash
to do it.
Ten million tons is about 7
per cent of their bare subsistence ration.
They know that without a lot
more hard money, their capability to face a mayor Soviet
threat will fall apart Both
their growing nuclear missile
system they have 1,500-nule
missiles generously deployed
already 1, and their $6 billion
Wound force moderruzation
program would languish without economic development_
It is this need for capital
that has pushed Mao Tse-tung
and his colleagues into the decision to try and join the world

Sanna said that in his
friend's case and many others
the takeover company would
attempt to integrate to the degee "the individuality that
had made the smaller cornpany a success was lost "
The victims sometimes
would start another new business, sometimes retire and
sometimes simply give up on
themselves in frustration
Fortunately. Sanna noted,
his experience since the
merger has been somewhat
an exception to the rule
-To an unbelievable dehe said, "Beatrice has
left us alone.Moreover, in pursuing research and development, he
said, the Sanna division of
Beatrice Foods "has never
been turned down " Among
results are a tenfold increase
in Sanna earnings in the five
years since take over and ri.)
less than 13 new products
"with some sort of promise
not too far away from testing.'•
For the next fiscal year
ending Feb. 28, 1974, Sanna
projects 10 per cent gains in
both sales and earnings
The Sanna brothers, with
engineering education backgrounds, became pioneers in
manufacturing dairy and nondairy food products, based
originally on a patent granted
to their father. Anthony This
patent involved a process for
separating milk proteins from
skim milk The product was
used as a natural stabilizer in
the ice cream industry
Sanalac, an instant nonfat
dry milk whose sales are
soaring with the dietary consciousness of the tunes, is
processed through a sprayck-y system utilizing a sevenstory-high, patented tower.
Sanna's Swiss Miss Instant
Cocoa Mix swept to almost
overnight success after introduction on American Airlines
and a new, plastic-packaged
refrigerated pudding looks
very promising
Sanna sees a trend away
from so-called convenience
foods towards foods with natural taste, and he Ls delighted
at new food labeling legislation. "The new law says we
shall identify the source of fat,
protein, carbohydrates, etc.
We subscribe to full disclosure

OVERWEIGHT
Due to Water Build Up

REDUCE SAFE
and fast with Wasser
Tabs (the genuine
water pill) Wasser
Tablets help you lose
water weight gain,
relieves body bloating, swelling of thighs,
legs and arms--waist
enlargement.
Be slim like you
should Guaranteed or
your money back Get
Wasser Tablets today
at

Central Shopping Center

economic competition, and to
make those sacrifices which
such emergence will demand.
The first sacrifice they are
making is ideological.
It has been their vow — indeed it is actually their law
not to borrow, to buy only
what they can pay for in cash,
and to balance exports and
imports.
This is all ended They are
borrowing by subterfuge right
now.
in a machine tool purchase
from Germany and a Large

pio

•i
'Mr OFF

shall do the developing, and
who shall reap the benefits
Red China is under pressure
from Japan and Western
countries to accept a joint
venture for the development
of China's offshore oil. To date
the offers have all been rejected except the one from the
United States. The reasons for
this are probably threefold -because of superior U.S. petroleum technology; because
the Red Chinese neither like
nor trust the Japanese; and
because they believe the
United States can be persuaded to give them a better
credit deal.
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Plymouth's Lis Stintley
In the Driver'sSeat

Has you car ever failed to
start because it had the low.
batteryblues? If it should
fail you again here is a quick
way to find if a run•clown
battery is the problem.
First, raise your hood and
make sure that the clamps
holding the cables to the battery posts
are tight.
Sometimes a
loose cable
clamp may
prevent
starting.
If the
clamps are
tight, turn on
your headlights and try
to crank the engine with the
starter. If the headlights do
not dim when you turn the
key and the engine is quiet
or makes a loud "whirr" your
best alternative is to call your
dealer and a cab
However, if the lights do
dim when you turn the ignition your battery is probably
run down. The best way to
start your car in this case is
to jump the Twittery by borrowing power from the battery of another car.
You'll need a set of "jumper.' cables — an inexpensive
item that belongs in every
trunk—and the car of a friend.
Now follow these steps:
bring the cars nose to nose
and raise the hoods; find the
largest post on each twittery
and connect the red cable to
them, they are positive; connect the black cable to the
smaller negative other posts:
now get into your car and trt
to start it. If it is only a low
battery your car will start

The focus of world oil exploration and development is
thus certain to shift to this
area, and the lines are already being drawn as to who
shall do the exploration, who
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Ports already has been abandbned — laws notwithstanding.
The economic war that is
low on the East Asian horizon
involves a wide array of critical resources, but the most
important of them is oil.
The physical manifestation
that threatens to change the
face of the latter 20th Century
is the worldwide energy
crisis
There is still a substantial
quantity. of latent energy in
the earth, but its location rep-

machinery purchase from
England, they are paying on
the installment plan, with interest hidden in the periodic
payments
The managing director of a
chemical company, which
sold the Reds some $10 million
worth of textile fiber last
year, says they will be openly
seeking long-term loans from
the United States within six
months. The Far East manager for a large American
bank says that their concept
of balancing imports and ex-

The great industrial centers
are now heavily dependent for'
their energy on the Middle-East, a remote and inconvenient source that is becoming
more tenuous with each passing •clay. As a result, there is
only a 100-day supply of oil in
Western Europe and a 45-day
supply in Japan, whose minimum need is 200 mullion tons
a year
Relief from this oppressive
circumstance lies in East
Asia, where vast basins of petroleum are beginning to
emerge.

Many of the new discoveries
are offshore - - in the Gulf of
am bounded by Thailand,
Cambodia and South Vietnam,in the Gulf of Tonkin off
both South and North Vietnam, in the Gulf of Pechili off
the Red Chinese coast. Additionally, there have been major discoveries in the southern
Philippines and in Shantung,
Anhui and Kwangtung provinces of Red China.
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Higher Payroll TaxeslCause
Howard H. Peckham In Seminar
Independent Firm Adjustments
The initial impact of the new
higher payroll taxes on employers for Social Security has
already caused 14 per cent of
the nation's independent
business people to make adjustments in their payrolls.
This is developing from the
respondents to the 1973 continuous field survey of the
National Federation of Independent Business. As the
year wears on, it is expected
that this percentage will increase. It has been the observation of the NFIB that the
Impact of any change of this
nature, such as an increase in
payroll taxes, or a jump in the
minimum wage is anticipated
by a relatively small percentage of the independent
firms, with more making adjustments after the increased
costs start showing up in the
monthly P & L statements.
The steps taken so far to offset this increased cost breaks
down into three categories,
Four per cent report they have
fired some employees to reduce
payroll costs. Another 6 per cent
have shortened the working
hours to achieve this objective,
while another 4 per cent have
reduced the starting wages they
pay to new employees.
From a geographical area
standpoint, independent employers in the MountaTh
—Wfes
have so far made the deepest
cuts with 7 per cent reporting
they have fired people, 12 per
cent reporting adoption of
I'IAt

IS

$ LI.

qOU KNOW
WHAT 7

shorter hours, and 9 per cent
reporting lower starting wages.
The Pacific states are the next
hardest hit with the percentages
in these respective categories 5
per cent, 7 per cent and 7 per
cent.
In the other regions the
results from the first returns to
the Federation survey follows,
giving the region, the percentage that have laid off
people, those who have reduced
hours, and those who have
lowered starting wages. New
England, 2, 5 and 3 per cent;
nod-Atlantic 3, 6 and 3 per cent;
east north central, 35, and 4 per
cent; east north central 3, 6 and
4 per cent; west north central 3,
6, and 4 per cent; South Atlantic
2, 2 and 2 per cent, east south
central 3,6 and 2 per cent, west
south central4,Sand 4 per cent.
Contrary - to 'What Might be
expected, few independent
retailers so far have laid off
people, but 7 per cent have
shortened the hours of work,
and this also seems the favor&
course
of
independent
wholesalers as an indentical
percentage in this category
report reducing hours of work,
although 4 per cent of them
report firing people to adjust
the payrolls.
In both occupations 5 per cent report they
have adopted lbwer starting
wages as a compensatory
measure.
The hardest hit appears to be
the employees of the independent transportation firms.
In this group 7 per cent report

WHEN M an4 YOU, I'M 50

impressive intellectual assets
of the university at Ann Arbor.
"Mr. Clements began about
1900 to gather books on early
American history," said lk
Wayne Beasley, professor of
history at Murray State who is
the coordinator for the symposium
'Studying bibliographies,
constantly improving his
knowledge and refining his
taste, he collected source
materials from
Columbus'
discovery down into the 19th
Century," he said.
"By 1922, he felt he had
enough books, newspapers,
maps and manuscripts to open
them for others, and acting on
this generous conviction, chwe
to give his library to his alma
mater for the benefit of
research scholars," he went on.
"A building for it was opened in
1923'.
The theme of the symposium
will be "1476: Decision for
Independence," and U. Gov.
Julian Carroll is its honorary
chairman. Dr. Milton M. Klein,
professor of history at the
University of Tennessee, is the
overall chairman.
Lt. Gov. Carroll is scheduled
to speak at a 6 pin. banquet in
the Waterfield Student Union
The Clements Library, which Building on March 28 prior to
this year is observing its 50th Dr. Peckham's discussion.
anniversary of its founding,
contains more than 42,000
books, 4,100 volumes of colonial
and early national newspapers,
over 300 manuscript collections
and 36,000 maps. The library
has become one of the most

Also participating will be Dr'.
George C. Rogers, Jr., Snowden
professor of history at the
University of South Carolina
and editor of "The Papers of
Henry Laurens" and a former
"American
with
editor
Heritage." Laurens, president
of the Continental Congress,
was one of the negotiators of the
peace treaty at the end of the

The director of one of the
foremost libaries in the United
laying off employees and a like States on Revolutionary War
amount report shortening hours manuscripts
early
and
of work, although only 3 per American history will be at
cent report reduction in starting Murray State University March
wages.
28-29 to partiuipate in the second
Four per cent of all in- of eight major seminars to be
manufacturers, held at the University by 1975
dependent
service firms and construction dealing with the Revolutionary
firing War period.
report
employers
workers to compensate, and the
He is Dr. Howard H.
same percentage in each group
reports reduction of starting Peckham, dierctor of the
wages. Among both in- William L. Clements Library of
dependent manufacturers and Americana
and
adjunct
firms
the professor of history at the
construction
Federation data shows 6 per University of Michigan.
cent have reduced working
Dr. Peckham will discuss
hours, while only 5 per cent of
the service firms report this "You Have Changed Your
Ground: British Reaction to the
step.
Of those engaged in the Declaration of Independence"
a at the 7:30 p.m. session of the
business, or
finance
professional occupation, 3 per seminar on March 28.
cent report shortening hours or
He is one of four nationallyreducing starting pay, but while recognized historians scheduled
2 oer cent of the finance firms to participate in the
two-day
report firing employees, only I program, designed to help
per cent of the professions junior high,
high school,
report this compensatory
community college and collegemeasure.
level history teach:Irs prepare
If the experience of the
Federation survey returns for more meaningful teaching
follows past trends, it will be of the Revolutionary War era
shortly after Me first quarter of during 1976-83, America's
the year that firing work hour bicentennial celebration period.
shortening, and other remedial
measures will show up sharply
increased. It is believed that
this reaction takes place with
the first quarterly payment of
payroll taxes, allied with the
fact that many independent
firms rely on quarterly rather
than monthly P & I. statements
for guidance.
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—Over VA retail value toys to be auctionedParents bring your kids and let them buy the toys of
their choice at the price they bring

Saturday, March 24, 1:00 p.m.

MONTGOMERY-WARDS

Also presenting a paper will
be Dr. Robert L. Ganyard,
professor of history at the State
University of New York at
Buffalo. He will discuss "The
Decision for Independence in
Revolutionary North Carolina:
Impulse and Reaction."
The symposium will end
March 29 with an afternoon,
roundtable discussion in which
the visiting historians will be
featured.

1203 Chestnut Street
Parents Cheek on the Fantastic Appliance Prices
coming up ia April

REMINISCE

March
games
fun

Registration will he_ _from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. March
76. The registration fee is $2,
and tickets to the banquet are
$2.50 each. Overnight dormitory
accommodations also will be
available at the nominal charge
of $3.
Additional information may
be obtained by contacting the
Chairman, Department of
State
Murray
History,
University, Murray, Ky., 42071

By HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service
Sixty years ago, if you
walked by any school yard
and saw certain games in
progress you knew that it was
March. Certainly the youngsters paid little attention to
the calendar, but there must
have been something in the
-which --told-- thenr--when
March arrived, for one day,
without any prearrangement,
they all brought their kites to
school.

Surreys were popular in the
early part of the twentieth
century Some were very fancy
with the traditional "fringe on
-We just lived a block from
the grocery store so we never
needed any transportation,"
explains the oldest member in
the Frankfort Club. "My
husband would rent a surrey or
a Wagon sometimes and we'd
enjoy a Sunday ride. For the
most part, though, if we wanted
to go anywhere, we walked."
A Senior Citizen remembers
the emergence of the famed
Model-T! "That was high style
back then. Only the wealthy
could afford such a luxury.
After all, a Ford Roadster esat
right around $300 and that was&
lot of money!"
Although we've tOtIle a long
tranway in the area of
sportation and the relative
convenience of tedayts travel
cannot be denied, there seemed
to be a certain amount of
nostalgia among those interviewed reflecting on those
"good old days."
"There's one thing the
couples of today are missing out
on," says one woman with a
mischievous smile on her face.
"When we'd go out dating with
the horse and buggy on a
moonlit night, my date would tie
the reins around the buggy
whip- - the horse knew the way
home!"
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Feminine logic makes its
appearance early in life, and
it's a rare male who knows
when he's been taken in and a
urn rarer one VI410 manages to
figure out how it was done
Another tavorite game
wnlch alW1y. mppea red in
March was marbles The boys
talked about 'ag,ipes" and
glassies. and such things,
but to a girl a marble was a
it larble
If sonic boy was lucky
enough to have a piece of
chalk, he drew a circle on the
sidewalk, if there was a sidewalk
Otherwise,somebody took a
stick or used the heel of his
stain' and drew a circle in the
dirt. The players dropped on
one knee and the game was
under way
Girls were almost never allowed to play
Everyone
knew that girls couldn't play
.kluirbles anyway i But once in
aNCihile some favorite or forward) young lady would manage to get into the game. And
there were occasions when
she walked away with every
marble the boys 'possessed,
her braids swinging saucily'
and her very back expressing
triwziph

March 24, 10:00 a.m., In mile
west of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94.
This is the opening sale of the
season. Will have the close out of
two or three estates. More
merchandise than can sell in a
day.
Will have chairs, couches,
tables, rociers, stoves, and
refrigerators, portable T.V.,
antique furniture of all kinds,
glass, china, and cooking utensiles, hand and garden tools, shop
equipment, log chains, pipe
wrenches, rototiller, tractor
boom pole, fishing equipment,
tackle boxes, rods, and reels,
new car tires, too many items to
list and describe separately. If
you are looking for that special
collector's item, we probably'
have it.
This sale was postponed from
last Saturday due to bad weather.
House full of nice furniture and
electrical appliances has been
added to make it an even bigger
and better sale.
For information call Otto
Chester's Auction Service, 4354042, Lynn Grove. Otto Chester
Auctioneer, Dan Miller, apprentice auctioneer. "It pays to
sell the Chester Way."
M22C
••
AUCTION SALE; Hazel Auction
House, Hazel, Ky., Saturday
March 24, 7:00 p.m.
Antique oak chairs, drum top
table, antique library table,
occasional chairs, Queen Ann
dining table, trunk, end tables,
port-a-crib baby bed, pink, green,
and amber depression glass, Hull
vases, large assortment of other
good glass, lots of odds and ends
For all your auction needs
contact Wilson and Thompson
Auction Service Wayne Wilson
and Charles Thompson, licensed
and bonded Auctioneers
M24C
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
March 24, 10:30 a.m., rain, or
shine, three miles north of
Murray en Highway 641 at. late
M.R. (Ray ) Smith home. His
collection of 40 years of small
automotive, common and special
tools will be offered Gauges,
testers, grinders, reamers, drills-calipers, rnicromitors, motors,
skill saw, miscellaneous nen and- I
used parts, bells, fuel ptunps,.
open and socket wrenches thin
side), three torque wrenches, SO
to 100 lbs., timing light, instant
soldering iron, soldering wire,
creeper, 6 drawer filing cabinet,
table and chair, all metal), 7
drawer metal tool cabinet and
other cabinets full of tools,
clamps,chisels, punches and also
a radio and collector's pieces. Set
of depression glass, porcelain
electric coffee maker, sugar and
creamer, purchased in 1920's, 100
year old butter dish and lid, very
rare, other large glass dish,
aluminum casserole, 3 double
barrel guns, I muzzle loader,
needs repair, 2 outstanding
carved animal head with eyes on
stock, brass inlay, wire barrels
(T Barker, Royal Damascus) in
top notch repair. Also dozens of
boxes of 100 hook trout lines and
500 hook snag lines, 16' aluminum
Arkansas Travler boat, 71 H.P.
motor, heavy duty break down
trailer, fishing cars-1959 Buick
and 1960 Chevrolet. Both run good
and have new rubber. Man's ring,
beautiful large.abine I new), other
interesting small pieces, some
old horse drawn tools from farm,
a lot of interesting junk.
Eats and drinks served. Not
responsible for accidents. Not a
spic and span sale, but one of
special and usable tools or Ray
would not have owned them. For
information phone 753-3375.
Douglas Shoemaker, Murray.
_1TC
Ky.

But at one game the boys
really did excel and that was
in spinning peg tops.
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"Don't you know enough to
head a kite into the wind,
stupid" the boys would ask,
disgustedly But the girls patiently explained that it was
easier running with the wind
So the boys, with that universal sense of male superiority , took the kites from the
girls and ran themselves
breathless launching them
Then they gave the strings to
the girls who thereby had all
the fun of flying the kites with
none. of the work.

And the boys thrust their
hands into their pockets and
scuffed their feet in the dirt
and wouldn't look at each
other and came to the conclusion individually and collectively that this was just one of
those mean tricks life played
on you and it just wasn't true
that girls were better marble
players than boys.
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They were probably homemade, of sticks and brown paper, with rags tied together
for a tail and stones for
weights, but they flew Kite
flying was one sport which
was indulged in by both boys
and girls, although they approached its little differently
The girls always ran with the
wind instead of against it and,
of course, their kites simply
dived to the ground

anywhere, we usually stayed
home "
"In the summer we'd take
excursion trains to scenic
places in the state," remembers
another "It was an all-day trip
from Frankfort to Mammoth
Cave by train, but it sure was

FRANKFORT, Ky •- By foot,
horse, train or plane, Kentuckians have always managed
to get where they were going.
At times, however, "the
going" wasn't quite as convenient as we find it today. In an
age of supersonic jets and intercontinental flights within
hours, it's sometimes hal d to
imagine travel as it was years
ago
According to J Winston
book,
his
in
Coleman
-Stagecoach Days in the
first
the
Bluegrass,"
stagecoach line in Kentucky
was opened at Lexington in
August, 1803. The coach left
• Lexiagton at 4:00 a.m. for
Winchester, Mt. Sterling and its
final destination at Olympian
Montgomery
in
Springs
County—a 47 mile journey that
the owner bragged could be
made in one day.
Early roads were made from
laying logs across the road and
covering them with soil
creating what they called a
"corduroy road." This worked
fine until bad weather came
Today, we central Kentuckians think nothing of
driving up to Cincinnati for the
day but in the early 9988's a
stagecoach trip from Lexington
to Cincinnati cost 10 cents a
mile and usually took two days
traveling at eight miles per
hour.
At the Frankfort Senior
Citizens Center, there are many
who have fond memories of
travel "back then" and are
eager to share them.
"I remember that it took the
biggest part of the day just to
make 25 miles in the wagon,"
reminisces one Senior Citizen
"It took so long to get

AUCTION SALE

KIDDIE AUCTION

war.

Crossword Puzzle

FINE --- HE GRADUATED
YESTERDAY WITH
THREE OTHER DOGS

AUCTION SALE

Senior Citizens Remember
Outdated Transportation

NO ONE HAS EVER
DIED Of "HEART POP"'
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No matter how carefully a
girl wound the cord,she never
seemed to be able to jerk it off
just right and the top would
wobble around uncertainly
and alCti tip over. But a boy
coukl make it spin and dance
with no effort at all. At least,
It looked like no effort Boys
never would tell how long they
practiced to attain that perfection which they demonstrated in public.
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Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like

TUCKER REALTORS
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Phone 753-4342

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron Talent
753491O
C. Bailey Hendricks.
753-8958

753-1607
7517638

HOMES

ROM Es
Economy
WARM ENOUGH TO MELT the coldest budget:
walk to
priced, well decorated-3 bedroom. new carpeting,
$12,800.
town and doctors
bedroomNEAT-SWEET-COMPLETE! Modern kitchen- 3
7th.
South
507
make
not
yard-why
enced
street-f
uiet
carpet-q
Your first HOME:
RANGE,
WE HAVE ONE IN HARD TO FIND PRICE
117,500- let the imagination go to work. 5 bedrooms, city
schools, could be rental property.
DUPLEX EVETF-Tei-thairi What this owner has! They
to
are so anxious to get to their new duplex they are willing
cared
offer this older home at a herein' If you desire a well
for home this is it 410 South 6th
GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY-You like good neighbors-who
doesn't' Here's a first rate home in a setting of friendly.
neighbors."-who will welcome you to their cheerful
surroundings Quality construction, with built-in appliances. brick-wood buring fire place. 5 bedrooms- 3 up- 2
play-room up
down-2 baths Would you believe a M' x
stairs, also check out this back yard"

YOU CAN'T BUILD AT THIS PRICE-5 bedrooms, in excellent condition, 3 baths, tii-level, entry hall, living room,
formal dining room, kitchen with everything, large den with
fireplace. Large patio on beautifully shaded lot, great
location Appointment only
COUNTRY HOME IN DEXTER, just off 641. Moderately
priced with 3-bedrooms, 2 full baths. Call for an appointment
today-this one may not wait for you.
BRAND NEW THREE BEDROOM HOME on Holiday Drive.
Spacious interior design with seperate bedroom wing. Kitwith estre calotnets-and all Wilt-ins. Extra storage:Call
for an appointment to see this beauty
IF THE NAME OF THE GAME IS LIVING, come play in
this charming 3 bedroom brick with large living room and
formal dining room It's located just a short distance from
town on a large lot. A must see"
CHECK THESE ASSETS: ...3 bedrooms . 2 baths central
heat and air.. equipped kitchen.. beautiful lot Then call us
for an appointment

IMMACULATE EVEN to the white brick. Beautifully
landscaped lot in city school district. 3 bedrooms. 3 baths.
fireplace, large den complete kitchen. Being shown by appointment only on Doran Road.
TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON NORTH 18th Street with
`tarpets, large family room and big back yard for kids and
dogs, range and oven. dishwasher, and lots of book shelves
Ompact small home
THE BUY OF THE WEEK''! $23,500 will get you this 3
bedroom, 1'1' baths, brick home, with central heat and air,
carpets. drapes and all built-ins in kitchen Also a dining
room or family room Call quickly before it is sold.
1,0E-S SPRING FEVER HAVE YOU' You want to plant a
garden, keep a horse or two' Walk these 7 beautiful rolling
acres, wade the creek, sit under a tree. Enter the inviting
brick home, enjoy the carpet, large, living room with
fireplace,formal dining room. Picture you napping in one of
three bedrooms Perfect' Yes' and yours alone for $32,000

ACREAGE
FOUR ACRES ON NORTH 16th Street Over 1,000 feet of
road frontage

4,-/ ACRES ON COLLEGE FARM ROAD Extended. Has
barn and 3 small ponds. Only $3,750.

LAKE
NEAR IRVAN COBB-Concrete block cabin on large lake
front lol, with tremendous view of Kentucky Lake. Ear.sunning, fishing, or skiing, This is the place. Possession with
deed.

OLDER HOME ON SOUTH 12Th STREET. Lot is 55' x 200',
may be commercial soon. Good rental property now

-- ,
BEAUTIFUL LAKE VIEW LOT and mobile home with
sundeck in Panorama Shores. Complete with all furniture
and appliances including stereo and T V Immediate
possession and priced to sell.

YOUR SEARCH ENDS HERE,IF you are looking for a home
in the Mom c&rununity. 3'bedrOoms, well-equipped
kitchen,
central electric heat, large lot. Located in Highland Oaks
Subdivision.

'LOTS IN PANORAMA SHORES and lakeway Shores. Lake
front and lake view lots available!

JUST REDECORATED-1605 KIRK WOOF)has new carpets,
new disposal, new dishwasher and new coat of paint. 3
bedrooms, 1 1.2 baths, large landscaped lot and a garage.
Good house, good neighborhood.

PANORAMA SHORES LAKE FRONT HOME"
Ideal for a
surruner retreat. Large sun porch and has
boat dock. Relax
and enjoy it!!

$25,000 WILL BUY THIS 3 bedroom brick at 810 Guthrie
Drive. Family room big enough for pool table and opens to
patio. Newly painted, central heat and air, carpeted, large
kitchen with built-ins. 1"2 baths You can't build this much
house for the price.
HANG OUT THE WELCOME SIGN If you admire folks who
are proud of their homes, maybe you should have a place like
this-and experience a thrill when visitors exclaim "What a
lovely home!" In like new condition. It's a 3 bedroom. 2 bath
at 900 South 17th Street. Let us show you the inside!
OUT 94 EAST, TOWARDS KENIAKE, we offer a real neat 3
bedroom brick home on 5 acres of land. Home is only 6 years
old. Very attractive bargain for $21,500.00.
WALLET WATCHERS-LOCATED ON 121 near the Graves
County line, roomy 3 bedroom home, located on 1 acre lot.
Some carpets, Pt baths Phone 753-4342 for appointment.
WALKING DISTANCE TO HIGH SCHOOL and country club
Neat 3 bedroom brick home, carpeted with all kitchen builtins. Cute home in a real nice location. Ideal for you with
children.
414 SOUTH 8TH STREET -Bedroom hunters, here it is 7
bedrooms, large lot. Conveniently located. Some carpet.
Presently being remodeled.
LIKE TO PAINT AND FIX UP, then set back to admire your
purchase? 816 North 19th Street has big rooms, very
2 baths A good price.
/
spacious family room, 3 bedrooms, 11
Call now

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BY OWNER;7 room frame house CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25', FORD 1964, Camper Special
with bath, approximately 2 acres and treated fence posts. Murray pickup, air conditioned, overload
1968
of land. Located in Canton, Lumber Company, 104 Maple springs, 10z16.5 tires,
gas-electric
camper,
Vistaliner
M24C
Lake.
Barkley
Street.
Kentucky near
refrigerator, gas stove and oven,
Phone 9244479 or call or see
Porter Shaw, Hardin, Ky., 437- THREE BEDROOM double- AC-DC lights and many other
M23P wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile extras. Phone 753-8136 or 7534768.
M2INC
Homes, South Beltline Highway, 4919.
CARD or THANKS
Paducah,Ky. Phone 443-- 6158.
M24C DATSUN CAMPER to be used on
We wish to express our cgep
M22P
truck. Phone 753-2289.
appreciation for the many
thoughtful acts extended by MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER
everyone during the illness and puppies. Non shed, tops in Per' HOUSE: MUST be moved off lot.
loss of our loved one, Mrs. Carrie sonality. Melody-Ay:re Kennels, Contact Howard Brandon, 753Puckett. A special thanks to the Buchanan,Tennessee. Phone 901- 5880 or 753.4383.
M23C
nurses in the Cardiac Ward at the 232-8327
M28P
Murray-Calloway County
USED STOVE and refrigerator
Hospital, Dr. James Norwood,
CLOTHING, sizes 1 Reasonable. Phone 753-7191, if no
GIRL's
and Dr. Donald Hughes, to the
M28C
through 5. Also children's coats, answer phone 753-1748.
Warren Quartet, to Bro. Eura
ITHREE BEDROOM brick home, Mathis, Bro. Thomas Bullock, ladies coats, sizes 12 to 14. Phone
M22C
carpeted, carport and patio in and Bro. Whitesell Harpole for 753-7573.
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
On
building.
storage
large
, back
rug specialist that adjusts to any
Bro.
to
comfort,
of
words
their
I large'lot on 94 East, five miles
raft
inflatable
MAN
FOUR
New and used vacuums
carpet.
the
prayers,
his
for
Bogard
Paul
M23C for sale. For free demonstration
from Murray. Phone 753-6049 pallbearers, to those who set up Phone 436-2245
M23P
after 4:00p.m.
and gift with purchase phone 753at the hospital and at the funeral
April 12C
home, to Blalock-Coleman 1967-10'x40' Mobile home. Very 0752 or 753-0359.
SPECIAL!!
SPECIAL!!
Funeral Home for their many good condition. Phone 436M23C
Special!! Large corner lot, kindnesses to our many friends 2245.
COFFEE TABLE and two end
125'z253', five minutes from and neighbors for the food,
for
Kentucky Lake State Park. Only flowers, and work in our home, KEEPS carpets beautiful despite tables, in good condition. All
after 5:00
$1,000.00. Phone Alyce Simrnen, and all expressions of love and footsteps of a busy family. Buy $25.00. Phone 753-1411
M22C
Blue Lustre. Rent electric p.m.
Lile Real Estate 8, Auction, 474- sympathy.
Market,
shampooer $1 Kwik-Pik
M77C
2717.
May God bless each of you is
1+424C 1971 HONDA SL-175 Trail. ExFive Points.
our prayer.
cellent condition. Also 2-bike
FORTY ACRES of land, 6 room Grover Puckett
motorcycle trailer. Phone 753farm house with city water. Mr. and Mrs.- 1PFanTh-NrEiV HIGH VOLUME drive in 7592.
M22P
, Known as the J.J. Stone place on Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rudolph
restaurant in Cadiz, Ky. Must,
Highway 962, ½ mile north of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Parrish
sell. Phone 522-3705 after 5:00
FOR RENT
Olive in Marshall County. Phone and the Great Grandchildren. p.m.
M23C
1TP
M23P
354-8264.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, air conditioned, 1 mile
Murray. Garbage pick up
from
and
FIVE ACRES OF LAND, fenced, sowed down, stock pond, 72'x 34' barn, city water
water furnished. $85.00 per
and
$6,500.
price
Full
available.
natural gas
month. Phone Cadiz, 5224332
M26C
YEAR AROUND COTTAGE near Shamrock Resort I Tennessee -4-bedroom frame, on a
the
in
garage
good
well,
backyard,
the
thru
flowing
brook
small
lot,
wooded
200' x 200'
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
basement and a detached garage with workshop space
house in Hazel. Also furnished
apartment in Murray. Phone 753SIX ACRE TRACT of land with 900 ft frontage on US-641 Located at the intersection of
M26C
7333_
Green Plains Road

NEAR TRI CITY. APPROXIMATELY 3 acres-been landscaped. Great building site. Priced right, too'

TVA FRONTAGE-FRAME cottage in Panorama Shores
with central heat and air. Also has carpet. Get away to the
crappie fishing and enjoy casual living Only $13,501) 00

753-1916

WATER FRONT lot in Panorama
Shores-Good road, local water
system. Price only $4400.00.
Lot 209_ Baywood Subdivision
near lake. Price $900.00.
Choice lots in North Hills.
Price reduced to $12750.00 for 3
bedroom residential corner lot
1301 Poplar.
266 Acre farm on good
blacktop road-200 acres in
cultivation now leased for
85000.00 per year. Better buy this
one.
Need farm listings-can sell if
you list with me.
Claude L. Miller, Realtor, 753M24C
5064 phones 753-3059.

TWO ACRES JUST SOUTH of Coldwater on Highway 1836.
Priced right. Call us now!

NO HEADACHES-FOR THE HOUSEWIFE in this easy to
care for botate, .Large family room-which means a happy
time for TN.Excellent kitchen with compactor 1.ots of fresh
air. Call for appointment.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
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Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .

corner lot.
EXTRAORDINARILY NICE,12' x 60' Mobile Home 1972 model on a 131' x 184'
concrete sidewalks, double
Has central heat and air. storm windows, hurricane straps,
tile.
driveway,concrete patio, 18 ft. diameter swimming pool, 350 If field

TWO BEDROOM, central heat
and air, $110.00 per month. Phone
M24C
Paducah 443-5239.

TWO BEDROOM SHINGLED HOUSE On a 96' x 264' lot. Has newly paneled walls, new reel,
carpeting, good well Located Smiles South of Murray on a good blacktop road.
-ALMOST NEW 4,000 s.f metal building in one of Murray's best commercial subdividons.
Has double overhead doors in the front and rear of the building, 12' x 20' office, 2 restrooms

LARGE THREE bedroom brick
house, newly decorated and fully
carpeted. Neer college. Immediate possession. Phone 7535823P
3942.

SEVENTY ACRE FARM, with a 2-bedroom mobile home, good well. outbuildings, fruit
trees, plenty of road frontage on Old Murray-New Concord Highway_ Located approximately
34 mile from the blacktop Highway 614.

THREE ROOM unfurnished
apartment, downstairs. Newly
decorated. Lights and water
furnished. Middle aged couple or
two ladies preferred. $30.00 per
month. Phone 753-6173 or 753IN22C
4522.

ALMOST COMPLETED 3-bedroom brick home in Puryear Heights Subdivision Has
central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, large ceramic bath, patio, kitchen-family
rocEti, Iirge Tot arid". C- entral water Systerrt
EIGHT ACRES of tendable land, a good building site, plus water from a deep well Located
near Underwood Crossing

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
and shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart.ments, South 16th Street, 7536608.
April 4NC

THREE ACRE TRACT on the corner of a good blacktop road, plus a newly remodeled 2bedroom house. Located in the Cherry Corner community.
SUITABLE FOR MULTI.-FAMILY or fraternity usage-This spacious home lies 3 leve4s of
living area, 2 working fireplaces. 2'2 baths, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air,
extra large lot. Located within one block of the University.
7-room frame home in a good state of repair, near downtown
REDUCED TO $8,6000
Murray. Has 2 fireplaces, gas floor furnace, practically new carpeting.

FURNISHED two bedroom
apartment, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air.
Excellent location. Children O.K.
No pets. Available March I Rent
$145.00. Phone 753-4331
March
26C

y
ATTRACTIVE TWO YEAR OLD BRICK home on a 100' x 260' lot, near the Henry-Callowa
bath, living
Golf Course. Has a separate dining room, kitchen built-ins, large ceramic
to qualified
room, 2 or 3 bedrooms, utility room, carport, good well Financing available
buyer
90 ACRE FARM,located on Shoemaker Road. approximately 6 miles South East
At less than $200 per acre, this could be an economical place for a retreat.

of Murray.

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment, carpeted. Phone 7537861 days or 7534913 nights. M22C

, newly remodeled kitchen, city water, oil
a 2-bedroom frame home*

30 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE on Hopper Cemetery
Road, Great for a retirement home

ON US-641 NORTH
heat. Priced to sell.

EIGHT LOTS IN KENTUCKY LAKE Development Cor
poration. all for $1,800.00. Must see to appreciate"

yet priced at
INCOME PROPERTY -$600 per month average for the past year's income
homes All furnished.
only $20,000. Has 4 apartment units, one 4-bedroom house. 3 mobile
Owner needs to sell

105 NORTH 14Th STREET. An excellent opportunity to
acquire some good rental property! House has garage
apartment that is rental property, too. Home has central heat
and 5 window air conditioners. Zoned R-4. Give us a call
THREE APARTMENT COMPLEXES AT 1628 Miller
Avenue, in good condition. Rented to University student,
Brings in good revenue. Call for an appointment.
1311 MAIN STREET-9 rental units-Room for 19 students
Good income-Good condition-Low vacancy rate
completely furnished with furniture and appliances. Let ;I
explain the advantages of this type property to you!!
CORNER OF NORTH 16th & Olive.- Now rented to student,
for parking. Lot is 75' x 139'. Speculators-take note!!

LOTS
NORTH 18TH STREET, North 16th Street, Oakdale, Sour
Ilth Street, In City, Bagwell Manor, Camelot, Coldwater
Sherwood Forest, Penny Road, and Gatesboro.

.0 •
•X•

Max

xiitioalec VIOCAIRK Alb(

ditiGIFIED]

:
:
ii

Blood River Church Road. near
MOBILE HOME LOTS NEAR KY. LAKE. Located on
will finance the balance at 6 per cent
owner
and
downpayment
cent
per
5
Shores.
Keniana
interest. Priced from $795.

Know someone
who'll soon :
9t;
tut
rayt a • •
da
eb
rfh
bclel

FOR. Needs a lot of cleaning up, but is priced
200 ACRES, UNTENDED AND UNCARED
South East of Murray. on McCullough Creek.
miles
10
approximately
Located
accordingly.
frame home, on city water, sewers, and
$4,500 IS THE FULL PRICE for a 3-bedroom
Hazel
of
center
the
in
Located
natural gas.

i•
t:

;NE

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

•
lt•
.Send them greehngs
ftse
with a Happy Ad in
our Classified SectionA

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

Just call

farm that has 150 acres of tillable land and
CALL US FOR DETAILS on a low priced 230 acre
cedar
posts. Financing at 6 per cent interest
with
fence
perimeter
wire
barbed
a 4-strand

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:
Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

MAGNAVOX STE
registered Poodl
bloodlines from
Ohio. Also have f
Phone 489-2651.

USED AIR boat
H.P. Lycombing :
Howard Brandon,
4383.
14' POLAR Kraft
H.P. Eviru-ude, tr
motor. $750.00. '
dition. Phone 753-691
USED BALDWIN '
Used Baldwin or
Baldwin grand .
Piano Company,
Post Office, Paris,T
REGISTERED A
serviceable age. .
Key or Gary Key
after 4:00 pin.

0
0
0
0

O

FOR'
1972 BU
PURSANG
25 Ls H.P.
714-1343 or

FOUR 14' plows. •
after 4:00p.m.

BALDWIN P1AN I
Rent to purchase •
Piano Company,
Poet Office, Paris,
SAP
A
March 24, 1:004:
Maple Street, A
Everything must go
1960 CHEVROLET'
aluminum boat. i
Phone 753-0435 or

26" BOY'S bike
English Racer.
dition. Two mon
753-470 after 5:060
VA LOANS, no ..
qualified veteran.
pay Drive on
Clarks River Bridg
Bank financing
Mobile Homes,
Beltline Highway,'
443-6150.
MEMPHIS BELL
2 H.P. J.
1
boat, 5/
and trailer. Goo
$350.00. Phone 767-4
1964 GALAXIE
motor,( no tra
Phone 7534573.
STUDIO COUCH,
condition, makes
$25.00 Phone 436- -

LIVING ROOM
tique ice box.'•
1622.

and recently carpeted with wall to wall rugs,
4-ROOM HOME WITH aluminum siding
trees,
one acre of land. Only $8,500.
fruit
house,
chicken
well,
fireplace, good

4th St Maple Streets

1971 GLASSMATE f
boat, Paris, Line
H.P. Mercury mo
start. Complete wi
over $2400.00, sell f
Phone 474-2297 after
M27C

MOBILE HOME,1
electric, fully f
conditioned. $3950.1
9335.

payments of $51.79 !including principal and in$800 DOWNPAYMENT AND monthly
at 4th and Gilbert Street, in Hazel. Full price
house
frame
om
4-bedro
a
buy
will
terest)
95,900.

COMMERCIAL & INCOME

FOR SAI.E

-

5,

:
41
to p7
ICI
5C
6r
0 1y
39o1u

14

a)
Ig
E117:

The Ledger in;
it Times

ONE PAIR Bea:,
registered and
markings. Prefer
together. Also washer, needs r •
6086
BOY'S BOOT ska
rink only, size 5,
dition and gas
condition.
cellent condition.
priced. Phone

GARAGE SALE,
1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m
Friday, March 23.
Street. Lots of do
and lots of househ
some furniture.
FISHING BOAT,
with 20 H.P. J.
8540.00. Phone 7
ANTENNA,ROTO
Small dining ta.
chairs. Phone 7
SEWING MA I
zig zag console.'
6085
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her
753NC
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a2P

lot
753-

tor
f no
28C

hag
any
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tion
75312C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

**************************t

1971 GLASSMATE fishing or ski
boat, Paris, Line trailer with 45
H.P. Mercury motor, electric
start. Complete with skis. Cost
over $2400.00, sell for only $995.00.
Phone 474-2297 after 5:00 p.m.
M27C

• HOLSTEIN CALVES
* - BULLS or HEIFERS
•
From 1 Week to Weaning Age

MAGNAVOX STEREO; AKC
*
•
registered Poodle puppies,
bloodlines from Michigan and
Ohio. Also have farm wagon.
M23C
Phone 489-2651.

USED AIR boat and trailer, 25
H.P. Lycombing engine. Contact
Howard Brandon, 7534960 or 753M23C
4383
14' POLAR Kraft Jon boat, 18
H.P. Evinrude, trailer, trolling
motor. $750.00. Excellent conM23C
dition. Phone 753-8918.

end
for
500
22C

USED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
Used Baldwin organs. Used
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn. M23C

ExAte
75322P

REGISTERED ANGUS bulls,
serviceable age Contact Harry
Key or Gary Key at Coldwater,
M27C

hed
nile
up
per
Z.
I26C

)(an
hed
753128C

ieat
tone
124C

rick
ully
I m75323P

hed
wly
ter
I or
per
75322C

ITS,
om
two
arts-753INC

10M
Mr-

air.
ent
rch

hed
75322C

For Further Information

• Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m.

0
0

•
0

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1972 BULTACO
PURSANG 125

25 ks H.P.-4150
d
753-1342 or 753-3073
'4kMk‘ItIlkIihNIMMIk'saviik‘k%
FOUR 14' plows. Phone 753-8692,
M23C
after 4:00 p.m.

LEARN CAKE decorating.
Classes are now underway at the
"House of Cakes," South Marshall. The instructor is Thelma
Nanny, graduate of Snyder's
Professional School of Cake
Decorating, Detroit, Michigan.
Six week beginners course, $15.00
For more information phone 527M26C
7157.

SERVICE IS THE
DIFFERENCE
TRY
US
-- •"\
161110
I 4

0'
CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN
,r h•oaftd
41 900 Chestnut
D*a 1.tr

•

A

Murray, Ky.
Phone 7534950

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Special
Each
Thursday & Friday
COMPLETE DINNERS - 1.50 & 9.75
2 Lb. or '4 Lb. Fresh Catfish • French Fries • Cole Slaw
1
•/
• Onion & Lemon • Tartar Sauce
especially proud of these quality dinners and we belies e the formulas of each item
to be superior. Our main hope is that our presentation of our food and our hospitality will
encourage your speedy return."

"We are

JoustaassiuKtrissitsunsuesurstasaaurie

SPRING SPECIAL!!
ENGINE TUNE-UP
6-Cylinder $1595

ROSES

8-Cylinder $1995

Includes Plugs, Points, Condenser
FREE! 50 Gallons of Chevron Gasoline
with the purchase of 4 Atlas Pacesetter Tires

50 VARIETIES

Also.

FREE I 8 Pack

of 16-oz. Pepsi
with oil change and lube
-AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE-

•Perennials
• Asters

•Phlox

North Point Standard
121 Bypass & Mayfield Road

•Pansies

•Shrubbery &
Supplies

Bluebird, Wren and Martin
Bird Houses

Shirley Garden Center
500 N. 4th

Phone 753-8944

ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service,
Phone Paris, 642-8551
TFC
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured and installed by
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753APRIL 13NC
8992
HELP WANTED

Myhill & Wilson
k Contract Painting
,
(Interior & Exterior)
v Appliance Painting
Phone 753-9382 or
753-6995 after
5:00 p.m.

TRIANGLE INN
Phone 7534953

S camcge at 641 South
AUTOS FOR SALE

JANE'S ATTIC, 104 North 13th
Street. New, used and slightly
FORD GALAXIE, 1961. New used items. Avon bottles, book
CHAIN LINK FENCING
battery, rebuilt carburetor. Can swap. Every Monday, Tuesday,
phone
or
10th
North
be seen at 110
Now On Sale at
and Wednesday, 9:30 a.m.-6:30
M24C
753-4077.
p.m.,Saturday 1:30-5:30 p.m.
M24C
DODGE PICKUP, 1966, long wide
Phone Larry Lyles at
cab.
custom
bed, automatic, 318
Phone 492-9706 after 5:00 p.m. FREE SERVICE on all Kirby
753-2310 for
M24C vacuums over 5 years old. For
FREE ESTIMATE
appointment with authorized
1964 CHEVROLET Impala four Kirby dealer Phone 753-0752 or
Expert Installation Also
door hardtop, 2g3 engine, a1r753-0359 after 12:30 p.m. Offer
Available
April 13C
conditioned with power brakes good untU April 7.
and steering, good radio and
heater. Extra good white wall
tires, color-maroon with white
top. Clean as a whistle inside and
out and one of the sharpest cars
in town. Phone 753-1729 after 5:00
M24C
p.m.
Effective M• arch 30, 1973. the City Street
11
CURD, 1971 LTD Brougham, two
Department will no longer offer the curb
*
door hardtop, power steering,
pick-up service for trash and other debris.
J
1
brakes, windows, seats, and air.
Federal funds which provided manpower
Slusrp $2400 00 Phone 753*
*
M23C * for this service were withdrawn March 20
6862
*
* 1973.
*
Ai**444410144414114314414441144144P11444184441$441111444***4
1871 DODGE Challenger, power
roof, V8
steering, vinyl
automatic, $1750.00. Phone days
474-2378 or nights 753-0271. M27P

FENCE SALE
SEARS

CITIZENS OF MURRAY

WANTED AT once, good truck
tires service man for sales.
ARMSTRONG'S best line of 4 ply BLACK ANGUS, heifers, full Salary, commission and fringe
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. nylon whitewall tires.
stock. Make nice breeding stock. benefits. Reply, Box 3127
TERMITE and Pest
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo 775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60+$2.11 Average 475 lbs Phone 753-1348, Paducah, Ky., stating ex- KELLY'S
753-3914, 100 South
phone
Control,
from
across
Company,
Piano
M24C perience.
M23C 13th Street "Every day you
825 a 14 or 15" - $17.11+$2.77 or nights 753-9390.
M23C 855 a 14 or 15" - $18.14+$2.43
Poet Office, Paris,Tenn.
delay lets bugs have their
Armstrong custom supreme 4 ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, WANTED PERSON, full time. way '
TFC
RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday,
ply polyester 78 series whitewall Mayfield, Kentucky, on the Apply in person to Murray Home
300
March 24, 100-5:00 p.m.,
Travel & Auto Store, Chestnut Street.
Benton
Highway.
Phone 436-5641
Urea.
FOR ALL your additions- 1972 NOVA SS 350-4 speed,
Maple Street, Apartment 4.
or 15" - $17.40+$2.42 trailers, pickup camper, toppers. 11123C
14
a
P78
MII3P
Everything must go.
remodeling, residential or headers, cam, custom interior,
the
078 a 14 or 15" - $18.2742.60 We also rent campers by
commercial. New or old Free mag wheels. Excellent condition.
or
247-4187
Call
weekend.
or
week
$19.51+$2.80
HP a 14 or 15"
STEAK • CHICKEN • SHRIMP
M27P
TFC Phone 753-4438.
1960 CHEVROLET pickup and 14'
WAITRESS
estimates. Call 753-8123
M24C
$19.70+$2.89 489-2303
15"
or
14
a
.176
aluminum boat. $400.00 for both.
Part time or full time
• $22.70+$3.13
15"
or
14
a
L78
and KY. LAKE CATFISH
Phone 753-0435 or 753.1414. M23C
Apply in person to
Armstrong's best line of
JERRY'S
CADILLAC 1969 Fleetwood
polyester glass belted whitewall GARAGE SALE, Friday, March
South 12th
Brougham. One owner. Extra
73, 10:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m., 110
tires.
Minnows, Worms and Ice Cubes
26" BOY'S bike, 10 speed,
Low mileage. AM-FM
clean
Also Available
bicycle
speed
Ten
10th.
North
$24.30±$2.54
15"
P78 a 14 or
English Racer. Excellent constereo
Phone
527radio
Benton
redtable,
coffee
round
new),
(
WANTED NIGHT manager.
G78 a 14 or 15" - $20.110±12.
7649.
dition. Two months old. Phone
M27C
831.911+82.26 wood picnic table and 4 chairs, Alink be neat, clean. efficient,
M27C"H78a 14 or 15" 753-17117 after 5:00 p.m.
white
and
black
tables,
other
Must
ahead.
move
to
desire
122.43+13.02
with
J73 a 14 or 15" Complete Home
$24.73+13.13 television, camel back trunk, foot be willing to close 8 nights a
VA LOANS,no down payment for L78 a 14 or 15" 36-34 Miles per Gallo; and
locker, large piece luggage week. Fast food experience
Remodeling
of
line
qualified veteran. 12 years to Armstrong's best
still ride in comfort
old buffet, Singer sewing helpful, but not necessary Salary
(blue),
pay. Drive on out almost to polyester steel belted whitewall machine, three piece bedroom
FREE ESTIMATE
Mr.
to
person
in
Apply
open.
Clarks River Bridge on Eteltline. tires.
1968 MERCEDES BENZ
1TC Barnes at Burger Chef, 9:00 a.m.suite, other items.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's F78 a 14 or 11" - $23.13+22.68
2210
M23C
5:00p.m.
153%1
Mobile Homes, 3900 South G78 a 14 or -15" - $24.27+12.87
Sboe Store
&
with
BOOT
Beige
Blaelalorler
VERNON'S
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., H78 x 14 or -W' - $25.511±$3.10
shim repair. WANTED: TWO cooks. two WILL DO trash and
Leather goo&
753-0276
Or
753-011S
M24C
liromh
443-6150.
Armstrong Polyester glass All types of Western supplies. waitresses. Must be capable and
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
after $p.m.
raised
with
series
70
wide
belted
Boots for just about any activity reliable. Highest pay in the lake 753.6130.
TFC
MEMPHIS BELL 14 aluminum white letters.
under the sun. Sycamore and
perqualified
for
area
outboard
Johnson
H.P.
boat, 54
G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01+$2.86 4th.
April 25C sonnel. Kentucky Lake Lodge PROFESSIONAL CLEANING; MERCURY, 1963. Runs good,
and trailer. Good condition. H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81+$3.09
Restaurant, Highway 68 at carpets, furniture, floors, walls looks good, drives good. $175.00.
M27C Armstrong nylon glass belted
$350.00. Phone 767-4745.
POODLE PUPPIES, AKC Aurora, Ky. Phone 474-2259 for and specialities services. Call Phone 753-5232 after 5:00 p.m.
wide 60 series with raised white registered, apricot, 11 weeks old. appointment.
M24P
M22C Sarvicemaster collect 2471964 GALAXIE body with 353
letters.
.:male,
Three male and two f,
7333.
$75.00.
transmission),
motor,( no
4C
APril
$25.53+$3.18
or 15" 1969 BUICK Riviera, automatic,
$50.00 each. Phone 753-8690. M24C WANTED: SOMEONE to help at
M24.NC G60 x 14
Phone 753-6573.
JERRY'S REFINISHING & power steering and brakes, air
L60 a 14 or 15" - 138.44+$3.66
Stella Feed Mill, full time Prefer
68, RUMMAGE SALE at American male Phone 753-1255.
M22C Custom Built Furniture, 8 miles conditioned, bucket seats. Four
STUDIO COUCH, printed. Good ROBY SALES, Highway
South of Murray on Hwy. 641 new tires. Phone 753-8136 or 75324,
March
M31C
building,
Legion
Ky.
Benton,
condition, makes full size bed.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 462- 4919.
now
Clothes,
NEEDED
M24NC
a.m.
7:00
MANAGER
at
starting
M24C
$251.00. Phone 436-2200.
Hwy. 68 at Aurora, Ky.
TFC
M24C Insurance managers opening In 8637.
shoes, household items.
*
SALE
FOR
*
no
Fastback,
travel,
no
debit,
No
area.
this
VOLKSWAGEN
1970
MOBILE HOME,12'x60', 1971, all
I 1973 12x70 Jefferson HOMEMADE CANDLES, an- draw. Salary, overwrite, ex• JOHN'S REPAIR Service. 22,000 miles. $1300.00 Phone 753electric, fully furnished, air
Trailer. Entire contents
receive Plumbing-electrical-roofing and 6l33.
tique and others. Also blonde penses.
M22C
Agents
conditioned. $3950.00. Phone 753Nusde light breakfast, lunch
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
goes with it. Must sell soon.
HAPPY
753Phone
wig.
hair
commission
human
income,
guaranteed
or snack? Buy 'ern one at a
M24P
9335.
753-7625
nights.
TFC
time, 'a dozen or a sack It's
M23C and vested renewals. Help in
5990.
1970 COUGAR Elimination 302
753-0028
our blicults w,th sausage or
BIRTHDAY
recruiting and training. We are
ham.
They're
country
boss. Four speed. All power.
LIVING ROOM suite Also anand an old line company in the upper CRAFTS UNLIMITED Classes Sharp. Phone 753-6051.
Friday,
SALE,
GARAGE
fabulously sat,sfying and the
4C
4
M221
tique ice box. Phone 753LYNN
.C.A. Ex- Saturday, March 23, and 24, 8:00 5 per cent in size of all com- in knitting, crochet, candle,
beat what am 25c ea., 1 for
COLOR
M24C cellent
01C, 112.67 per Gwen, 40 for
1622.
.00. Phone a.m.-4:00 p.m., 520 South 6th panies. We have the most up to crewel, crackle, repousse. 1101
GRAND PRIX, 1971 SJ, loaded,
$OSO, 100 for 522.25.
M23C
Arcadia. Phone 753-0676.
M22P Street. Bargains galore and lots date
753-1566
portfolios, consisting of life,
all power 1971 Monte Carlo. Both
Take along a sackfull
ONE PAIR Beagles. Male is
M23C hospitalization and income
of extra nice clothing.
If You
TRIANGLE INN
WILL DO painting. interior or cars low mileage. Phone 753-8818
registered and has good BOAT INSURANCE. Broad
753-1153
M26C 15.
For confidential in- exterior. By the job or hour. Free or 753-9997
protection.
pair
sell
to
Prefer
markings.
coverage. Good claim services. TREADLE CABINET sewing terview contact
Walt Newcornb estimates. Phone 437-4534 or 527together. Also used automatic Lowest rates.
Galloway In- machine. Good condition. Used
at Holiday Inn, Murray. Ken- 9714.
Please Phone
April 24C 1973 CHEVROLET Impala
washer, needs repair. Phone 753- surance & Realty. Phone 753MUSIC
very little. Phone 753-0777. M23C tucky, Thursday from 6.00-8:00
1TC 5842.
Custom. Power brakes, power
6086.
April 11C
Your
M22C
p.m.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, steering, radio, large wheel PIANO TUNING and Repair.
TOY° EIGHT track stereo tape
also bank gravel, fill dirt and covers, vinyl roof, white walls, Jerry Cain, 7534712. Registered
BOY'S BOOT skates, black, for-MOBILE HOME, 10':56', 1964
player,$20.00. Phone 753NURSE AIDES! Applications topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, back window defrost. $3300.00.
rink only, size 5, excellent con model, completely furnished, air
craftsman Piano Technician
M27C are being accepted for ex0948.
ed,
condition
or 3.5441161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC Phone 753-9429 or see at 416 South Guild.
dition and gas stove in fair
TFC
washer, porch, steps
at
Apply
aides.
nurse
perienced
g in ex-and underpenning. Phone 75310th Street.
M22P
2'xl1 Vs' rug
/
condition. 81
If No Results:
old,
months
9
PEEKA-POO,
Murray
office,
personnel
TUNING--RepairPIANO
KNIGHT'S SHOP; lawn mower,
cellent condition. All reasonably mi.
M23C female. Papers available. Must
An
Hospital.
County
Calloway
serexpert
tiller
Prompt
work,
rebuilding.
blacksmith
repair,
V8
M24C
197IFORD van, straight shift.
Phone
priced. Phone 753-6341.
sell, owners moving Phone 753- equal opportunity emwelding. Gene Knight, Route 3. Excellent condition. Phone 474- vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
DOBERMAN PINCHER, 6 2725.
M24C Phone 753-4035.
M23C ployer.
April 12P 2274.
M22C pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
months old, registered. Black.
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753GARAGE SALE, March 22 from House broken. Very smart. MOBILE HOME, 1970 Morgan,
Before 5:00 p.m.,
LEASE
FOR
E1911.
wagon,
station
FORI)
1965
FREE
on
ESTTMATE
spectic
1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. and all day Phone 474-2274.
mnc 12'x60', two bedrooms, un- BURLEY,672 lbs., Call 489TFC
Then
tank installation. Phone 753automatic transmission. Good
Friday, March 23. 301 South 6th
furnished. Phone 753-9961. M27P 2118.
M22C 7850.
TFC condition. Phone 474-2361. M23C
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Street. Lots of clothing in all sizes
After 5:30 p.m. and
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
and lots of household items. Also
tractor.
Good
FORD
1960
941
WANTED LAWNS to mow. Most
Until 6:30 p.m.
M22C expensive carpet, clean with Blue
PEST CoNTROL
some furniture.
any day still open. Phone 753Lustre. Rent electric shampooer condition. Phone 753-5960 or )
753
M23C
5901.
31.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping 4383.
M22P FOR THE best in pest control
FISHING BOAT, 14' fiberglass
M24C
Center.
service and termite control call
Security, Advancement
with 20 H.P. Johnson motor,
1968 WINNER Cobra boat with 60
Superior Exterminating ComM26C
a
on
Going
CAR
down?
$540.00. Phone 753-6257
BROKE
1,
WANTTO
H.P. Johnson motor and trailer.
and Money
March 27C
vacation? Business trip? Rent a pany, 753-7266.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST Also skis, ski rope and life
new Plymouth. Taylor Motors,
ANTENNA,ROTOR and 30' pole. variety of pistols. Buy now while jackets, two gas tanks and new
These things can be WANT TO BUY tea cart made
Good Location
LOST &FOUND
M24C
753-1372.
from wood, prefer maple. Phone
Small dining table and four you can still get them at battery. All for $1,350.00. Phone
yours by selling our
M22C
M22C reasonable prices. Country Boy
753-5645.
chairs. Phone 753-3004.
M22NC
753-3376 after 5:00 p.m.
F In City
,
LOST DOG, half Pekingese and
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
product.
WANTED YARDS to mow on
WILL BUY and tear down your
half beagle, brown and white
SEWING MACHINE, Kenmore from Hopkinsvthe, Junction 117 SPRING AND summer sportSouth side of town. Phone 753-3376
barn, house or shed for the
Lynn
of
vicinity
in
753Lost
spotted.
suvc
zig zag console. Phone
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 swear for women, sizes 5 and 7.
after 5:00p.m
M26C
Phone 753-4138.
wood.
M22C p.m.
M22P
M24C Cheap. Phone 753-7238.
Grove Phone 4354532.
6085.
M23C
1 011000101~4
07101~11014~01014
*

Pine Bluff Shores Restaurant
msOpen To The Public..

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

DINNERS

..
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Heroin Is Second

Federal Drug Commission Rees
Alcoholism as Number 1 Problem
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